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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Information Exchange in Strategic Settings: Two Illustrations

by

Yuehui Wang

Doctor of Philosophy in Economics

University of California San Diego, 2020

Professor Joel Sobel, Chair

In many economically interesting situations, individuals have different access to information.

Efficient allocations require that this information is shared through the economy, but conflicts of

interest sometimes interfere with the ability of self-interested agents to share information. The

dissertation investigates two situations in which differences in preferences stand in the way of

efficiency and investigates the relationship between equilibrium outcomes and the environment.

Chapter 1 studies the implications of adding a cost to providing information to a cheap-

talk game. In the model, there are two potential barriers to complete exchange of information.

First, it is costly to send messages. Hence the informed player may not communicate because the

costs exceed the benefits. Second, there may be a conflict of interest between the informed party

and the uninformed party. In this case, communication must be limited in equilibrium. I show

xi



both of these biases may have counterintuitive implications in equilibrium. A sender with less

accurate information may be more valuable to the receiver because such a sender may communicate

more often. A sender with a larger bias can be more valuable to the receiver for the same reason.

When signaling is costly, the act of signaling can be informative. As a consequence, a low cost of

communication may reduce the quality of communication. Finally, a sender may prefer a “cheaper”

but less effective communication technology ex ante.

Chapter 2 studies the design of research contests where achieving the final discovery requires

achieving an intermediate breakthrough that produces knowledge. Ideally, researchers should share

their intermediate findings in order to avoid duplication of effort, but information sharing need not

be in the self-interest of an individual researcher. Nevertheless, I show that a benevolent principal

can achieve the social optimal outcome. This result holds even if the principal relies on agents’

voluntary reports to learn the arrival of breakthroughs. When limited liability constrains the ability

of the principal to punish a researcher, the principal must offer prizes to a researcher who is late

to make the intermediate breakthrough. The “losing prize” prevents a lagging researcher from

investing too much – duplicating the effort of the leading researcher – to achieve his intermediate

breakthrough and catch up with the leading researcher.
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Chapter 1

Cheaper Talk
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Abstract: Technological advancement has been lowering the cost of information provision.

Thanks to new information technologies, everyone with access to the Internet can provide infor-

mation at minimal cost. In this paper, we introduce a fixed cost of “talking” into the canonical

cheap talk model and allow the sender to choose whether to “talk” or not. We explore the following

questions: (1) Is a sender with more accurate information or a smaller bias necessarily more valuable

to the receiver? (2) Does a lower “talking cost” always benefit the receiver? (3) Will the sender

choose ex ante the communication technology that is optimal for communication? The main results

are: (1) A sender with less accurate information or a larger bias can be more valuable to the receiver

by being more motivated to provide information. (2) Too high a talking cost discourages information

provision, whereas too low a cost can reduce the effectiveness of communication. (3) A sender may

prefer a “cheaper” but less effective communication technology ex ante.

Keywords: Cheap talk; Information provision; Cost; Welfare

1.1 Introduction

Information provision incurs cost. Historically, information used to be recorded by hand-

writing and disseminated manually. The invention of mechanical means of reproducing writing, for

example the press printing, substantially lowered the cost of providing information. Nevertheless,

it was not until the emergence of the Internet that information provision become dramatically

inexpensive. Thanks to new information technologies, everyone with access to the Internet is able

to disseminate information at minimal cost.

This paper explores the implications of the information provision cost in the framework

of a cheap talk model: Two players care about an unknown state of the world and an action to be

taken. The informed party (the “sender”) potentially provides information to the decision-maker (

the “receiver”) who takes the action. Two scenarios are considered: the sender is unbiased (i.e. he

agrees with the receiver on what action is preferred conditional on the state) but can be imperfectly

informed, or the sender is perfectly informed but can be biased. We deviate from the canonical
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cheap talk model by assuming that the sender incurs a fixed cost if he sends a message (“talk”)

and by allowing the sender to decide whether to talk or not. While players dislike the loss from

a poorly informed action, the sender bears the cost of communication. Given the model, we ask

the following three questions: (1) Is a sender with more accurate information or a smaller bias

necessarily more valuable to the receiver? (2) Does a lower talking cost always benefit the receiver?

(3) Will the sender choose ex ante the communication technology (indexed by the talking cost) that

is optimal for communication?

To examine the implications of inaccurate information, we assume that the sender can be

imperfectly informed and that, in any state of the world, the players agree on which action is

preferred (Section 1.3). The only conflict between the players arises because only the sender pays

the talking cost. Communication between the players will be perfect (i.e. fully-revealing about the

sender’s signal) if the sender sends a message. We show that a less-informed sender can benefit

the receiver by being more willing to supply information. Proposition 2 contains a precise result.

Informally, due to a more disperse posterior distribution, a less-informed sender views extreme

states as more likely. If losses from large mistakes are extremely high, a less-informed sender will

prefer to send a costly message when the state is extreme rather than inducing an action that will

be far from optimal. Hence, a sender with less accurate information can have a higher ex ante

probability of information provision, and is possible to be more valuable to the receiver ex ante.

To examine the implication of the conflict of interests, we study a model where the sender is

perfectly informed but disagrees with the receiver on favorite actions (Section 1.4). We examine

how the receiver’s expected payoff changes with the size of the bias. We show that a more severe

disagreement can make the sender more tolerant of the talking cost and more motivated to talk.

It is therefore possible that a more biased sender can deliver a higher payoff to the receiver in

expectation.

Although too high a cost discourages information provision, a moderate talking cost can lead

to more effective communication in the presence of disagreement. Intuitively, the ineffectiveness of

strategic communication in the form of cheap talk comes from the following tension: the sender
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tends to exaggerate should the receiver believe him. The receiver will hence not take the sender’s

statement at face value, resulting in limited communication. Nevertheless, if it is costly for the

sender to talk, the net benefit of exaggerating would be lower. The sender would only be motivated

to talk when the action induced by “silence” is a big mistake to take given the state. As a result,

communication credibly indicates that the state is large when the talking cost better aligns the sender

and the receiver’s preferences. t

If a moderate talking cost can facilitate communication, will the sender prefer a communi-

cation technology featuring a moderate talking cost ex ante? To answer this question, we assume

the sender can choose a talking cost before observing the state and compare the sender’s favorite

talking cost with that of the receiver. We show that the receiver and the sender have different

rankings of preferred talking costs. Since a higher talking cost in general implies a lower ex ante

probability of talking, it is ambiguous how the cost affects the sender’s ex ante expenditure of

talking. The comparison between the sender’s and receiver’s favorite communication technology is

also in generalathe ambiguous.

As answers to the three aforementioned questions, our main findings are: (1) Given a

fixed cost of talking and absent difference in preferences over the actions conditional on states

(“disagreement” for short), a sender with less accurate information - modeled as more “disperse”

posterior belief - can be more willing to talk. In the presence of disagreement, a sender with a

larger bias can also be more motivated to talk. Therefore, the receiver does not necessarily prefer

a sender with more accurate information or a smaller bias. (2) If the players disagree on favorite

actions, a moderate talking cost can mitigate disagreement and improve communication. Too high

a cost discourages information provision, whereas too low a cost can reduce the effectiveness of

communication; (3) Ex ante, a sender may prefer a “cheaper” communication technology that

is sub-optimal in terms of the receiver’s expected payoff. The comparison between the players’

favorite talking cost is however ambiguous in general.
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Although the model does not fully capture all the main forces in play when it comes to

communication on the media, it allows us to examine the implications of the cost of information

provision, identifies some important trade-off and serves as a benchmark. Insights gained from the

model shed light on the implications of the emergence of new media. Thanks to new media such

as Blogs and social media, anyone with access to the Internet can easily disseminate information

to the public. Such information, nevertheless, is oftentimes inaccurate, and the communication

is affected by personal opinions and preferences. The problems of inaccuracy and bias are well

recognized by the audience.1 Survey results show that social media receives the lowest level of trust

among different types of media.2 Among the very people who consume news on social media, 57%

expect news there to be largely inaccurate.3 The following question naturally arises: why is social

media news valuable to the audience despite the inaccuracy and bias? Although our one-sender,

one receiver model does not fully capture the main features of the media scene, we show that lower

accuracy or larger bias does not necessarily translate into lower value a sender is of to a receiver

even in the simplest communication setting, This result hinges on the existence of a strictly positive

talking cost. Given the talking cost, we highlight the novel trade-off between the sender’s “quality”

and his willingness-to-talk.

Behind the abundance of low quality information providers is the substantial drop in the

cost of information provision. As our second finding and its two-sender extension reveal, compared

to traditional media that features a moderate talking cost, the trivial cost implied by social media

can empower bias and worsen communication. This is consistent with the documented declining

trust in news media.4Our last finding states that a sender in general prefers a different talking cost

from what is the best for communication effectiveness. We view this result as consistent with the

1“When asked for reasons why they do not trust news organizations, Americans’ top cate-
gories of answers largely focus on inaccuracy and bias.” Source: Knight Foundation and Gallup.
https://www.knightfoundation.org/reports/indicators-of-news-media-trust

2In 2016, 82% and 76% U.S. adults have at least some trust in local and national news or-
ganizations respectively, while only 34% do so in social media. Source: Pew Research Cen-
ter. https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/07/30/newsroom-employment-dropped-nearly-a-quarter-in-less-
than-10-years-with-greatest-decline-at-newspapers/

3Source: Pew Research Center. https://www.journalism.org/2018/09/10/news-use-across-social-media-platforms-
2018/pj 2018-09-10 social-media-news 0-01/
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fact that different types of media coexist.

Related Literature

In this paper, we explore under what conditions a receiver would prefer a sender with a

less accurate signal. This question puts our paper in line with the literature that discusses how a

decision-maker’s payoff changes with information quality (e.g. Blackwell 1953, Lehmann 1988,

Persico 2000, Athey and Levin 2018. In particular, we use the concept of “accuracy” developed by

Lehmann 1988 and used in Persico 2000 to order different information structures. Furthermore,

our paper is also related to the literature studying how the distribution of optimal actions changes

with information quality (e.g. Ganuza and J. Penalva 2006, Ganuza and J. S. Penalva 2010, Johnson

and Myatt 2006). The aforementioned literature mainly focuses on a decision-making environment

where there is no strategic interaction and information quality affects the decision-maker’s payoff

only through the relevant distribution.

Another line of related literature studies the implication of information quality when the

receiver accesses information through a strategic sender. In this literature, information quality

also affects the decision-maker’s payoff directly through the sender’s strategy. Even the signal

can be ordered by accuracy, the strategic tension implies that the information received by the

receiver is no longer monotonic in the signal accuracy. Fischer and Stocken 2001 demonstrate this

non-monotonicity in a canonical cheap talk model where the players disagree on favorite actions. In

this paper, we show that an arguably weaker strategic tension - the existence of a talking cost - can

break the monotonicity in the absence of disagreement. Blume, Board, and Kawamura 2007 also

shows that adding noise to the sender’s message can improve communication effectiveness.

Szalay (2005) studies a delegation problem with costly information acquisition. He shows

that the receiver can be better off if the sender is not allowed to take actions close to the prior optimal

action. Although different in setting and fundamental driving forces, Szalay (2005) is related to

4According to a survey by Knight Foundation and Gallup, 69% of U.S. adults say their trust in the news media has
decreased in the past decade. Source: https://www.knightfoundation.org/reports/indicators-of-news-media-trust

4Data source: https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2018/07/30/newsroom-employment-dropped-nearly-a-
quarter-in-less-than-10-years-with-greatest-decline-at-newspapers/
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our paper in the following sense: In Szalay (2005), the sender is more motivated to pay the cost to

acquire information because the loss of making a mistake is more severe if the prior optimal action

is removed. In our paper, a sender with a less accurate signal can be more motivated to supply

information because the loss is more severe if the receiver takes the default action.

The second part of the paper studies the situation where the players disagree on favorite

actions. We build on the canonical cheap talk model by Crawford and Sobel (1982). The main

difference is that we endogenize the “talking” decision by introducing a fixed cost incurred by

the sender when a message is sent. Austen-Smith and Banks (2002), Kartik (2007), and Hertel

and Smith (2013) introduce different cost structures to cheap talk. In Austen-Smith and Banks

(2002) and Kartik (2007), the sender can freely choose the cost associated with each message.

Given the power to choose any cost for any message, the sender can achieve almost full revelation.

Hertel and Smith (2013) study a cheap-talk model where there are discrete messages differing in

the cost to send and characterize the equilibria. Both Austen-Smith and Banks (2002) and Hertel

and Smith (2013) show that costly messages can improve communication. Our model assumes

that messages are equally costly except that a special message - “silence”- is costless. We further

conduct comparative statics with respect to the talking cost and provide deeper insight for the role

played by costly messages in a cheap talk model. We show that the talking cost brings about two

opposites forces: on the one hand, consistent with Austen-Smith and Banks (2002) and Hertel and

Smith (2013), costly talking mitigates the disagreement on favorite actions. On the other hand, it

disincentivizes the sender to supply information. As a consequence, we find that the relationship

between the receiver’s payoff and the sender’s talking cost is in general not monotonic.

Our model is related to the costly verifiable disclosure literature studied by Jovanovic

(1982), Verrecchia (1983), Hedlund (2015), and Kartik, F. X. Lee, and Suen (2017), but differs in

implications. In this literature, messages are verifiable and the sender’s favorite action is typically

independent of the state. The equilibrium threshold of disclosure is strictly increasing in the propri-

etary cost. If the cost rises, the receiver will obtain less disclosure and be worse off. In contrast, we

suggest a distinct comparative statics result with respect to the cost when messages are not verifiable.
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Because the communication outcome conditional on disclosure can be enhanced by a moderate

cost that mitigates the conflict between the sender and receiver, the monotonic result of information

transmission in the disclosure model breaks down. The receiver can benefit from a moderate cost

relative to no cost. Hedlund (2015) shows that the unraveling result about verifiable information

derived by Milgrom (1981) is robust to costly reporting. Kartik, F. X. Lee, and Suen (2017) develop

a theory of multi-sender voluntary disclosure and analyze how the cost of information disclosure

influences the competition between senders.

After setting up the formal model in Section 2.2, we analyze the model to study the

implications of signal accuracy (Section 1.3) and disagreement between the players (Section 1.4).

We then discuss some extensions in Section 1.5. Conclusions follow in Section ??. All proofs are in

the Appendix.

1.2 The Model

We consider an environment where there is one receiver R (she) who demands information

and one sender S (he) who potentially supplies information. Both players are interested in learning

about an uncertain state θ with the state space denoted by ΘĂ R. The players’ prior follows some

distribution Hpθq with mean µh and support Θ.

The sender observes a potentially noisy signal ψ PΘĂ R that is informative about the true

state. Let λ be a parameter that reflects the signal accuracy. Higher λ implies higher signal accuracy.

Let Fλpθ,ψq be the joint distribution of θ and ψ when the signal accuracy is λ and f λpθ,ψq the

density function which is assumed to be continuous.

Upon observing the signal, the sender can decide whether to send a message m and what

message to send. The special message m0 PM “ Θ denotes the sender’s choice of not sending a

message. The receiver then takes an action a P A“Θ upon receiving the message (or receiving no

8



message). The strategy of a sender with signal accuracy λ is mλ : Ψ ÞÑM and the strategy of the

receiver is apmq : M ÞÑ A.5

The players want to minimize loss from making a mistake. Their specific payoffs are given

by:

Receiver: uR
pa,θq “ ´Lp|θ´a|q;

Sender: uS
pa,θq “ ´Lp|θ`b´a|q´ c1m‰m0.

where L is the loss function with Lp0q “ L1p0q “ 0, @xą 0,L1pxq ą 0, and L2p¨q ą 0. Both players

prefer higher actions to be taken when the state is higher. The level of convexity of L reflects the

size of loss associated with a wrong action. The loss becomes larger as the mistake becomes bigger,

i.e. as the gap between the action and the state grows wider. The sender in particular may prefer

a higher action than what the receiver prefers, reflected by an upward bias bě 0. In addition, the

sender incurs a cost cą 0 if m‰ m0.

Let σ˚ “ pa˚pmq,mλ˚pψqq denote an equilibrium. The equilibrium concept we are using is

Bayesian Nash equilibrium.

1.2.1 Preliminaries

We assume all relevant expected values exist. We introduce some useful notation. Let

aS
pψ;λq P argmax

a
Eθr´Lp|a´θ´b|q|ψ;λs

be a favorite action of the sender when he observes a signal ψ with accuracy λ. The existence of

aSpψ,λq comes from the convexity of L.

5Although it reduces the set of equilibria, restricting attention to pure strategies does not affect the set of state-action
distributions that can be induced by an equilibrium profile.
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Also define

aR
pθ, θ̄;λq P

$

’

&

’

%

argmax
a

Ep´Lp|a´θ|q|aSpψ;λq P rθ, θ̄sq, if θ‰ θ̄

argmax
a

Ep´Lp|a´θ|q|aSpψ;λq “ θq, if θ“ θ̄

(1.1)

as a favorite action of the receiver when she thinks the sender’s favorite action is within the interval

rθ, θ̄s (if she were to directly observe the sender’s signal).

Finally, define USpa,ψ;λq “ EθruSpa,θq|ψ;λs. This is the sender’s expected payoff from an

action a if he observes signal ψ.

We sometimes suppress λ when doing so causes no confusion.

1.3 Signal Accuracy

Can it ever be the case that a sender with a less accurate signal is more valuable to the

receiver? To explore this question, we shut down the influence of the bias by assuming b“ 0 and

focus on how the sender’s signal accuracy (indexed by λ) affects the receiver’s ex ante payoff.6As

we show in this section, a sender with a less accurate signal can benefit the receiver by being more

willing to talk. After characterizing a particular class of equilibria, we provide a sufficient and

necessary condition under which a less-informed sender is more willing to talk, which can possibly

make such a sender more valuable to the receiver despite the less accurate signal.

We maintain the following assumption in this section.

Assumption 1. b“ 0.

To order information structures, we adopt the “accuracy” notion in Lehmann (1988).

Lehmann (1988 ) considers the following class of distributions Fλpθ,ψq.

Assumption 2. Milgrom and Weber 1982 θ and ψ are affiliated. That is, θ1 ą θ,ψ1 ą ψ ñ

f λpθ1,ψ1q f pθ,ψq ě f λpθ,ψ1q f λpθ1,ψq.

6In the presence of disagreement, i.e. bą 0, the receiver’s payoff is in general not monotonic in the sender’s signal
accuracy. Fischer and Stocken (2001) show this within a special class of information structure.
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Roughly speaking, affiliation between θ and ψ implies that a high realization of ψ is

associated with higher values of θ.

The following definition orders information structures and formalizes what we mean by

“accuracy”.

Definition 1. (Lehmann 1988) Given two signal structures indexed by λ2,λ1, we say the signal

structure λ2 is more accurate than the signal structure λ1 if Tλ2,λ1,θpψq ” Fλ2p´1qpFλ1pψ|θq|θq is

nondecreasing in θ for every ψ.

In other words, Tλ2,λ1,θpψ|θ;λ1q is distributed as ψ|θ;λ2. For example, a normally distributed

signal is more accurate than another normally distributed signal if the former has lower variance

than the latter.

Definition 1 concerns the conditional signal distribution. The payoff relevant distributions -

the posterior distributions and the distribution of posteriors induced by a signal structure - neverthe-

less hinge on both the conditional signal distribution and the prior distribution. To impose more

structure on the payoff relevant distributions, we first formalize the notion of “dispersion”.

Definition 2. (Ganuza and J. Penalva 2006; Johnson and Myatt 2006) A distribution Fλ2 is more

single-crossing disperse (denoted by Fλ2 ąSC Fλ1) than a distribution Fλ1 if there exists x0 such

that Fλ2px0q ą Fλ1px0q ñ Fλ2pxq ě Fλ1pxq,@xě x0.

Let µpψ;λq ” Epθ|ψ;λq be the mean of the sender’s posterior after observing the signal ψ

with accuracy λ. Given ψ, the posterior distribution can be written as Gλpθ|µq with the density

function gλpθ|µq where µ“ µpψ;λq. Let Φλpµq be the distribution of the posterior mean µ when the

signal accuracy is λ and φλpµq the density function.

To gain tractability, we impose Assumption 3 in this section. Discussion about this assump-

tion is postponed to the end of this section.

Assumption 3.

1. Θ“ R.
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2. @µ,gλpθ|µq is symmetric with respect to µ. gλpθ|µq “ gλpθ` x|µ` xq,@x.

3. φλpµq is unimodal and symmetric with respect to µh.

Note that the density functions of posterior belief have the same shape but only differ in their

locations. The distribution of posterior distributions induced by an information structure indexed by

λ can therefore be reduced to the distribution of posterior means Φλpµq.

The following assumption is key to Proposition 2 and Corollary 1. It states that any posterior

distribution of a less-informed sender is more disperse in the sense of Definition 2 than that of a

better-informed sender, and that the distribution of posterior mean of a better-informed sender is

more disperse than that of a less-informed sender.

Assumption 4. @λ2 ą λ1, for any given µ, Gλ1pθ|µq ąSC Gλ2pθ|µq. Furthermore, Φλ2pµq ąSC

Φλ1pµq.

As a leading example, conditions in Assumption 3 and Assumption 4 are satisfied if both

the prior distribution and signals’ conditional distributions are normal. That is, the prior distribution

is given by θ„ Npµh,σhq and the conditional signal distribution is given by ψ|θ„ Npθ, 1
λ
q.

Lemma 1. The sender’s favorite action is the mean of the posterior plus the bias, i.e. aSpψ;λq “

µpψ;λq.

Given the players have the same preferences for favorite actions, the only conflict between

them is that the receiver always wants more information but the sender does not always “talk” due to

the cost. More specifically, given a receiver’s strategy apmq, the sender’s best response is such that

he will not talk if the favorite action aSpψ;λq is sufficiently close to apm0q. The following lemma

states that the posterior means for which the sender does not talk constitute an interval.

Lemma 2. Given a strategy apmq of receiver, let m̃λpψq be a best response of the sender. There

exists an interval rθ1pλq,θ2pλqs such that m̃λpψq “ m0 if and only if µpψ;λq P rθ1pλq,θ2pλqs.

12



Provided that a message is sent, communication can be perfect (i.e. fully-revealing) since

the players agree on favorite actions. It is therefore not difficult to find an equilibrium of this game

from Lemma 2.7

Proposition 1. The following strategy profile is an equilibrium profile.

mλ˚pψq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

m0 if µpψ;λq P rθ1pλq,θ2pλqs

µpψ;λq otherwise

a˚pmq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

a0 ” aRpθ1,θ2q if m“ m0

m otherwise

For the rest of this paper we will refer to rθ1pλq,θ2pλqs - the set of favorite actions for which

the sender with signal accuracy λ does not send a message - as the silence interval. We also refer

to a0 - the action taken by the receiver when she receives no message - as the default action.

The following lemma pins down the position of the default action a0 and suggests that a0 is

independent of the sender’s signal accuracy.

Lemma 3. a0 “ µh.

Lemma 3 hinges on the symmetry of φλpµq. Because the two cutoff sender types θ1pλq,θ2pλq

are indifferent between talking and not talking, they must be symmetric about the default action.

Therefore, the default action - the receiver’s posterior mean if she receives no message - must be the

midpoint of the silence interval.

Proposition 1 and Lemma 3 together describe what happens in the equilibrium: if the sender

talks, the receiver will be able to take the favorite action as if she observes the signal herself. If

the sender does not talk, the receiver takes some default action as if she is making a decision

under her prior belief. The sender talks if and only if the favorite action turns out to be sufficiently

“surprising”, that is, sufficiently far away from what the players expect under their prior belief. If the

7As in Crawford and Sobel (1982), there exists many other equilibria outcomes where the communication (when
the sender talks) is less effective than it can possibly be. Nevertheless, if we restrict attention to the class of equilibria
where communication is perfect if the sender talks, the equilibrium outcome implied by Proposition 1 is unique. Further
discussion about the multiplicity can be found in Appendix B.
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favorite action is close to the default action, the sender is unwilling to talk and prevent the receiver

from taking the default action, because the loss from taking a slightly wrong action is low and does

not justify paying the talking cost.

Now we can start to examine how a sender with a less accurate signal can benefit the receiver.

The following lemma serves as a benchmark and suggests that in the absence of a talking cost, the

receiver will always prefer a sender with a more accurate signal. The lemma holds by definition. It

directly follows from Theorem 5.1 in Lehmann (1988).

Lemma 4. If c“ 0, the receiver’s ex ante payoff is increasing in λ.

As an implication of Lemma 4, the only possibility for a less-informed sender to be more

valuable to the receiver is that when c ą 0, such a sender might be more willing to talk ex post,

reflected by a smaller “silence interval” in the equilibrium. In Eq. (1.2) below, Ipµ,λq is the

difference between the sender’s payoff if the receiver acts according to the sender’s signal and that

if the receiver takes the default action a0. Ipµ;λq can hence be viewed as the ex post benefit of

talking. The sender is willing to talk if and only if the ex post benefit of talking, given by Equation

(1.2), exceeds the cost of talking.

Ipµ,λq ” EθrLp|a0´θ|q|µpψ;λq “ µs´EθrLp|µ´θ|q|µpψ;λq “ µs (1.2)

At an equilibrium of the form described in Proposition 1, a sender talks if and only if the

ex post benefit of talking Ipµ;λq is no lower than the cost of talking. That is, µ R rθ1pλq,θ2pλqs

if and only if Ipµ;λq ě c. In particular, the two boundary sender types of the silence interval,

namely θ1pλq and θ2pλq, are indifferent between talking at a cost and not talking at no cost. That is,

Ipθ1pλq;λq “ Ipθ2pλq;λq “ c.
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For any given c, the magnitude of Ipµ;λq determines the size of the silence interval. Specifi-

cally, for some λ1,λ2, if Ipµ;λ1q ą Ipµ;λ2q,@µ, then the silence interval associated with λ1 is smaller

than that associated with λ2, i.e. |θ2pλ
1q´θ1pλ

1q| ă |θ2pλ
2q´θ1pλ

2q|.

We next examine the sender’s value to the receiver. Remember that the two players have the

same preferences with respect to the action when b“ 0. The receiver’s payoff can be decomposed

into a basic part guaranteed by always taking the default action and an incremental part thanks to

the sender.

Lemma 5. The receiver’s payoff can be decomposed as follows:

UR
pλq “ ´EθrLp|a0´θ|qs` I`pλq (1.3)

where

I`pλq ”
ż

µRrθ1pλq,θ2pλqs

Ipµ;λqφ
λ
pµqdµ“

ż

Ipµ;λqěc
Ipµ;λqφ

λ
pµqdµ

I`pλq can be viewed as the sender’s (ex ante) value to the receiver. We can also express as

below the ex ante probability that a sender indexed by λ sends a message:

Ppλq ”
ż

1Ipµ;λqěcφ
λ
pµqdµ (1.4)

Note that λ affects I`pλq and Ppλq through two channels: (1) It affects the quality of the

sender’s messages by affecting the distribution of the sender’s posterior distributions represented

by φλpµq. φλpµq is more disperse for a sender with a more accurate signal. This is because such

a sender puts more weight on the signal, less weight on the prior and hence updates belief more

aggressively. (2) It affects the sender’s willingness to talk by affecting the set of µ that satisfies

Ipµ;λq ě c.

We are interested in the sign of the following terms:
7Note that inducing the ex post favorite action gives the sender a fixed expected payoff regardless of the signal. As

the signal moves away from the default action, the ex post benefit of talking increases not because the favorite action
becomes better, but because the default action becomes worse.
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BI`pλq
Bλ

“

ż

B1Ipµ;λqěcIpµ;λqφλpµq
Bλ

dµ

“

ż

BφλpµqIpµ;λq

Bλ
1Ipµ;λqěcdµ

looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon

The effect of λ on message quality

`

ż

B1Ipµ;λqěc

Bλ
φ

λ
pµqIpµ;λqdµ

looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon

The effect of λ on the sender’s willingness to talk

(1.5)

BPpλq
Bλ

“

ż

B1Ipµ;λqěcφλpµq
Bλ

dµ

“

ż

Bφλpµq
Bλ

1Ipµ;λqěcdµ`
ż

B1Ipµ;λqěc

Bλ
φ

λ
pµqdµ

(1.6)

In Equation (1.5), the first term can be interpreted as how the sender’s message quality

change with his signal accuracy fixing the favorite actions for which the sender does talk. The

second term represents the relationship between the sender’s willingness to talk and his signal

accuracy. Remember that the two boundary types of the silence interval rθ1pλq,θ2pλqs feature

Ipθipλq;λq “ c, i “ 1,2. If BIpµ;λq
Bλ

ă 0, a sender with a less accurate signal will have a smaller

equilibrium silence interval, i.e. θ2pλq´θ1pλq is smaller.

The following proposition describes how the sender’s signal accuracy affects the size of the

silence interval.

Proposition 2.

1. If L2 is strictly increasing, λIpµ;λq
Bλ

ă 0. The size of the silence interval θ2pλq ´ θ1pλq is

increasing in λ.

2. If L2 is strictly decreasing, λIpµ;λq
Bλ

ą 0. The size of the silence interval θ2pλq ´ θ1pλq is

decreasing in λ.

3. If L2 is constant, λIpµ;λq
Bλ

“ 0. The size of the silence interval θ2pλq´θ1pλq is constant over λ.

To provide some intuition, suppose without loss of generality µą a0. Recall that the sender’s

payoff excluding the talking cost is given by ´Lp|θ´a|q. Note that compared to the scenario where
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the state is close to µ, the default action a0 is far from being optimal if the state is extremely high

(i.e. θ" µą a0). Compared to a better-informed sender, a less-informed sender has a more disperse

posterior and hence deems extremely high states as more likely. Whether the latter is more motivated

to talk depends on the size of loss incurred by inducing a0 if the realized state is extremely high (i.e.

θ" µą a0), which depends on how fast the loss increases as the realized state θ becomes further

away from a0 (and hence a0 becomes further away from being optimal). Therefore the convexity of

Lp¨q matters.

The reason why the third order derivative is needed has to do with the fact that, compared to

a better-informed sender, a less-informed sender also views extremely low states (i.e. θ! a0 ă µ)

as more likely. If the realized θ is extremely low, the ideal action µ would be inferior to a0. In

the proof, we pair up states of equal distance to µ. Any pair of states in the form of µ` x and

µ´ x are viewed as equally likely for the sender due to the symmetric gλpθ|µq. Conditional on the

state being either µ` x or µ´ x, to find the expected benefit of talking, i.e. the expected benefit

of inducing the action µ instead of a0, one compares the change in payoff as the action changes

from a0 to µ when the state is µ` x with the change when the state is µ´ x. Given x, this expected

benefit depends on L2p¨q because it determines how the change in Lp¨q depends on the value of the

argument as the argument changes by µ´a0. Note that compared to a better-informed sender, a

less-informed sender deems larger x as more likely and smaller x less likely. For example, a perfectly

informed sender views x “ 0 with probability 1 and an imperfectly informed sender views x ą 0

with strictly positive probability. The comparison in the expected benefit of talking between a less-

informed sender and a better-informed sender can be translated into a comparison in the expected

benefit of talking conditional on θ P tµ´ x,µ` xu for different values of x. To be more specific,

consider a pair of states µ` x and µ´ x for some xą 0 such that µ´ xă a0,8If the state is µ` x, by

changing the action from a0 to µ, the sender’s payoff changes by´Lpµ`x´µq´r´Lpµ`x´a0qs “

Lpx`µ´a0q´Lpxq. If the state is µ´ x, by changing the action from a0 to µ, the sender’s payoff
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changes by ´Lp|µ´ x´µ|q´ r´Lp|µ´ x´a0|qs “ Lpx`a0´µq´Lpxq. Conditional on the state

being either µ` x or µ´ x, the expected payoff change is then

0.5rLpx`µ´a0q´Lpxq`Lpx`a0´µq´Lpxqs

“0.5r
ż µ´a0

0
L1px` yqdy`

ż ´pµ´a0q

0
L1px` yqdys,

which is strictly positive due to L2p¨q ą 0. The size of this expected payoff change depends on

L2p¨q locally at the interval rx´pµ´ a0q,x` µ´ a0s. Note that if and only if L3p¨q “ 0, L2p¨q is

the same everywhere, and therefore 0.5rLpx`µ´a0q´Lpxq`Lpx`a0´µq´Lpxqs is independent

of x. Consequently, the overall expected benefit of changing the action from a0 to µ across all

values of x is independent of the distribution of x. Since the difference in the sender’s signal

accuracy essentially implies different distributions of x, if and only if L3p¨q “ 0, the overall expected

benefit of talking and changing the action from a0 to µ is independent of the sender’s signal accuracy.

The following corollary states that the receiver prefers a sender with a more accurate signal

if L3 ď 0.

Corollary 1. If L3 ď 0, the receiver prefers a sender with a more accurate signal. A sender with a

more accurate signal is also more likely to talk ex ante.

If L3 ď 0, compared to a less-informed sender, a sender with a more accurate signal is more

likely to talk ex ante for two reasons: First, as suggested by Proposition 2, the set of favorite actions

for which he is willing to talk is larger. Second, fixing the set of favorite actions for which a sender

is willing to talk, a sender with a more accurate signal is still more likely to talk ex ante. This is

because the distribution of his favorite actions, or posterior means, is more disperse and hence more

likely to fall out of the silence interval. 9

8A similar argument holds for the case where µ´ xą a0.
9As discussed in Ganuza and J. S. Penalva (2010), if Fλ2

pθ,ψq is more accurate than Fλ1
pθ,ψq, Φλ2

is a mean-
preserving spread of Φλ1

, but Φλ2
pµqąSC Φλ1

pµq is not necessarily true. The condition that Φλ2
is a mean-preserving

spread of Φλ1
is not sufficient for Corollary 1 because the function Ipµ;λq1Ipµ;λqěc is not convex in µ. Therefore a

stronger assumption - Assumption 4 - is needed.
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If L3 ą 0, while a sender with a more accurate signal features higher information quality, a

sender with a less accurate signal can benefit the receiver by being more willing to talk (i.e. the

second terms of Equation (1.5) and Equation (1.6) are negative). It in general remains ambiguous

whether a sender with a more accurate signals is more likely to talk ex ante and whether a receiver

would prefer such a sender ex ante. That is, Ppλq and I`pλq may not be monotonic in λ.

To show that it is possible for a sender with a less accurate signal to be more likely to talk

ex ante and to provide a higher expected payoff to the receiver, we provide the following numeric

example generated by simulation.

Example 1. Let the prior distribution given by θ„Np0,1.5q, and the conditional signal distribution

given by ψ|θ „ Npθ, 1
λ
q, where N is the normal distribution. Lp|a´ θ|q “ pa´ θq4, and c “ 10.

Figure 1.1 depicts Ppλq and I`pλq.10

Figure 1.1: Ppλq, I`pλq in Example 1

10Since the integration in Ppλq and I`pλq can only be done numerically, we cannot draw continuous curves.
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Discussion: Assumption 3

The assumption that φλpµq is unimodal and symmetric is key to Proposition 1 and Lemma

3. If µ is uniformly distributed, there exists multiple equilibria differing in the position of the

silence interval and the default action. The same can happen if φλpµq has multiple peaks. If φλpµq

is unimodal but not symmetric, the general existence of an equilibrium where communication is

perfect when the sender talks is not guaranteed.

The symmetry of gλpθ|µq plays an important role in Proposition 2. Proposition 2 can fail

if gλpθ|µq is sufficiently skewed. To see this, consider the example where µą a0. If the very low

states (i.e. θ! a0 ă µ) where changing the default action to the favorite action would incur a huge

loss are weighted heavier probability-wise than the very high states (i.e. θ" µą a0) where taking

the favorite action leads to a huge gain, then a less-informed sender would be less willing to talk

given L3 ą 0.

The symmetry of gλpθ|µq is also related to the assumption of the unbounded state space. If

we instead assume the state space is bounded and the relevant distributions are truncated accordingly,

the posterior distributions will typically be asymmetric. Consequently, whether a less-informed

sender is more willing to talk will depend on the specific favorite action. If a0 ă µ“ supΘ, the less

informed sender is less willing to talk if L3 ą 0. This is because there does not exist any state θ" µ

such that the gain by taking action µ instead of a0 is large enough to balance the loss in the case

θ! a0 ă µ. An unbounded state space guarantees that for any µ, there always exists extreme states

in the support of gλpθ|µq where changing the default action to the favorite action leads to a huge

gain.

1.4 Disagreement on Favorite Actions

We next explore the implications of the disagreement on favorite actions for the receiver’s

expected payoff. The main results in this section highlight the following possibilities (1) A sender
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with a larger bias can be more motivated to talk and hence more valuable to the receiver; (2) In

the presence of disagreement, the existence of a moderate talking cost can mitigate disagreement

and hence improve the communication; (3) Ex ante, the sender does not necessarily prefer a

communication technology that is preferred by the receiver if the expected talking expenditure is

too high.

To focus on the implication of disagreement, we shut down the influence of inaccurate

signals by maintaining the following assumption.

Assumption 5. The sender is biased (bą 0) but perfectly informed, i.e. ψ“ θ.

We therefore drop the λ symbol for the rest of analysis.

We next assume that the space of the players’ favorite action space is bounded as in the

canonical cheap talk model. As we will show in this section, equilibria of this game feature a

partition structure similar to that in the canonical cheap talk model. An unbounded state space

would imply that there might be infinitely many partitions in an equilibrium, which makes it difficult

to compare informativeness across equilibrium outcomes.

Assumption 6. Θ“ r´T,T s.

1.4.1 Equilibria Characterization

We know from the canonical cheap talk model by Crawford and Sobel (1982) that any

equilibrium takes the form of a partition on the state space, where the cutoff sender type is

indifferent between the two actions closest to its type. The partition elements θ0 ă . . .ă θN satisfy

a difference equation which is essentially an arbitrage condition.

The introduction of one free and many costly messages changes the standard equilibrium

characterization because there will be a silence interval associated with a costless message. At

its boundaries, the sender is indifferent between paying the talking cost to induce one action and

paying no cost to induce another action, which implies that the sender strictly prefers the costly

action and is only indifferent due to the talking cost.
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The following lemma is an extension of Lemma 1 of Crawford and Sobel (1982).

Lemma 6. If b ą 0, then there exists an ε ą 0 such that if ν1 and ν2 are actions induced in

equilibrium (i.e. on-equilibrium path actions), then |ν1´ν2| ě ε. Further, the set of actions induced

in equilibrium is finite.

The following proposition characterizes a class of equilibria we refer to as Type I equilibria.

Proposition 3. There exists a positive integer Lpb,cq such that, given any l with 1 ď l ď Lpb,cq,

for every N with l ď N ď Npb,c, lq for some integer Npb,c, lq, there exists at least one equilibrium

pa˚pmq,m˚pθqq, where m˚pθq is uniform, supported on rθk,θk`1s
11if θ P pθk,θk`1q,

for 1ď k ď N´1 such that k R tl´1, lu,

´EθrLp|aR
pθk,θk`1q´θ`b|q|θ“ θks “ ´EθrLp|aR

pθk´1,θkq´θ`b|q|θ“ θks, (1.7)

for k “ l´1 if 2ď l ď N,

´EθrLp|aR
pθl´1,θlq´θ´b|q|θ“ θl´1s “ ´EθrLp|aR

pθl´2,θl´1q´θ´b|q|θ“ θl´1s´ c, (1.8)

for k “ l if 1ď l ď N´1,

´EθrLp|aR
pθl,θl`1q´θ´b|q|θ“ θls´ c“´EθrLp|aR

pθl´1,θlq´θ´b|q|θ“ θls, (1.9)

and

a˚pmq “ aR
pθk,θk`1q for all m P pθk,θk`1q; (1.10)

θ0 “´T and (1.11)

θN “ T. (1.12)
11We allow the interval to be degenerate, i.e. we allow for the possibility that θk “ θk`1.
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Further,

aR
pθk´1,θkq ă aS

pθkq “ aS
pθkq ă aR

pθk,θk`1q. (1.13)

The proof is parallel to the proof of Theorem 1 in Crawford and Sobel (1982).

For some range of the talking cost c, there may exist another type of equilibria featuring

aRpθl´1,θlq ă aRpθl,θl`1q ď aSpθlq. We refer to this type of equilibria as “Type II Equilibria”.

More specifically, a Type II equilibrium pa˚pmq,m˚pθqq can be characterized as follows:12m˚pθq

is uniform, supported on rθk,θk`1s if θ P pθk,θk`1q. For 1 ď k ď N´ 1 such that k R tl´ 1, lu,

Equation (1.7) holds; For k “ l´1 if 2 ď l ď N, Equation (1.8) holds; For k “ l if 1 ď l ď N´1,

Equation (1.9) holds; And Equations (1.10), (1.11), and (1.12) hold. Further, Equation (1.13) holds

when k ‰ l; when k “ l,13

aR
pθl´1,θlq ă aR

pθl,θl`1q ď aS
pθlq (1.14)

For this type of equilibria, the upper special cutoff type of the sender is still indifferent

between not sending a message to induce the default action and sending a message to induce a

slightly higher action. Different from the case of a Type I equilibrium, both actions are lower than

the cutoff type’s favorite action, though the latter is higher and hence more desirable.

The corollary below shows that there is no other type of equilibrium.

Corollary 2. Any equilibrium is equivalent in terms of state-action distribution to one in either the

class of Type I equilibria or the class of Type II equilibria.

For the remainder of this section, we focus on the players’ most preferred equilibria.

Lastly, as in Crawford and Sobel (1982), we impose the following assumption throughout

the remainder of this section.

14For a fixed pair of b and c, Type II equilibria, if exist at all, may exist with step N but not with step N´1.
13There is another cutoff type whose posterior mean is θl´1 that is indifferent between sending and not

sending a message. Nevertheless, fixing the θl´1, there is only a unique θl with θl´1 ă θl ă θl`1 that sat-
isfies ´EθrLp|aRpθl´1,θlq ´ θ´ b|q|θ “ θls “ ´EθrLp|aRpθl ,θl`1q ´ θ´ b|q|θ “ θls ´ c. This solution features
aRpθl´1,θlq ă aSpθlq ă aRpθl ,θl`1q.
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Assumption 7. (Crawford and Sobel 1982 Assumption M, M’) For a given value of pb,c, lq, let θ1

and θ2 be two sequences of length N that satisfies Equations (1.7), (1.8), and (1.9). If θ10 “ θ20 and

θ11 ą θ21, then θ1k ą θ2k for all k ě 2; equivalently, if θ1N “ θ2N and θ1N´1 ă θ2N´1, then θ1k ă θ2k for all

k ď N´2.

1.4.2 The Motivating Effect of Disagreement

This section discusses the comparative statics with respect to the size of the bias. We show

that in the presence of a talking cost, the receiver can be better off if the sender has a larger bias.

More specifically, a sender with a larger bias may find the default action more undesirable and is

hence more motivated to costly supply information in order to avoid the default action being taken.

As an implication, a more biased sender can be more valuable to the receiver by being more likely

to provide information.

We first introduce some useful notation. To simplify things, we treat an equilibrium as a

two-step equilibrium if exactly one sender type induces a certain action and the rest types induce

another. That is, if one equilibrium partition element is a singleton.

Definition 3.

1. Let N̄pb,cq be the maximal equilibrium step for given b and c;

2. Let Cpbq be the set of talking costs such that there is an equilibrium with non-trivial commu-

nication between the players, i.e. Cpbq ” tc|N̄pb,cq ą 1u.

There exists a threshold of talking cost above which the sender never talks. As an impor-

tant part of the aforementioned non-monotonicity, we show that the threshold of communication

increases with the size of the bias. That is, the more severe the bias is, the higher cost the sender is

willing to bear in order to communicate with the receiver.

Lemma 7 suggests that Cpbq is an interval with c̄pbq being its upper bound.

Lemma 7. Assume uniform prior distribution, N̄pb,cqą 1 if and only if mincCpbqď cďmaxcCpbq”

c̄pbq.
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The following proposition implies that a sender with a larger bias can be more motivated to

talk.

Proposition 4. Assuming uniform prior distribution, c̄pbq is increasing in b.

In other words, if a non-babbling equilibrium exists when the bias is b1 and the cost is c,

then it also exists when the bias is b2 ą b1 at the cost c. Intuitively, compared to a sender with no

bias, the default action at a babbling equilibrium is more undesirable for a sender with an upward

bias when the state is high. The latter is hence more willing to bear the cost to induce a higher

action instead of letting receiver take the undesirable default action. The proposition above suggests

that the receiver may prefer to communicate with a more biased sender than a less biased sender,

which is further confirmed by Example 3 at the end of this section.

1.4.3 The Relationship Between the Receiver’s Payoff and the Talking Cost

In this subsection, we examine the comparative statics with respect to the talking cost.

Specifically, we study how the talking cost affects the receiver’s maximal ex ante payoff (across

equilibria) and highlight the possibility that a higher cost can improve the communication effective-

ness. If it is costly for a biased sender to recommend actions he is biased towards while costless to

recommend actions he is biased against, the sender would be more credible to the receiver because

the players’ preferences with respect to preferred actions are more aligned. As an implication, a

moderate talking cost can mitigate bias, enhance credibility and facilitate communication. Too low

a talking cost can reduce the effectiveness of communication.

If the players agree on favorite actions conditional on states (i.e. b“ 0), it is straightforward

to see that the receiver always prefer a lower talking cost because a lower talking cost implies a

smaller silence interval. In contrast, in the presence of disagreement, the following two propositions

suggest that the receiver may benefit from a moderate talking cost. More specifically, Proposition 5

suggests that, if meaningful communication is possible when the talking cost is zero, the receiver can

obtain a higher payoff when there is a moderate talking cost compared to the zero cost benchmark.
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Proposition 5. Let the silence interval be the leftmost partition element (i.e., l “ 1). Consider the

class of equilibria of steps N ě 2, there exists ĉą 0 associated with which there is an equilibrium

outcome preferred by the receiver over all equilibrium outcomes associated with zero cost.

In a cheap talk game where the players disagree on favorite actions, if the receiver com-

pletely believes the biased sender, the sender would take advantage of the trust and exaggerate.

A rational receiver would hence not take the sender’s statement at its face value, rendering the

communication between them limited. Nevertheless, if it is costly for the sender to talk, the net

benefit of exaggerating becomes lower. When the true state is not so high and therefore close to the

default action, the sender would not be motivated to pay the cost to exaggerate. When the true state

is sufficiently high (the sender’s favorite action is even higher), the default action would be very

undesirable for the sender and the sender would be motivated to talk. The receiver would find the

sender more credible because he only talks if the state is sufficiently high. Communication between

players can therefore be improved.

As a complement of Proposition 5, Proposition 6 suggests that, if there is no meaningful

communication between the players when the talking cost is zero, there always exists some strictly

positive c to bring about meaningful communication between the players.14

Proposition 6. @b, there exists c such that a non-babbling equilibrium exists, i.e., Cpbq ‰H.

When talking is cheap and bias is large, effective communication between players becomes

impossible. Introducing a cost turns the game into one that is similar to a signaling game, and

communication becomes possible. Proposition 5 and Proposition 6 above reflect the bias-offsetting

effect of the talking cost.15

Nevertheless, this positive effect of the talking cost on improving the receiver’s payoff is

limited. In other words, the receiver’s maximal ex ante payoff is not monotonically increasing in

14Unlike Austen-Smith and Banks (2000), the existence of the talking cost cannot arbitrarily increase the maximal
equilibrium partition size. This is because there only exists two possible cost levels ( 0 and c) and hence one special
message (the “silence”).

15Although the equilibrium that features l “ 1 is not necessarily the receiver’s favorite equilibrium when cą 0, the
receiver’s maximal equilibrium expected payoff is no lower than her payoff at such an equilibrium.
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the talking cost. As the cost becomes overly large, the sender is disincentivized to talk. In particular,

non-babbling equilibrium does not exist once the cost is higher than the threshold c̄pbq defined in

Section 1.4.2. We provide an example (Example 3) at the end of this section to further illustrate this

non-monotonicity.

The “bias offsetting effect” depends on the position of the silence interval. For the bias-

offsetting effect to work, the cost has to be imposed on the direction in which the sender tends

to exaggerate. If it is instead costly for the sender to induce the lower action, i.e., if the silence

interval is the rightmost one, the cost will be always detrimental to the information transmission.

Intuitively, sender’s upward bias implies that communication about high states is less effective than

communication about low states even in the absence of the talking cost. When cost increases from

zero, the sender types who originally slightly prefer the second highest action to the highest action

would be attracted to induce the highest action by remaining silent, which makes communication

about high states even less effective. This would hurt the receiver given her convex loss function

because the biggest mistake she could possibly make becomes even bigger as talking becomes more

costly.

Corollary 3. Let the silence region be the last partition element (i.e., l “ N). For a given number

of steps (i.e., N) and given preferences (i.e., b), receiver always strictly prefers the equilibrium that

is associated with less talking cost (i.e., a smaller value of c).

The argument for Corollary 3 is similar to that of Proposition 5 and is hence omitted.

If the silence interval is neither the leftmost nor the rightmost one, the overall effect of the

talking cost on the receiver’s payoff is ambiguous. This is

1.4.4 The Relationship Between the Sender’s Payoff and the Talking Cost

Section 1.4.3 has demonstrated that a moderate talking cost can facilitate communication

while too low a cost can reduce communication effectiveness. Analysis in this subsection shows that
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the comparison between the sender’s favorite cost and the cost that maximizes the communication

effectiveness is ambiguous in general.

Assume the sender has to choose a technology associated with the talking cost c ex ante.1617A

higher talking cost has two effects on the sender’s total payoff: First, as we have shown in the

previous section, it influences the communication effectiveness, which may have a positive effect on

the sender’s communication payoff, the part of the sender’s payoff excluding the talking expenditure,

because it offsets bias; Second, it influences the ex ante total talking expenditure. Specifically,

let ppcq be the ex ante probability that the sender sends a costly message at the sender’s favorite

equilibrium associated with cost c. The talking expenditure can be expressed as c ¨ ppcq. In general,

the talking expenditure is not necessarily monotonic in c. That is, increasing talking cost can lower

the talking expenditure by lowering the ex ante probability of costly talking.

Interestingly, a moderate bias (i.e. a higher b) can incentivize the sender to choose a more

costly communication technology that also facilitates communication. Let cS
CM and cS be the

costs that maximize the sender’s communication payoff and net payoff, respectively. Intuitively, a

severe disagreement requires a high talking cost to offset. That is, cS
CM is relatively high. An even

higher cost decreases the probability of talking so that the talking expenditure does not increase by

much or even decreases, which is beneficial for the sender. This intuition can be best illustrated

by the following example featuring uniform prior and quadratic loss function. In this example,

maxc N̄pb,cq “ 2 implies cS
CM “ cR, where cR is the receiver’s favorite cost. The comparison between

cS and cR hence completely depends on the relationship between the ex ante talking expenditure

cppcq and the talking cost c.

Example 2. Under uniform prior distribution and quadratic loss function,18if maxc N̄pb,cq “ 2,

then the sender’s favorite cost is lower than that of the receiver’s if b ă T
2 , equal to that of the

receiver’s if b“ T
2 , and higher than that of the receiver’s if bą T

2 .

17Austen-Smith and Banks (2002), Kartik (2007), and Hertel and Smith ( 2013) discuss situations where the sender
chooses the talking cost after he learns the signal.

17Given some cost c, we consider the sender’s favorite equilibrium whenever it exists.
18The quadratic loss function assumption can be easily relaxed. We use it here for clearer illustration because the

problem can be solved in closed-form.
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What if b is low and hence maxc N̄pb,cq ě N̄pb,0q ą 2? The answer is ambiguous even with

the uniform prior distribution assumption. In addition to the ambiguous effect of a higher talking

cost on the sender’s talking expenditure, cS
CM “ cR is no longer true and the comparison between

them is in general ambiguous.

1.4.5 An Example

This example illustrates the main results in this section.

Example 3. In this example, Hpθq is uniform on r´1
2 ,

1
2s, USpa,θ,bq ” ´ra´pθ`bqs2´ c ¨1m‰m0 ,

and URpθq ” ´pa´θq2. bą 0.

The following figures illustrate how players’ maximal ex ante expected payoffs change with

the talking cost c for b “ 1
5 . Given the parameters, the two-step equilibrium where the silence

interval is the leftmost one is the players’ favorite equilibrium. The 3-step equilibrium is a Type II

equilibrium.19The payoffs associated with the babbling equilibrium are omitted because they are

constant in the talking cost and always feature the lowest payoffs among all equilbria.

We highlight the following observations.

1. There exists a threshold c̄pbq “ 1
4 `b above which there is no communication, i.e., the sender

does not talk. This threshold increases with b. Furthermore, for any given c, the receiver’s

highest possible payoff increases with b if bă c.

2. The relationship between the receiver’s maximal ex ante expected payoff (across equiibria)

and the talking cost is not monotonic. Zero cost is not optimal in terms of the communication

effectiveness measured by the receiver’s payoff. The receiver’s expected payoff is the highest

when c“ b. That is, as the bias b increases, the receiver’s favorite talking cost also increases

to offset the bias.

19Under a positive talking cost, equilibria with more partition elements do not necessarily imply higher expected
payoff for the receiver. Technically, this is because although a Type II equilibrium can have more steps than all Type I
equilibria, the “extra” partition element is usually very small in size and the largest partition element associated with a
Type II equilibrium can be larger than that associated with a Type I equilibrium.
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Figure 1.2: The relationship between the receiver’s payoff and c for b“ 1
5

Figure 1.3: The relationship between the sender’s payoff and c for b“ 1
5

3. For a range of b, in terms of the maximal ex ante expected payoff (across equilibria), the

sender’s favorite talking cost is zero, lower than the talking cost that allows for maximal

communication effectiveness measured by receiver’s maximal ex ante expected payoff.

The following graph depicts how the two-step equilibrium partition changes with c. The

black dot is the cutoff sender type who is indifferent between the two on-equilibrium path messages.

When c“ 0, the equilibrium partition is uneven: the first partition element is smaller than the second.

This reflects the ineffectiveness in communication about relatively high states due to the sender’s

upward bias. Let the left interval be the silence interval. Increasing c moves the cutoff sender type

to the right. The equilibrium partition becomes more and more even until c“ b. When c“ b, the

two partition elements are of equal size. During this process, the receiver’s expected payoff first

increasing until c“ b, corresponding to the bias-offsetting effect. Increasing c further beyond c“ b

makes the partition uneven again. This hurts the receiver because the sender is discouraged from

talking, reflected by an overly large silence interval.
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Figure 1.4: The relationship between equilibrium partition and c

1.5 Extension: Multiple Senders

As mentioned in the introduction, our paper is inspired by some observations in the changing

media landscape. In the main body of the paper, we presented and analyzed the simplest communi-

cation setting with one sender only. Although the model does not fully capture all the main forces in

play when it comes to communication on the media, it allows us to examine the implications of the

cost of information provision, identifies some important trade-off and serves as a benchmark. In this

section, we bring the model closer to the reality by extending it to a two-sender case. Introducing

multiple senders is in general challenging due to the abundance of equilibria. Most of our results

are hence of the form of pointing out interesting “possibilities”.

In this extension, we consider an environment where there are two senders who potentially

supply information. Variables relevant to sender i “ 1,2 are distinguished by subscript i “ 1,2.

Sender i’s strategy is given by mλi
i pψiq and the receiver’s strategy is given by apm1,m2q. Payoffs

are:

Receiver: uR
pa,θq “ ´Lp|θ´a|q

Sender 1: u1
pa,θq “ ´Lp|θ`b1´a|q´ c11m1‰m0 ;

Sender 2: u2
pa,θq “ ´Lp|θ`b2´a|q´ c21m2‰m0 .
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1.5.1 No Disagreement

We first consider a scenario where the players agree on favorite actions to take. The two

senders include a non-expert who is imperfectly informed (“sender 1”), and an expert who is

perfectly informed (“sender 2”). We are interested in how the existence of the non-expert affects

the receiver’s payoff and the expert’s payoff. That is, we compare the equilibrium outcomes in the

two-sender game to that of a one-sender game where the expert is the only sender.

Formally, we maintain the following assumption:

Assumption 8. b1 “ b2 “ 0. Prpψ1 “ θ|θq “ 0,Prpψ2 “ θ|θq “ 1.

We focus on the scenario where two senders move simultaneously unless stated otherwise.

Sender i“ 1,2’s strategy is given by mλi
i pψiq and the receiver’s strategy is given by apm1,m2q. We

restrict attention to a special class of equilibria: if a sender sends a message, communication is

perfect. That is, for any ψi,ψ
1
i such that mλi˚

i pψiq ‰ m0 and mλi˚
i pψ1iq ‰ m0, mλi˚

i pψiq ‰ mλi˚
i pψ1iq.

The following proposition serves as a benchmark. It suggests that any equilibrium outcome

of a game where sender i is the only sender is also an equilibrium outcome of a two-sender game.

In other words, the receiver does not need commitment power to listen to one sender only. This is

because if the receiver ignores sender i’s message, sender i’s best response is to never talk to avoid

the talking cost.

Proposition 7. For any equilibrium pm̃λi˚pψiq, ã˚pmqq of a game where sender i“ 1,2 is the only

sender, there exists an equilibrium of the two-sender game equivalent in terms of state-action

distribution to pm̃λi˚pψiq, ã˚pmqq.

The following corollary directly follows from Proposition 1, Lemma 3 and Proposition 7.

Corollary 4. The following is an equilibrium profile.

mλ1˚pψ1q “ m0,@ψ1

mλ2˚pψ2q

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

ψ2 if ψ2 R r´θ̃, θ̃s

m0 otherwise
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a˚pm1,m2q “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

m2 if m2 ‰ m0

µh otherwise

In this benchmark equilibrium, let pBM be the ex ante probability the expert talks, and UBM

be the receiver’s expected payoff. Given some c2, if sender 1’s talking cost is sufficiently high, the

two-sender game reduces to a game where sender 2 is the only sender. That is, the non-expert never

talks in any equilibrium. If c1 drops, there will be equiibria where both senders may talk. Due to

the talking cost, senders coordinate on who talks for what signals. There are typically multiple

equilbria outcomes and the specific set of equilibria depends on parameters.

If the talking cost of the non-expert is sufficiently low, the non-expert may crowd out the

expert. In other words, if c1 is sufficiently low, there exists equilibria where the ex ante probability

that an expert talks is lower than pBM, and the receiver’s expected payoff is lower than UBM. We

illustrate this possibility using the following example. We highlight a particular equilibrium where

the non-expert crowds out the expert.

Example 4. Assume the players’ prior follows a normal distribution Np0,σhq, and that conditional

on θ, the non-expert’s signal follows a normal distribution Npθ, 1
λ1
q. Let Lp|θ´ a|q “ pθ´ aq2,

c1 “ 0, and c2 “
σ2

h
λpσh`

1
λ
q2

the following strategy profile constitutes an equilibrium.

mλ1˚pψ1q “ µpψ1;λ1q

mλ2˚pψ2q “ m0

a˚pm1,m2q “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

m2 if m2 ‰ m0

m1 if m2 “ m0,m1 ‰ m0

µh if m1 “ m2 “ m0

In this equilibrium, the expert never talks, and the receiver’s expected payoff is lower than

UB.

This example is extreme but not special: the qualitative result requires c1 to be sufficiently

low but not necessarily zero. Intuitively, in the absence of the non-expert, the expert talks to prevent

the receiver from taking the default action in extreme states. In the presence of the non-expert, the
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receiver may get a warning from the non-expert in an extreme state and would not take the default

action. From the perspective of the expert, although the action taken by the receiver following

the non-expert instruction would not be ideal, it is better than the default action. Compared to the

benchmark equilibrium described in Corollary 4, a message from the expert is less beneficial, and

the expert is hence less likely to talk. Although there is a higher ex ante probability that the receiver

receives a message, the receiver is worse off because of a lower ex ante probability that the expert

talks.

1.5.2 With Disagreement

Next, we consider the scenario where there is disagreement among the players on favorite

actions. We assume the state space is bounded, i.e. Θ “ r´T,T s, and that senders are perfectly

informed.

We consider the class of “coordination-free equilibria” identified by Lu (2017). Literature has

shown that full revelation of all states is possible in a multiple-sender cheap talk game. Specifically,

Battaglini (2002) shows that full revelation can be achieved if the state space is sufficiently large.

Nevertheless, such fully revealing equilibria require ad hoc construction of off-equilibrium path

belief and is not robust against noise in senders’ signals. Lu (2017) identifies a class of coordination-

free equilibria robust against “small noise” - senders’ signals are close to θ with high probability.

The coordination-free equilibria have partition structure just like the equilibria in Crawford and

Sobel (1982). Furthermore, at each cutoff point between two adjacent partition elements, only one

sender’s message changes. The cutoff sender type is indifferent between sending a lower message

to induce a lower action and sending a higher message to induce a higher action.

Different from the no disagreement scenario where senders’ coordination motive plays an

important role, when the players disagree on favorite actions, the effect of a change in a sender’s

talking cost on the receiver’s expected payoff is similar to that in the one-sender case: a moderate

talking cost mitigates bias and improves communication, but too high a talking cost hurts the
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receiver. One can properly extend the relevant proofs in Section 1.4 to show that the receiver’s

expected payoff is not monotonic in c1 or c2.

The following implication of the bias-offsetting effect in a two-sender game is worth

pointing out: In the presence of the talking cost, the receiver can benefit from having a second

sender even if the latter has a larger bias in the same direction as the first sender. This contrasts

with Proposition 5 in Lu (2017), which states that if senders are biased in the same direction, only

the least biased sender is informative. To see why we reach a different conclusion, Lu (2017) also

suggests that the receiver can be better off having two senders biased in the opposite direction than

having one sender only (in the no cost case). When two senders are biased in the same direction,

increasing one sender’s talking cost can essentially reduces the size of the bias, and eventually

pushes it to the opposite direction. Consider a simple illustration of senders with upward bias.

Suppose a sender is indifferent between a1 and a2 in state θ when there is no talking cost, then

´Lp|a1´θ´b|q´ r´Lpa2´θ´bqs “ 0. As the cost increases from zero and a1 can be induced by

silence, a2 would become less and less attractive to the sender and the difference in payoffs between

the two actions is ´Lp|a1´θ´b|q´ r´Lpa2´θ´bq´ cs ą 0. As long as c is not too large, there

exists b1 such that ´Lp|a1´θ´b|q´r´Lpa2´θ´bq´cs “ ´Lp|a1´θ´b1|q´r´Lpa2´θ´b1qs.

That is, the difference in payoffs associated with action a1 and a2 for a sender with bias b and cost c

is the same as that for a sender with bias b1 and zero cost. For sufficiently large (but not too large)

c, b1 exists and is negative. In other words, the high cost makes the sender with bias b and cost c

prefers a1 to a2 as if he has a downward bias absent the cost. Therefore a sender with a larger bias

can be informative if his talking cost falls into a certain range.

We provide the following example as an illustration.

Example 5. In this example, Hpθq is uniform on r´1,1s. Sender 1’s payoff is uS1pa,θq ”´ra´pθ`

1
5qs

2´ c ¨1m‰m0 , sender 2’s payoff is uS2pa,θq ” ´ra´pθ` 1
10qs

2´ 1
5 ¨1m‰m0 , and the receiver’s

payoff is: uRpθq ” ´pa´θq2. Senders are biased in the same direction and the second sender is

less biased.
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In the following graph, the curve depicts how the receiver’s expected payoff change with

sender 1’s talking cost c if he “listens” to both senders20(i.e. no sender “babbles” in the equilibrium

if there exists such an equilibrium). It suggests that the receiver benefits from a moderate c. The

horizontal line is the receiver’s expected payoff when she only consults with sender 2. One can see

that for a range of c, consulting with both senders can yield a higher payoff for the receiver than

consulting with sender 2 only.

Figure 1.5: Two Senders v.s. One Sender

Chapter 1 is coauthored with Peicong Hu, and, is currently being prepared for submis-

sion for publication of the material. I thank my coauthor for the permission to use this chapter in

my dissertation. The dissertation author, Yuehui Wang, was a primary author of this paper.

20This is not the receiver’s favorite equilibrium because there always exists an equilibrium where the receiver
“ignores” a sender and that sender babbles. Hence the “one sender” payoff in the graph is always an equilibrium payoff.
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Appendix A1: Proofs for Section 1.3

We first establish the following lemma which will be useful for the subsequent proofs.

Lemma A1.1. ErLp|a0´θ|q|µ“ µpψ;λq,λs´ErLp|µ´θ|q|µpψ;λq,λs is increasing in µ if µą a0,

and decreasing in µ if µă a0.

Proof. Let Ipµ;λq “ ErLp|a0´θ|q|µ“ µpψ;λq,λs´ErLp|µ´θ|q|µpψ;λq,λs. We show that Ipµ;λq

increases in µ if µą a0. A parallel argument can show that Ipµ;λq decreases in µ if µă a0.

Suppose µą a0. For arbitrary d ą 0,

Ipµ`d;λq´ Ipµ;λq

“

ż

θ

t´Lp|µ`d´θ|q`Lp|a0´θ|qugλ
pθ|µ`dqdθ´

ż

θ

t´Lp|µ´θ|q`Lp|a0´θ|qugλ
pθ|µqdθ

“

ż

θ

t´Lp|µ`d´pθ`dq|q`Lp|a0´pθ`dq|qugλ
pθ|µqdθ

´

ż

θ

t´Lp|µ´θ|q`Lp|a0´θ|qugλ
pθ|µqdθ

“

ż

θ

t´Lp|a0´θ|q`Lp|a0´θ´d|qugλ
pθ|µqdθ

“2
ż

xě0
tLpµ` x`d´a0q´Lpµ` x´a0qugλ

pµ` x|µqdx

ą0

We then present the omitted proofs as below.

Lemma 1. The sender’s favorite action is the mean of the posterior plus the bias, i.e. aSpψ;λq “

µpψ;λq.

Proof. Given ψ, the expected payoff of the sender will be

ż

´Lp|a´θ´b|q f λ
pθ|ψqdθ.
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By assumption, the posterior distribution f λpθ|ψq is symmetric given the signal ψ. Let ppxq “

f λpµpψ;λq` x|ψq “ f λpµpψ;λq´ x|ψq be probability of the state that has a distance of xą 0 from

the mean µpψ;λq. Then the expected payoff of the sender will be

ż

R`
´rLp|a´µpψ;λq´b´ x|q1xą0

`Lp|a´µpψ;λq´b` x|q1xą0`Lp|a´µpψ;λq´b|q1x“0sppxqdx,

(1.15)

For x “ 0, it is clear that Lp|a´ µpψ;λq´ b|q “ Lp|µpψ;λq` b´ µpψ;λq´ b|q “ Lp0q “ 0 when

a“ µpψ;λq`b. We claim that Lp|a´µpψ;λq´b´ x|q`Lp|a´µpψ;λq´b` x|q is minimized for

each xą 0 as well by setting a“ µpψ;λq`b.

Let L̂pxq “ Lp|a´ µpψ;λq´ b´ x|q`Lp|a´ µpψ;λq´ b` x|q “ Lp|x´ a` µpψ;λq` b|q`

Lp|x`a´µpψ;λq´b|q for xą 0. If a“ µpψ;λq`b, then L̂pxq “ 2Lp|x|q. In general, since Lp¨q is a

convex function, we have the following condition by Jensen’s inequality:

L̂pxq “ Lp|x´a`µpψ;λq`b|q`Lp|x`a´µpψ;λq´b|q

“ 2rp1{2qLp|x´a`µpψ;λq`b|q` p1{2qLp|x`a´µpψ;λq´b|qs

ě 2Lpp1{2q|x´a`µpψ;λq`b|` p1{2q|x`a´µpψ;λq´b|q

ě 2Lpp1{2q|x´a`µpψ;λq`b` x`a´µpψ;λq´b|q

“ 2Lp|x|q,

(1.16)

where the first inequality follows from the Jensen’s inequality and the second inequality follows from

the triangle inequality and L1 ą 0. Because the loss function is minimized by a“ µpψ;λq`b point

wise for any x P R` and a“ µpψ;λq`b uniquely minimizes the loss when x“ 0, aS “ µpψ;λq`b

is an favorite action of the sender.

Furthermore, the first inequality of Eq 1.16 is strict for xą 0 and a‰ µpψ;λq`b when L is

a strictly convex function, i.e. L2 ą 0. In this case, aS “ µpψ;λq`b is the unique favorite action of

the sender.
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Lemma 2. Given a strategy apmq of receiver, let m̃λpψq be a best response of the sender. There

exists an interval rθ1pλq,θ2pλqs such that m̃λpψq “ m0 if and only if µpψ;λq P rθ1pλq,θ2pλqs.

Proof. By Lemma A1.1, if ´ErLp|µ´θ|q|ψ,λs´cě´ErLp|a0´θ|q|ψ,λs for some µpψ;λq “ µ P

R, then ´ErLp|µ1´θ|q|ψ1,λs´cą´ErLp|a0´θ|q|ψ1,λs for all µpψ1;λq “ µ1 such that |µ1´a0| ą

|µ´a0|. The lemma hence follows.

Lemma 3. a0 “ µh.

Proof. As the first step, we show that for any λ, the equilibrium default action a0 “ a˚pm0q is the

midpoint of the interval Θ0 “ rθ1,θ2s, i.e. a0 “
θ1`θ2

2 .

Let signal ψ1 and ψ2 satisfy µpψ1;λq “ θ1 and µpψ2;λq “ θ2. By the equilibrium con-

dition, ´EθtLp|θ1´ θ|q|ψ1;λu´ c “ ´EθtLp|a0´ θ|q|ψ1;λu and ´EθtLp|θ2´ θ|q|ψ2;λu´ c “

´EθtLp|a0 ´ θ|q|ψ2;λu. Note that ´EθtLp|θ1 ´ θ|q|ψ1;λu ´ c “ ´EθtLp|θ2 ´ θ|q|ψ2;λu ´ c.

Therefore

ż

θ

Lp|a0´θ|q f λ
pθ|ψ1qdθ

“

ż

θ

Lp|a0´θ|q f λ
pθ|ψ2qdθ

“

ż

θ

Lp|a0´θ|q f λ
pθ`θ1´θ2|ψ1qdθ

“

ż

x
Lp|a0´px`θ2´θ1q|q f λ

px|ψ1qdx

“

ż

θ

Lp|a0´pθ`θ2´θ1q|q f λ
pθ|ψ1qdθ

Because L1 ą 0 and θ1 ‰ θ2, the last line above implies a0`a0´θ2`θ1 “ 2θ1, that is, a0 “
θ2`θ1

2 .

We are now ready to prove the lemma. Let the equilibrium associated with λ1 that has a0 as

the equilibrium default action be δ˚
1

“ pa˚
1

,m˚
1

q. Also let Θ01 “ rθ11,θ
1
2s be the “silence region” in

the equilibrium outcome. The posterior of the receiver after receiving no message is as follows:
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φ
λ
pµ|µ P rθ11,θ

1
2sq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

φλpµq
Φλpθ12q´Φλpθ11q

if θ PΘ01

0 otherwise

By Lemma 1,

a0 “
θ11`θ12

2

“ Eθpθ|θ P rθ
1
1,θ

1
2sq

“
1

Φλpθ12q´Φλpθ11q

ż

θ12

θ11

θφ
λ
pθqdθ

“
1

Φλpθ12q´Φλpθ11q

ż y

0
rpa0` xqφλ

pa0` xq`pa0´ xqφλ
pa0´ xqsdx

“
1

Φλpθ12q´Φλpθ11q
ta0

ż y

0
rφ

λ
pa0` xq`φ

λ
pa0´ xqsdx`

ż y

0
xrφλ

pa0` xq´φ
λ
pa0´ xqsdxu

“ a0`
1

Φλpθ12q´Φλpθ11q

ż y

0
xrφλ

pa0` xq´φ
λ
pa0´ xqsdx

(1.17)

where y“ a0´θ11 “ θ12´a0.

Hence
şy

0 xrφλpa0` xq´φλpa0´ xqsdx“ 0. It follows that φλpθq can not be monotonic over

rθ11,θ
1
2s, i.e. µh P rθ

1
1,θ

1
2s. By the symmetry of φλ,

şy
0 xrφλpa0` xq´φλpa0´ xqsdx “

şy
0 xrφλpµh`

a0´µh`xq´φλpµh`a0´µh´xqsdx“
şy

0 xrφλpµh`a0´µh`xq´φλpµh´a0`µh`xqsdx. That is,
şy

0 xφλpµh` x`a0´µhqdx“
şy

0 xφλpµh` x´pa0´µhqqdx. Since φλ is monotonic over rµh,µh` ys,

a0 “ µh.

Lemma 5. The receiver’s payoff can be decomposed as follows:

UR
pλq “ ´EθrLp|a0´θ|qs` I`pλq (1.3)
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where

I`pλq ”
ż

µRrθ1pλq,θ2pλqs

Ipµ;λqφ
λ
pµqdµ“

ż

Ipµ;λqěc
Ipµ;λqφ

λ
pµqdµ

Proof.

UR
pλq

”´

ż

µPrθ1pλq,θ2pλqs

EθrLp|a0´θ|q|µpψq “ µ;λsφ
λ
pµqdµ

´

ż

µRrθ1pλq,θ2pλqs

EθrLp|µ´θ|q|µpψq “ µ;λsφ
λ
pµqdµ

“´

ż

µPrθ1pλq,θ2pλqs

EθrLp|a0´θ|q|µpψq “ µ;λsφ
λ
pµqdµ

´

ż

µRrθ1pλq,θ2pλqs

EθrLp|µ´θ|q|µpψq “ µ;λsφ
λ
pµqdµ

`

ż

µRrθ1pλq,θ2pλqs

EθrLp|a0´θ|q|µpψq “ µ;λsφ
λ
pµqdµ

´

ż

µRrθ1pλq,θ2pλqs

EθrLp|a0´θ|q|µpψq “ µ;λsφ
λ
pµqdµ

“´EµtEθrLp|a0´θ|q|µpψq “ µ;λsu´

ż

µRrθ1pλq,θ2pλqs

tEθrLp|µ´θ|q|µpψq “ µs

´EθrLp|a0´θ|q|µpψq “ µ;λsuφ
λ
pµqdµ

“´EθrLp|a0´θ|qs`

ż

µRrθ1pλq,θ2pλqs

tEθrLp|a0´θ|q|µpψq “ µ;λs

´EθrLp|µ´θ|q|µpψq “ µ;λsuφ
λ
pµqdµ

Proposition 2.

1. If L2 is strictly increasing, λIpµ;λq
Bλ

ă 0. The size of the silence interval θ2pλq ´ θ1pλq is

increasing in λ.

2. If L2 is strictly decreasing, λIpµ;λq
Bλ

ą 0. The size of the silence interval θ2pλq ´ θ1pλq is

decreasing in λ.

3. If L2 is constant, λIpµ;λq
Bλ

“ 0. The size of the silence interval θ2pλq´θ1pλq is constant over λ.
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Proof. We prove the first statement. The other two statements follow from a similar argument.

To show that θ2pλq´θ1pλq is increasing in λ, it suffices to show that for given µ, Ipµ;λq is

decreasing in λ, so that rθ1pλq,θ2pλqs “ tµ|Ipµ;λq ď cu is larger if λ becomes larger.

Define d “ µ´a0. Let λ2 ą λ1. We are interested in the sign of the following object:

Ipµ;λ
2
q´ Ipµ;λ

1
q

“´

ż

Θ

rLp|µ´θ|q´Lp|µ´d´θ|qsdGλ2
pθ|µq`

ż

Θ

rLp|µ´θ|q

´Lp|µ´d´θ|qsdGλ1
pθ|µq

“´

ż

µ`xěµ
rLp|µ´pµ` xq|q´Lp|µ´d´pµ` xq|q`Lp|µ´pµ´ xq|q

´Lp|µ´d´pµ´ xq|qsdGλ2
pµ` x|µq

`

ż

µ`xěµ
rLp|µ´pµ` xq|q´Lp|µ´d´pµ` xq|q`Lp|µ´pµ´ xq|q

´Lp|µ´d´pµ´ xq|qsdGλ1
pµ` x|µq

”´

ż

µ`xěµ
LpxqdGλ2

pµ` x|µq`
ż

µ`xěµ
LpxqdGλ1

pµ` x|µq

where

Lpxq ” 2Lpxq´Lp|x´d|q´Lp|x`d|q

We first claim that Gλ1pµ`x|µq first order stochastically dominates Gλ2pµ`x|µq for all xě 0.

That is, @x ą 0, Gλ1pµ` x|µq ď Gλ2pµ` x|µq. Suppose otherwise, that is, Dx ą 0, Gλ1pµ` x|µq ą

Gλ2pµ` x|µq. By symmetry, Dx1 ă 0, Gλ1pµ` x1|µq ă Gλ2pµ` x1|µq. Then by the assumption

that Gλ1pθ|µq ąSC Gλ2pθ|µq for any given µ, Gλ1pµ` x|µq ă Gλ2pµ` x|µq for any x, leading to a

contradiction.

It then suffices to show that Lpxq is increasing in x. That is, Ipµ;λ2q ´ Ipµ;λ1q ă 0 if

dLpxq
dx ą 0.
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If xą d, the sign of dLpxq
dx is the same as:

´2L1pxq`L1p|x´d|q`L1p|x`d|q

“´2L1pxq`L1px´dq`L1px`dq

“2r
1
2

L1px`dq`
1
2

L1px´dqs´2L1pxq

ą2L1r
1
2
px`dq`

1
2
px´dqs´2L1pxq

“0

where the inequality comes from L3 ą 0.

If 0ă xă d, the sign of dLpxq
dx is the same as:

´2L1pxq`L1p|x´d|q`L1p|x`d|q

“´2L1pxq´L1pd´ xq`L1px`dq

ą´2r
1
2

L1p2xq`
1
2

L1p0qs`
ż 2x

0
L2pd´ x` yqdy

“´L1p2xq`
ż 2x

0
L2pd´ x` yqdy

“´

ż 2x

0
L2pyqdy`

ż 2x

0
L2py`d´ xqdy

“

ż 2x

0

ż d´x

0
L3py` zqdydzě 0

which follows from L1p0q “ 0 and L3 ą 0.

Therefore, if L3 ą 0, dLpxq
dx ą 0 and hence dIpµ;λq

dλ
ă 0.

Corollary 1. If L3 ď 0, the receiver prefers a sender with a more accurate signal. A sender with a

more accurate signal is also more likely to talk ex ante.
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Proof.

BI`pλq
Bλ

“

ż

B1Ipµ;λqěcIpµ;λqφλpµq
Bλ

dµ

“

ż

Bφλpµq
Bλ

1Ipµ;λqěcIpµ;λqdµ`
ż

BIpµ;λq

Bλ
1Ipµ;λqěcφ

λ
pµqdµ

`

ż

B1Ipµ;λqěc

Bλ
φ

λ
pµqIpµ;λqdµ

“2
ż

µąµh

Bφλpµq
Bλ

1Ipµ;λqěcIpµ;λqdµ`
ż

BIpµ;λq

Bλ
1Ipµ;λqěcφ

λ
pµqdµ

`

ż

B1Ipµ;λqěc

Bλ
φ

λ
pµqIpµ;λqdµ

(1.18)

BPpλq
Bλ

“

ż

B1Ipµ;λqěcφλpµq
Bλ

dµ

“

ż

Bφλpµq
Bλ

1Ipµ;λqěcdµ`
ż

B1Ipµ;λqěc

Bλ
φ

λ
pµqdµ

“ 2
ż

µąµh

Bφλpµq
Bλ

1Ipµ;λqěcdµ`
ż

B1Ipµ;λqěc

Bλ
φ

λ
pµqdµ

(1.19)

If L3 ă 0, Proposition 2 suggests that the last two terms in Equation (1.18) and the last term

in Equation (1.19) are positive. It suffices to show that

ż

µąµh

Bφλpµq
Bλ

1Ipµ;λqěcIpµ;λqdµą 0

and
ż

µąµh

Bφλpµq
Bλ

1Ipµ;λqěcdµą 0

Let λ2 ą λ1, we first claim that Φλ2pµq first order stochastically dominates Φλ1pµq for

µą µh. That is, @µą µh, Φλ2pµq ďΦλ1pµq. Suppose otherwise, that is, Dµą µh, Φλ2pµq ąΦλ1pµq.

By symmetry, Dµ1 ă µh, Φλ2pµ1q ă Φλ1pµ1q. Then by the assumption that Φλ2pµq ąSC Φλ1pµq,

Φλ2pµq ăΦλ1pµq for any µ, leading to a contradiction.
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By Lemma A1.1, Ipµ;λq is increasing in µ for µą µh, and hence Ipµ;λq1Ipµ;λqěc and 1Ipµ;λqěc

are non-decreasing in µ for µą µh. The statement then follows.

Appendix A2: Proofs for Section 1.4

Proofs for subsection 1.4.1

Lemma 6. If b ą 0, then there exists an ε ą 0 such that if ν1 and ν2 are actions induced in

equilibrium (i.e. on-equilibrium path actions), then |ν1´ν2| ě ε. Further, the set of actions induced

in equilibrium is finite.

Proof. Let ν1,ν2, with ν2 ą ν1, be two actions induced by m˚pθ1q,m˚pθ2q ‰ m0 for some θ1,θ2

in equilibrium. By continuity there exists an θ̄ such that USpν1, θ̄q “ USpν2, θ̄q. Therefore (1)

ν1 ă aSrθ̄s ă ν2. (2) ν1 is not induced by any sender type with posterior mean θą θ̄. (3) ν2 is not

induced by any sender type with posterior mean θă θ̄. (2) and (3) imply that ν1 ă aRrθ̄s ă ν2. Let

ε“ aSrθ̄s´aRrθ̄s “ b. Then |ν2´ν1| ą ε.

Now let a˚pm0q be the action induced by m0 and ν1 be an action induced by some message

m˚pθq ‰ m0 when the signal is θ. Assume ν1 ą a˚pm0q (a parallel argument holds for ν1 ă a˚pm0q).

By continuity there exists an θ̄1 such that USpν1, θ̄1q´ c“USpa˚pm0q, θ̄1q. In this case, it is possible

that a˚pm0q ă aSrθ̄s ă ν1 or a˚pm0q ă ν1 ă aSrθ̄s. In the former case, similar analysis implies

that a˚pm0q ă aRrθ̄s ă ν1. Then there exists ε ą 0 such that |a˚pm0q ´ ν1| ě ε. In the latter

case, a˚pm0q and ν1 are both on the left of aSrθ̄s. Since USp¨, θ̄1q is a continuous function and

c ą 0, there is a neighborhood ra˚pm0q´ δ,a˚pm0q` δs around a˚pm0q such that for every a P

pa˚pm0q´δ,a˚pm0q`δq, |USpa, θ̄1q´USpa˚pm0q, θ̄
1q| ă c{2. Hence |a˚pm0q´ν1| ě δą 0.

The finiteness of the induced actions follow from the assumption that the action space is

bounded on r´T,T s.

Proposition 3. There exists a positive integer Lpb,cq such that, given any l with 1 ď l ď Lpb,cq,

for every N with l ď N ď Npb,c, lq for some integer Npb,c, lq, there exists at least one equilibrium
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pa˚pmq,m˚pθqq, where m˚pθq is uniform, supported on rθk,θk`1s
21if θ P pθk,θk`1q,

for 1ď k ď N´1 such that k R tl´1, lu,

´EθrLp|aR
pθk,θk`1q´θ`b|q|θ“ θks “ ´EθrLp|aR

pθk´1,θkq´θ`b|q|θ“ θks, (1.7)

for k “ l´1 if 2ď l ď N,

´EθrLp|aR
pθl´1,θlq´θ´b|q|θ“ θl´1s “ ´EθrLp|aR

pθl´2,θl´1q´θ´b|q|θ“ θl´1s´ c, (1.8)

for k “ l if 1ď l ď N´1,

´EθrLp|aR
pθl,θl`1q´θ´b|q|θ“ θls´ c“´EθrLp|aR

pθl´1,θlq´θ´b|q|θ“ θls, (1.9)

and

a˚pmq “ aR
pθk,θk`1q for all m P pθk,θk`1q; (1.10)

θ0 “´T and (1.11)

θN “ T. (1.12)

Further,

aR
pθk´1,θkq ă aS

pθkq “ aS
pθkq ă aR

pθk,θk`1q. (1.13)

Proof. (This proof is parallel to the proof of Theorem 1 in Crawford and Sobel (1982)) We show

that Equations (1.7), (1.8), (1.9), (1.11), and (1.12) form a difference equation, that it has a solution

for any l such that 1 ď l ď Lpb,cq and any N such that l ď N ď Npb,c, lq, and that any solution

21We allow the interval to be degenerate, i.e. we allow for the possibility that θk “ θk`1.
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θ0, . . . ,θN , together with Sender’s strategy profile given in the Proposition, is a best response for S

to a˚pmq defined in Equation (1.10).

First, note that by (1.1) and the loss functional form, aRpθk,θk`1q must be strictly increasing

in both of its arguments. Let θk denote the partial partition θ1,θ2, . . . ,θk which is strictly increasing

and satisfies Equations (1.7), (1.8), and (1.9). If k ‰ l´1 and k ‰ l, there can be at most one value

of θk`1 ą θk that satisfies (1.7) because UR is concave in a and aRp¨q is monotonic. Thus any

sequence θ0, . . . ,θk determines at most one relevant θk`1 ą θk. If k “ l´1 or l, there might exist

two such θk`1, but only one satisfies the assumption of the Type I equilibria, namely (1.13).

Fix a positive integer l. Let Kpx|lq ”maxti : there exists x such that ´T ă xă θ2 ă . . .ă

θi ď T and (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) are satisfiedu. Note that it is possible for Kpx|lq ă l for some l,

i.e., the silence interval is not in r´T,T s, as we did not restrict the value of l yet. By Lemma 6,

aRpθk,θk`1q´ aRpθk´1,θkq ě ε for some ε ą 0, hence θk`2´ θk is bounded above zero for any

solution to (1.7), (1.8), and (1.9). Thus Kpx|lq is finite, well defined, and uniformly bounded, so for

each l, sup´TăxďT Kpx|lq is achieved for some x̄l P p´T,T s. Let Lpb,cq ”maxtl : Kpx̄lq ě lu be the

largest partition element in which the silence interval is in r´T,T s. Let Npb,c, lq ” Kpx̄lq ă 8 for

1ď l ď Lpb,cq. It is clear that for any l, if sup´TăxďT Kpx|lq ă l, then sup´TăxďT Kpx|l`1q ă l`1.

So the induction on l shows that Kpx̄lq ě l for all 1 ď l ď Lpb,cq, because Kpx̄Lpb,cqq ě Lpb,cq by

definition of Lpb,cq.

It remains to show that for any l such that 1 ď l ď Lpb,cq and each N such that l ď N ď

Npb,c, lq, there is a partition θ0, . . . ,θN satisfying (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9). Fix l such that 1ď lď Lpb,cq.

Let θKpx|lq be the partial partition of length Kpx|lq that satisfies (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) and θ
Kpx|lq
1 “ x.

Since solution to (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) vary continuously with respect to initial conditions, if

θ
Kpx|lq
Kpx|lq (the last term in the partial partition θKpx|lq) is less than unity, Kp¨|lq is continuous (and

therefore locally constant) at x. Moreover, Kpx|lq can change by at most one at a discontinuity.

Because Kp1|lq “ 1 for all l, Kpx|lq takes on all integer values between one and Npb,c, lq. When

l ď Kpx|lq ď Npb,c, lq, there is exactly one partition element in which the default action is induced.
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If Kpx1|lq “N and Kpx|lq is discontinuous at x“ x1, then the sequence p´T,x,θ2, . . . ,θNq satisfying

(1.7), (1.8), (1.9) also satisfies (1.11) and (1.12).

Now we shall argue that S ’s strategy m˚pθq prescribed in the Proposition is a best response

for an S of type θ P pθk,θk`1q to R’s strategy a˚pmq given by (1.10). More precisely, (1.7), (1.8) and

(1.9) imply that

US
paR
pθk,θk`1q,θq “max

j
US
paR
pθ j,θ j`1q,θq,@θ P rθk,θk`1s, (1.20)

where the maximum in (1.20) is taken over j “ 0, . . . ,N ´ 1. To see this, note that because

aRpθk,θk`1q ą aRpθk´1,θkq and US is concave in a, (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) imply (1.20) for θ“ θk.

Since US
12p¨q ą 0 and θ P rθk,θk`1s,

US
paR
pθk,θk`1q,θq´US

paR
pθi,θi`1q,θq ěUS

paR
pθk,θk`1q,θkq´US

paR
pθi,θi`1q,θkq ě 0

(1.21)

and

US
paR
pθk,θk`1q,θq´US

paR
pθ j,θ j`1q,θq ěUS

paR
pθk,θk`1q,θk`1q´US

paR
pθ j,θ j`1q,θk`1q ě 0

(1.22)

where (1.21) and (1.22) hold for any 0ď iď k ď j ď N and θ such that θ P rθk,θk`1s. Conversely,

it is clear from this argument that, except for S-types who fall on the boundaries between steps, only

signals of this kind are best responses for S.

Now consider R. Provided that S uses a strategy given in the Proposition, when R hears a

message m in the step pθk,θk`1q, R’s posterior, denoted by gpθ|mq is:

gpθ|mq “
m˚pm|θqhpθq

şθk`1
θk

m˚pt|θqhptqdt
“

hpθq
şθk`1

θk
hptqdt

(1.23)
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Thus her conditional expected utility when playing a is

ż

θk`1

θk

´Lp|θ´a|qgpθ|mqdθ“´

şθk`1
θk

Lp|θ´a|qhpθqdθ

şθk`1
θk

hptqdt
. (1.24)

Therefore, aRpθk,θk`1q as defined in (1.1) is a best response for R to S’s message m P pθk,θk`1q.

Conversely, Lemma 6 shows that any equilibrium is a partition equilibrium, and the above

arguments show that any equilibrium partition, θk, must satisfy (1.7), (1.8), (1.9), (1.11), and

(1.12) for some value of l between unity and Lpb,cq and some value of N between l and Npb,c, lq.

Let ak be the action induced when the state θ P pθk,θk`1q and let Mk ” tm : apmq “ aku; if R

hears a message m PMk in such an equilibrium, her conditional expected utility is proportional to

´
şθk`1

θk
Lp|θ´apmq|qm˚pm|θqhpθqdθ. Since ak is a best response to any message m PMk, it must

also maximize

´

ż

θk`1

θk

ż

mPMk

Lp|θ´apmq|qm˚pm|θqhpθqdmdθ“´

ż

θk`1

θk

Lp|θ´apmq|qhpθqdθ, (1.25)

where the identity follows because apmq is constant over the range of integration and conditional

densities integrate to unity. It follows that all equilibria are essentially equivalent to the class of

equilibria in the theorem with uniform messaging rules.

Corollary 2. Any equilibrium is equivalent in terms of state-action distribution to one in either the

class of Type I equilibria or the class of Type II equilibria.

Proof. Lemma 6 shows that any equilibrium is a partition equilibrium, and the argument in Proposi-

tion 1.13 shows that any equilibrium partition θ0, . . . ,θN must satisfy Equation (1.7). (1.8), (1.9)

along with Equation (1.11) and Equation (1.12) for some value N with l ` 1 ď N ď Npb,c, lq.

Equation (1.7) and (1.8) has unique solutions for k “ 0, . . . , l, l` 2, . . . ,N´ 1 and Equation (1.9)

potentially has two solutions for k “ l`1. θ0, . . . ,θN either falls in Type I equilibrium partition or

Type II equilibrium partition.
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Let ak be the action induced by an S-type θ with θ P rθk,θk`1s. For any arbitrary equilibrium,

since ak best responds to the equilibrium message sent by a sender with signal θ such that θ P

rθk,θk`1s, ak “ aRpθk,θk`1q. It follows that all equilibria are is equivalent in terms of state-action

distribution to the one with the sender’s strategy given in the Proposition.

Proofs for subsections 1.4.2 and 1.4.3

We first provide a definition and then establish a series of claims which we will use in later

proofs.

Definition 4. For fixed b and c, we shall call a sequence θpN, l|b,cq” tθ0pN, l|b,cq, . . . ,θNpN, l|b,cqu

a partial partition of steps N where the silence interval is the lth partition element if Equations (1.7),

(1.8), and (1.9) are satisfied.

Claim 1. The function Lp|y´θ|q is strictly increasing in yě θ and strictly decreasing in yă θ.

Proof. Because L1p¨q ą 0,

Lp|y´θ|q´Lp|y1´θ|q “ Lpy´θq´Lpy1´θq “

ż y´θ

y1´θ

L1ptqdt ą 0

for yą y1 ě θ. Similarly, Lp|y´θ|q´Lp|y1´θ|q ă 0 for y1 ă yă θ.

Claim 2 says that for two equilibrium partitions where the silence interval is the first element,

the partition associated with higher cost features higher partition points (except for the endpoints).

This is because the size of the first step increases as cost increases.

Claim 2. Let θpN,1|b,cq and θpN,1|b,c1q be two equilibrium partitions and cą c1. Then we claim

θipN,1|b,c1q ă θipN,1|b,cq for all i“ 1, ...,N´1.

Proof. For N “ 1, the Claim is vacuously true. Suppose that N ą 1. For notational simplicity, we

write θipN,1|b,cq in the proof as θipcq, because we fix b and N in the discussion below. First, we

claim that θipc1q ‰ θipcq for all i such that 0ă iă N.
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If θipc1q “ θipcq for all 0 ă i ă N, then θ0pc1q ą θ0pcq, because ´Lp|aRpθ0pc1q,θ1pc1qq´

pθ1pc1q`bq|q“´Lp|aRpθ1pc1q,θ2pc1qq´pθ1pc1q`bq|q´c1“´Lp|aRpθ1pcq,θ2pcqq´pθ1pcq`bq|q´

c1 ą ´Lp|aRpθ1pcq,θ2pcqq´ pθ1pcq` bq|q´ c “ ´Lp|aRpθ0pcq,θ1pcqq´ pθ1pcq` bq|q by Claim 1.

So there is some cutoff i P p0,Nq such that θipc1q ‰ θipcq. The following argument shows that

θipc1q ‰ θipcq for all i such that 0ă iă N. Let j P p1,Ns be the index such that θipc1q “ θipcq for all

j ď iď N and θ j´1pc1q ‰ θ j´1pcq. We show as follows that j ă N leads to a contradiction. Suppose

j ă N, . then θ j´1pc1q “ θ j´1pcq by Claim 1, because

´Lp|aRpθ j´1pc1q,θ jpc1qq´pθ jpc1q`bq|q “ ´Lp|aRpθ jpc1q,θ j`1pc1qq´pθ jpc1q`bq|q “

´Lp|aRpθ jpcq,θ j`1pcqq´pθ jpcq`bq|q “ ´Lp|aRpθ j´1pcq,θ jpcqq´pθ jpcq`bq|q

by Eq. (1.7), which leads to a contradiction. Therefore j “ N which is equivalent to that θipc1q ‰

θipcq for all i such that 0ă iă N.

Next, we show that all cutoffs in between satisfy θipc1q ă θipcq. If θN´1pc1q ă θN´1pcq,

Assumption 7 guarantees that θipc1qă θipcq for all i“ 1, . . . ,N´1 and the result holds. If θN´1pc1qą

θN´1pcq, then θipc1q ą θipcq for all i“ 1, . . . ,N´1 by Assumption 7. Let θ10pc
1q be the cutoff such

that the following equation holds: ´Lp|aRpθ10pc
1q,θ1pcqq´pθ1pcq`bq|q “ ´Lp|aRpθ1pcq,θ2pcqq´

pθ1pcq`bq|q´c1. Because´Lp|aRpθ10pc
1q,θ1pcqq´pθ1pcq`bq|q “´Lp|aRpθ1pcq,θ2pcqq´pθ1pcq`

bq|q´c1 ą´Lp|aRpθ1pcq,θ2pcqq´pθ1pcq`bq|q´c“´Lp|aRpθ0pcq,θ1pcqq´pθ1pcq`bq|q, it must

be that θ1pcq ą θ10pc
1q ą θ0pcq. Furthermore, note that ´Lp|aRpθ0pc1q,θ1pc1qq´ pθ1pc1q` bq|q “

´Lp|aRpθ1pc1q,θ2pc1qq´ pθ1pc1q` bq|q´ c1 by Eq. (1.9) and θipc1q ą θipcq for all i “ 1, . . . ,N´ 1.

Then θ0pc1q ą θ10pc
1q by Assumption 7 and the definition of θ10pc

1q. So θ0pc1q ą θ10pc
1q ą θ0pcq.

But θ0pc1q “ θ0pcq by assumption, which implies a contradiction. Therefore, we proved that

θN´1pc1q ă θN´1pcq and that overall θipc1q ă θipcq for all i“ 1, . . . ,N´1.

Claim 3. Let θpN,1|b,cq and θpN,1|b,c1q be two partial partitions. If θ1pN,1|b,cq“ θ1pN,1|b,c1q”

θ1 and c1 ă că Lp|aRpθ0,θ1q´pθ1`bq|q, then θipN,1|b,cq ă θipN,1|b,c1q for all i“ 2, . . . ,N.
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Claim 3 is an immediate consequence of Claim 2 and Assumption 7.22

Claim 4. Then the maximum type-I equilibrium partition size Npb,c,1q is at least N̄pb,0q for any c

sufficiently close to zero.

Proof. Let θpN̄pb,0q,1|b,0q ” pθ0,θ1, . . . ,θN̄pb,0qq be an equilibrium partition equilibrium of size

N̄pb,0q when the cost is 0. We suppress b and l “ 1 for notational simplicity.

Let c:pbq ” Lp|aRpθ0,θ1q´pθ1`bq|q. We will show that the maximum equilibrium partition

size when cost is any c such that 0ă că c:pbq is greater than or equal to N̄pb,0q. In other words,

there is an equilibrium of size N̄pb,0q when the cost is 0ă că c:.

Let θ̄PpN̄pb,0q,cq ” pθ̄P
0 , . . . , θ̄

P
N̄pb,0qq be a partial partition with θ̄P

1 “ θ1. The partition is well

defined, because ´Lp|aRpθ1, θ̄
P
2 ´pθ1`bq|q “ ´Lp|aRpθ0,θ1q´pθ1`bq|q` că´Lp|aRpθ0,θ1q´

pθ1`bq|q` c:pbq “ 0 for 0 ă c ă c:pbq. By Claim 3, θ̄P
i ă θi for all i “ 2, . . . , N̄pb,0q. It follows

by continuity that there exists an equilibrium with size N̄pb,0q when the cost is c.

The following claim is useful for proving Corollary 3.

Claim 5. Let θpN,N|b,cq and θpN,N|b,c1q be two partial partitions and cą c1, then θNpN,N|b,cq“

θNpN,N|b,c1q implies that θipN,N|b,c1q ą θipN,N|b,cq for all i“ 1, ...,N´1.

Claim 5 is parallel to Claim 2. The proof is similar and therefore omitted.

The following claims are used to prove the next two results.

Claim 6. Let W pθ,bq ” LpT`θ

2 `bq´Lp|T´θ

2 ´b|q where θ P r´T,T s. W pθ,bq is increasing in θ

and b. W pθ,bq is continuous in θ.

Proof. If θď T ´2b, T´θ

2 ě b and W pθ,bq “ LpT`θ

2 `bq´LpT´θ

2 ´bq. BW pθq
Bθ

“ 1
2L1pT`θ

2 `bq`

1
2L1pT´θ

2 ´bq ą 0. Similarly, BW pθ,bq
Bb ą 0.

If θą T ´2b, T´θ

2 ă b and W pθ,bq “ LpT`θ

2 `bq´Lpb´ T´θ

2 q. BW pθq
Bθ

“ 1
2L1pT`θ

2 `bq´

1
2L1pb´ T´θ

2 q ą 0 because L2 ą 0 and T`θ

2 `bą b´ T´θ

2 . Similarly, BW pθ,bq
Bb ą 0.

22Claim 3 parallels to Lemma 5 in Crawford and Sobel (1982). We impose the additional condition that c and c1

are less than Lp|aRpθ0,θ1q´ pθ1` bq|q to ensure that θ2 ą θ1 is well defined by the difference equation of sender’s
preferences, i.e., ´Lp|aRpθ1,θ2pcqq´pθ1`bq|q “ ´Lp|aRpθ0,θ1q´pθ1`bq|q`că 0 and ´Lp|aRpθ1,θ2pc1qq´pθ1`

bq|q “ ´Lp|aRpθ0,θ1q´pθ1`bq|q` c1 ă´Lp|aRpθ0,θ1q´pθ1`bq|q` că 0.
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limθÑpT´2bq´W pθ,bq “ limθÑpT´2bq`W pθ,bq, so W pθ,bq is continuous in θ.

Claim 7. Assume uniform prior distribution. For given b,c, if there exists a two-step Type I

equilibrium with l “ 2, then there exists a two-step equilibrium with l “ 1.

Proof. Let r´T,θ1,T s be the equilibrium partition elements such that θ1 P r´T,T s and´Lpθ1`b´

aRp´T,θ1qq´ c“´LpaRpθ1,T q´θ1´bq. Under the uniform prior assumption, this is equivalent

to: ´Lpθ1`b´ θ1´T
2 q´ c“´LpT`θ1

2 `bq´ c“´Lpθ1`T
2 ´θ1´bq “ ´LpT´θ1

2 ´bq.

By Claim 6, @x P rLpbq´LpT `bq,LpT ´bq´Lpbqs, there exists θ1pxq such that Lp|T´θ1

2 ´

b|q´LpT`θ1

2 `bq “ x. Since Lpbq´LpT `bq ď Lp|T´θ1
2 ´b|q´LpT`θ1

2 `bq ď LpT ´bq´Lpbq, c

must satisfy cď LpT ´bq´Lpbq. Note that cď LpT ´bq´Lpbq ď |Lpbq´LpT `bq|, or equivalently

Lpbq´LpT `bq ď ´c, because pT `bq´b “ T ą pT ´bq´b “ T ´2b and L1 ą 0. There exists

θ1p´cq P r´T,T s such that Lp|T´θ1p´cq
2 ´b|q´LpT`θ1p´cq

2 `bq “ ´c. r´T,θ1p´cq,T s constitutes

a two-step equilibrium partition elements with l “ 1.

Claim 8. When c“ c̄pbq, there exists a two-step equilibrium.

Proof. By definition, there exists a N-step equilibrium when c “ c̄pbq with N ě 2. By definition

of the equilibrium, there exists an interval Θ1 Ď Θ “ r´T,T s over which there exists a two-step

equilibrium with a silence interval if the state space is Θ1. By continuity, if there exists a two-step

equilibrium with a silence interval over Θ1, then there exists a two-step equilibrium δ˚ with a silence

interval over Θ with Θ1 ĎΘ.

Lemma 7. Assume uniform prior distribution, N̄pb,cqą 1 if and only if mincCpbqď cďmaxcCpbq”

c̄pbq.

Proof. The “only if” part follows directly from the definition.

We then show the “if” part: Justified by Claim 7 and Claim 8, we restrict attention to

two-step equilibria featuring l “ 1. We show that given b, if there exists a two-step equilibrium with

l “ 1 when c“ c̄pbq, then there exists a two-step equilibrium for any c P rmincCpbq, c̄pbqs.

Under uniform prior distribution, aRp´T,θ1q “
θ1´T

2 , aRpθ1,T q “ T`θ1
2 . Therefore, if there

exists θ1 P r´T,T s such that ´Lpθ1` b´ θ1´T
2 q “ ´LpT`θ1

2 ` bq “ ´Lp|θ1`T
2 ´ θ1´ b|q ´ c “
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´Lp|T´θ1
2 ´b|q´ c, r´T,θ1,T s constitutes the partition elements of a two-step equilibrium with

l “ 1.

By Claim 6, W pθ1,bq “ LpT`θ1
2 ` bq´Lp|T´θ1

2 ´ b|q is continuous and increasing in θ1.

Hence fixing b, the value of W pθ1,bq for θ1 P r´T,T s constitutes an interval rW p´T,bq,W pT,bqs.

Let Cpbq “ rW p´T,bq,W pT,bqs and the statement is proved.

Proposition 4. Assuming uniform prior distribution, c̄pbq is increasing in b.

Proof. By Claim 7 and Claim 8, when the cost is c̄pbq, there exists a two-step equilibrium with

l “ 1. Let pθ0,θ1,θ2q be its equilibrium partition elements where θ0 “´T,θ2 “ T . By definition

Lp|θ1`b´aRp´T,θ1|qq´Lp|θ1`b´aRpθ1,T q|q “ c.

By Claim 6, d
dbtLp|θ1` b´ aRp´T,θ1|qq´Lp|θ1` b´ aRpθ1,T q|qu ą 0. Therefore, as b

increases to b1 ą b, c̄pbq ă tEθrLp|θ` b1´ aRp´T,θ1q||θ “ θ1qs´EθrLp|aRpθ1,T q´ θ´ b1||θ “

θ1qsu. There hence exists c̄pb1q ą c̄pbq such that c̄pb1q “ tEθrLp|θ` b1´ aRp´T,θ1q||θ “ θ1qs´

EθrLp|aRpθ1,T q´ θ´ b1||θ “ θ1qsu, and pθ0,θ1,θ2q constitutes a two-step equilibrium partition

associated with c̄pb1q, which proves the statement.

Proposition 5. Let the silence interval be the leftmost partition element (i.e., l “ 1). Consider the

class of equilibria of steps N ě 2, there exists ĉą 0 associated with which there is an equilibrium

outcome preferred by the receiver over all equilibrium outcomes associated with zero cost.

Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 3 of Crawford and Sobel (1982). Fix b and N̄pb,0q,

and let θc ” pθc
0,θ

c
1, . . . ,θ

c
N̄pb,0qq be the partition equilibrium of size N̄pb,0q for c ă c:pbq, where

c:pbq ” Lp|aRpθ0p0q,θ1p0qq´ pθ1p0q`bq|q. The equilibrium exists by Claim 4. Furthermore, θc
i

(i“ 1, . . . , N̄pb,0q´1) is a strictly increasing function of c by Claim 2. We shall argue that receiver’s

ex ante expected payoff in the partition equilibrium of size N̄pb,0q is locally increasing in the cost c

at 0. Because receiver obtains her highest payoff when cost is zero at the equilibrium of size N̄pb,0q,

we prove that receiver is strictly better off at some positive cost if her payoff is strictly increasing in

a neighborhood of 0.
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Because sender’s payoff at cost zero satisfies´Lp|aRpθ0
0,θ

0
1q´pθ

0
1`bq|q “´Lp|aRpθ0

1,θ
0
2q´

pθ0
1`bq|q, receiver’s payoff in this equilibrium satisfies

´Lp|aR
pθ

0
0,θ

0
1q´θ

0
1|q

ą´Lp|aR
pθ

0
0,θ

0
1q´pθ

0
1`bq|q

“´Lp|aR
pθ

0
1,θ

0
2q´pθ

0
1`bq|q

ą´Lp|aR
pθ

0
1,θ

0
2q´θ

0
1|q.

(1.26)

Because r´Lp|aRpθc
0,θ

c
1q´ θc

1|qs´ r´Lp|aRpθc
1,θ

c
2q´ θc

1|qs is a continuous function of c, there is

ĉ ą 0 such that r´Lp|aRpθc
0,θ

c
1q´θc

1|qs´ r´Lp|aRpθc
1,θ

c
2q´θc

1|qs ą 0 for all 0 ď c ď ĉ. We claim

that receiver’s payoff is strictly increasing in c when c P r0, ĉs, which is a non-degenerate interval.

The receiver’s expected payoff is given by

EruR
pcqs ”

N̄pb,0q
ÿ

j“1

ż

θc
j

θc
j´1

r´Lp|aR
pθ

c
j´1,θ

c
jq´θ|qshpθqdθ.

Since aRpθc
j´1,θ

c
jq as receiver’s best response to a message in the step rθc

j´1,θ
c
js, maximizes the jth

term in the sum and since θc
N̄pb,0q ” T , the Envelope Theorem yields

dEruRpcqs
dc

”

N̄pb,0q´1
ÿ

j“1

hpθc
jq

dθc
j

dc
pr´Lp|aR

pθ
c
j´1,θ

c
jq´θ

c
j|qs´ r´Lp|aR

pθ
c
j,θ

c
j`1q´θ

c
j|qsq. (1.27)

Claim 2 implies that dθc
j{dcą 0 for all j “ 1, . . . , N̄pb,0q´1, and

r´Lp|aR
pθ

c
j´1,θ

c
jq´θ

c
j|qs´ r´Lp|aR

pθ
c
j,θ

c
j`1q´θ

c
j|qs

ěr´Lp|aR
pθ

c
j´1,θ

c
jq´pθ

c
j`bq|qs´ r´Lp|aR

pθ
c
j,θ

c
j`1q´pθ

c
j`bq|qs

“0

(1.28)

for j“ 2, . . . , N̄pb,0q´1. The inequality in (1.28) holds by the formulation of loss function because

aRpθc
j´1,θ

c
jq ă θc

j ă θc
j`bă aRpθc

j,θ
c
j`1q. The equality follows from (1.7) and the definition of θc.
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For j “ 1, r´Lp|aRpθc
0,θ

c
1q´θc

1|qs´ r´Lp|aRpθc
1,θ

c
2q´θc

1|qs ą 0 for all 0 ď c ď ĉ. So EruRpcqs is

strictly increasing in c when c P r0, ĉs.

Proposition 6. @b, there exists c such that a non-babbling equilibrium exists, i.e., Cpbq ‰H.

Proof. If N̄pb,0q ą 1, then c“ 0 is an element in C. If N̄pb,0q “ 1. Let c“ EθpLp|´T ´θ´b|qq´

EθtLp|aRp´T,T q´θ´b|qu. By Chen, Kartik, and Sobel (2008), cą 0. Given c, there then exists a

non-babbling equilibrium with Npb,c,1q “ 2 where the lowest type θ“´T alone separates himself

and the other types pool together . Hence c PCpbq ‰H.

Appendix A3: Proofs for Section 1.5

Proposition 7. For any equilibrium pm̃λi˚pψiq, ã˚pmqq of a game where sender i“ 1,2 is the only

sender, there exists an equilibrium of the two-sender game equivalent in terms of state-action

distribution to pm̃λi˚pψiq, ã˚pmqq.

Proof. We prove it for sender 1, a parallel argument holds for sender 2. Let sender 1 be the only

sender of the game, and pm̃λ1˚pψ1q, ã˚pmqq be an equilibrium.

In the two-sender game, the following is an equilibrium,

mλ2˚pψ2q “ m0,@ψ2

mλ1˚pψ1q “ m̃λ1˚pψ1q

a˚pm1,m2q “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

m1 if m1 ‰ m0

µh otherwise
Given sender 2’s strategy, the strategies of sender 1 and the receiver are their best responses

by construction.

Given the receiver’s strategy, the ex post benefit of talking for sender 2 is zero. So it is

sender 2’s best response to never talk because c2 ą 0.
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Appendix B: Multiple Equilibria in the b“ 0 Situation

The equilibrium we discuss in Section 1.3 features perfect communication when there

is communication (i.e. outside the silence interval). By Crawford and Sobel (1982), one can

always construct equilibria where the communication is imperfect outside the silence interval.

The imperfect communication takes form of partitions and can be constructed by a difference

equation system similar to that in Proposition 3. Among the equilibria where communication can

be imperfect, the silence interval can be anywhere in the space of states/actions.

Does the equilibrium we construct in Proposition 1 deliver the highest payoff to the receiver

among all equilibria? The answer is: not necessarily. However, the equilibria where the receiver

enjoys higher payoffs, if exist, are problematic. To illustrate the point, we start by considering a

bounded state space with Θ“ r´T,T s and normally distributed prior and signals (conditional on

the states). The following strategy profile is an equilibrium profile:

m˚pψq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

m0 if µpψq R r´T,θ2s

µpψq otherwise

a˚pmq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

m if m“ µpψq P r´T,θ2s

a0 “ aRp´T,θ2q otherwise

such that´EtLp|a0´θ|q|µpψ;λq “ θ2u “´EtLp|θ2´θ|q|µpψ;λq “ θ2u´c. Such θ2 exists

by continuity.

This equilibrium is nevertheless a problematic one for the following reason: note the default

action is closer to θ2 than it is to ´T since the silence interval lies on the “left side” of the normal

prior distribution. If the sender is indifferent between inducing a0 costless and inducing θ2 costly

when the favorite action is θ2, the sender would strictly prefer to induce ´T over a0 when the

favorite action is ´T . For this strategy profile to be an equilibrium profile, it is critical that

the receiver responds to any off-equilibrium message by the default action a0. This equilibrium

profile is therefore problematic in the sense that the sender whose favorite action is ´T strictly
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prefers costly revealing his type over the equilibrium action he receives, and it is of the receiver’s

interest to respond to a message that reveals this sender type instead of taking the default action a0.

Fundamentally, this strategy profile can be supported as an equilibrium because of the well-known

feature of cheap talk games, namely there exists equilibria where communication is less effective

than it can possibly be. The usual cheap talk game equilibrium refinement technique such as NITS

(Chen, Kartik, and Sobel 2008) would eliminate such equilibria.

Nevertheless, such problematic equilibria might deliver higher payoff to the players com-

pared to the one we characterize in Proposition 1. For one thing, the length of the silence interval

at the equilibrium constructed as above can be shorter than that at the equilibrium constructed in

Proposition 1, depending on the shape of the prior distribution around the silence interval. For

another, the players might prefer the equilibrium constructed above because the ex ante probability

that the sender does not talk is low compared to the equilibrium in Proposition 1. This can hap-

pen because the silence interval of the equilibrium constructed above lies on the tail of the prior

distribution.

When Θ is unbounded, one can imagine equilibria similar to the one constructed above:

there is perfect communication to the right of the silence interval, and imperfect communication to

the left of the silence interval. If the prior distribution has thin tails, one can put the silence interval

and the adjacent imperfect communication region on the tail. As a result, the probability that there

is no communication or no perfect communication can be arbitrarily low ex ante and the receiver’s

payoff can be arbitrarily close to what can be achieved in the full information case.

This kind of equilibria have some intuitive interpretation: the receiver “threatens” the sender

that if the latter does not talk, a very low action would be taken. Since the prior probability that

the default action is indeed taken is extremely small, the receiver can almost achieve the payoff

associated with full information. As previously argued, such equilibria rely heavily on the off-

equilibrium path beliefs. Nevertheless, since the state space is unbounded and there is no “lowest”

sender type, the NITS equilibrium selection does not apply to this case.
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Chapter 2

Knowledge Sharing in Research Contests
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Abstract: I study the organization of a two-agent research contest where each agent has

to achieve two breakthroughs to achieve the discovery. The first breakthrough generates some

intermediate knowledge. The second breakthrough generates the discovery which is only valuable

when achieved for the first time. Sharing the knowledge of the agent who has achieved the first

breakthrough (the “leader”) to the agent who has not (the “laggard”) can assist the latter to catch

up. A principal designs how to motivate agents using non-negative transfers, and decides whether

to share the leader’s knowledge to the laggard. A benevolent principal can achieve the social

optimal outcome even if she relies on agents’ voluntary reports to learn the arrival of breakthroughs.

Nevertheless, to prevent the laggard from over-investing in catching-up, a “losing prize” to the

laggard is necessary even if he does not achieve any breakthrough in the contest. The total transfers

to agents can hence exceed the value of the discovery, leading to inefficiency if the principal is

budget constrained. In this case, the principal may find it optimal to exclude the laggard from the

contest upon the arrival of the knowledge if (1) the cost for pursuing the discovery does not grow

too fast as effort increases; and/or if (2) the catching-up process is slow and costly. As an extension,

I also study when a profit-maximizing principal would share (or not share) the leader’s knowledge.

Keywords: Research contests; knowledge sharing; Social Welfare

2.1 Introduction

Research is cumulative. Timely knowledge sharing among researchers can save duplicative

investments and accelerate research progress. Working against this is the competitiveness in

the nature of science: a discovery is only valuable when it is made for the first time whereas a

repeated discovery has no value. In order to maintain an advantageous position in the pursuit of a

remarkable discovery, competing researchers may feel the need to keep in secrecy their intermediate

knowledge. As illustrated by the famous anecdote, Andrew Wiles dedicated over six years to

Fermat’s Last Theorem in near-total secrecy, only releasing prior work in small segments to cover

up his efforts. To make the problem more complicated, even if it is possible to force researchers to
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share knowledge, doing so without properly adjusting the incentive structure can create a free-riding

problem, disincentivizing researchers to pursue the intermediate knowledge in the first place.

Institutions clearly play a critical role in incentivizing research activities and facilitating

knowledge sharing. In academia, the journal system for example serves to disseminate knowledge

as well as distribute credits and recognition to those whose earlier work has contributed to the

development of the knowledge. It is however unclear whether the socially optimal outcome can be

implemented in the presence of certain realistic constraints. Specifically, constraints I consider in

this paper include (1) Researchers can only be motivated using non-negative prizes; (2) The arrival

of intermediate breakthroughs is only observable when researchers voluntarily report about them;

(3) The budget for prizes is limited. Given these constraints, I ask the following two questions:

does any of these constraints potentially lead to inefficiency? What is the optimal institutional

arrangement to maximize the social welfare?

Research contests are not confined to academia. Governments, companies and other orga-

nizations frequently use prize competitions as a tool in search for ideas or solutions to scientific

or technological problems. For example, the U.S. General Services Administration maintains a

web platform “Challenge. gov” as an “official hub for prize competitions and challenges across all

federal government”.1 The XPRIZE Foundation is devoted to creating contests to “entice the crowd

to take action”.2 It is not rare that such competitions go through multiple stages. The following

question naturally arises: Towards the goal of maximizing profit, when would the contest organizer

share (or not share) competing researchers’ early-stage knowledge to inspire other contestants?

To explore these questions, I study the organization of a research contest where agents

pursue a discovery that takes two breakthroughs to achieve. The contest proceeds in continuous

time and breakthroughs arrive stochastically. The probability of arrival depends on the effort levels

agents covertly choose. The first breakthrough generates a piece of knowledge as a necessary input

for the second breakthrough. The second breakthrough brings about the discovery. Sharing the

knowledge of the leader (i.e. the agent who has achieved the knowledge) to the laggard (i.e. the

1Source: https://www.challenge.gov/about/
2Source: https://www.xprize.org/
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agent has not achieved the knowledge) assists the laggard by changing his research technology. For

example, the laggard may be brought forward to the research frontier immediately. To study the role

of institutions, I assume a principal (she) with commitment power organizes the research contest.

More specifically, the principal designs the prize scheme of the contest that specifies non-negative,

history-contingent transfers to agents. In addition, the principal decides whether to share knowledge

of the leader to the laggard. Two possible types of principal are considered: (1) a benevolent

principal whose objective is to maximize the social welfare; (2) a principal whose objective is to

maximize her net profit.

The main findings are as follows: A benevolent principal can achieve the social optimal

outcome even if she can only use non-negative prizes as incentives and relies on agents’ voluntary

reports to learn the arrival of breakthroughs. Nevertheless, to prevent the laggard from over-

investing in catching-up, a “losing prize” to the laggard is necessary even if he does not achieve

any breakthrough in the contest. The total transfers to agents can hence exceed the value of the

discovery, leading to inefficiency if the principal is budget constrained. In this situation, if the

presence of the laggard does not add much to the social welfare, the principal may find it optimal

to exclude the laggard from the contest upon the arrival of the knowledge. This is the case if (1)

the cost for pursuing the discovery does not grow too fast as effort increases; and/or if (2) the

catching-up process is slow and costly. Sharing the leader’s knowledge to the laggard contributes

to the social welfare by lowering the total transfers required to implement the socially optimal

outcome.

I point out that the analysis of the paper is relevant to the current search for a COVID-19

vaccine. Researchers are aware that sharing information is vital. A group of scientists, physicians,

funders and manufacturers coordinated by the World Health Organization (WHO) are working on

vaccine development.3The National Institutes of Health (NIH) also has launched a public-private

partnership - “Accelerating COVID-19 Therapeutic Interventions and Vaccines (ACTIV)”4- with

eighteen drug companies. In both cases, collaboration is coordinated by public agencies and features

information sharing among researchers. WHO or NIH can be viewed as a benevolent principal
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who is organizing researchers to pursue an effective vaccine. The basic assumptions of my model

appear to be true in this setting. Effort of researchers is not contractable; the principal cannot punish

researchers; and the principal cannot directly observe intermediate progress. My study provides

insight into the extent to which these constraints prevent the efficient organization of research efforts

and how to best induce efficient effort levels and motivate voluntary information sharing.

The model predicts that a benevolent principal will always facilitate immediate information

sharing, and that to prevent over-investment in catching-up, the lagging researcher should be

rewarded in the case of losing the race. The model also predicts that the private return to agents’

effort can be higher than its social benefit so that the principal might need to “slow down” an agent,

this is consistent with the strategy adopted by the ACTIV partnership that gives priority to only the

most promising.

Vaccine development also points towards some potentially interesting variations of the

model. Different teams may develop different vaccines. A second vaccine may have positive value

either because it is less expensive or because it is safer or more effective for some patients. This

suggests extending the model to include cases where discoveries of lagging researchers are valuable.

As an extension, I also explore the scenario of a profit-maximizing principal who has direct

access to the leader’s knowledge. The profit-maximizing principal’s problem is complex because

she not only cares about the total surplus produced, but also the division of the surplus among

players. I first show by examples that whether the principal prefers to share the knowledge depends

on how knowledge sharing changes the laggard’s research technology, I further discuss why the

limited liability constraint may prevent the principal from being able to gain from knowledge sharing.

The rest of this section reviews the related literature. Section 2.2 sets up the formal model.

After the discussion of a single-breakthrough contest in Section 2.4 as a preparation, Section 2.5

4https://www.who.int/news-room/detail/13-04-2020-public-statement-for-collaboration-on-covid-19-vaccine-
development

4https://www.nih.gov/news-events/news-releases/nih-launch-public-private-partnership-speed-covid-19-vaccine-
treatment-options
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explores the optimal sharing policy and prize scheme for a benevolent principal in two-breakthrough

contests. Section 2.6 discusses the scenario of a profit-maximizing principal. All proofs are in the

Appendix.

Related Literature

This paper builds on the model in Beath, Katsoulacos, and Ulph (1989), Grossman and

Shapiro (1985). Beath, Katsoulacos, and Ulph (1989) studies a single-breakthrough contest and

Grossman and Shapiro (1985) study a winner-takes-all two-breakthrough contest. Agents in their

models continuously choose effort levels which determine the probability of breakthroughs’ arrival.

Building on this model, the current paper allows the prize scheme to be optimally designed by a

principal and studies a novel question, namely whether and how should knowledge produced by the

leader shared to the laggard.

The externalities of knowledge produced by competing agents have been recognized in the

literature on experimentation contests design and on patents design. In the former literature, the

relevant knowledge is about the experiment’s feasibility and potentially also the progress of the

research contest. (e.g. Akcigit and Liu (2015), Halac, Kartik, and Liu) (2015). The question focused

in this literature is whether and when should a profit-maximizing principal disclose such knowledge

to motivate agents’ effort investments. In the current paper, the discovery is known to be feasible.

Knowledge sharing assists the laggard to catch up, including the case that the laggard is directly

brought forward to the research frontier.

The externalities of knowledge studied in this paper are more closely related to the literature

on patents. It has been well-recognized that knowledge has the feature of public goods. Given the

moral hazard problem resulted from the non-contractability of innovation effort, the free-riding

problem implied by knowledge’s public goods feature leads to under-investment of innovation.

By rewarding innovation with temporary monopoly power, patent protection addresses the free-

riding problem and motivates innovations (e.g. Arrow 1972). Furthermore, patents also encourage

innovators to publicly disclose their knowledge rather than keep it in secrecy ( Denicolò and
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Franzoni 2003). Pioneered by Scotchmer (1991), an extensive literature focuses on the patent design

problem when innovation is cumulative, a key feature of the kind of research studied in this paper.

The principal in this literature typically has access to a variety of tools. For example, Hopenhayn,

Llobet, and Mitchell (2006) studies the patent design problem when both moral hazard and adverse

selection are present. The principal, constrained by asymmetric knowledge about the value of

ideas and their development effort, can use a wide range of tools including prizes, patent fees and

mandatory licensing. They show that the optimal mechanism can be implemented by a system of

mandatory licensing. In contrast, this paper focuses on the moral hazard problem only and studies

the design of a research contest where only prizes - positive transfers to agents - are allowed. This

restriction excludes licensing policy or “patent fee” from the tools available to the principal. The

principal however has full knowledge about the value of the discovery and the relevant effort cost. It

is well-understood that prizes are superior over patents in the absence of adverse selection problem

(e.g. Wright 1983, Kremer and H. Williams 2010). Nevertheless, even in the absence of adverse

selection, it is unclear to what extent prizes alone can address the moral hazard and the free-riding

problem implied by the externality of knowledge and achieve the relevant objective of the principal.

There has been a resurgence in academic and policy interest in prizes as alternative tools to

patents. A growing empirical literature shows that patents impede innovation when innovation is

cumulative. For example, Galasso and Schankerman (2014) show that patent invalidation leads to

on average 50 percent increase in citation. H. L. Williams (2013) and Sampat and H. L. Williams

(2019) show that patents on human genomes impede follow-on scientific research and development.

Nevertheless, how to use prizes to motivate cumulative innovation and motivate knowledge sharing

has not been fully understood and is the core question investigated in this paper.

2.2 The Model

The Research Contest
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A principal (she) designs a contest to motivate two agents (indexed by i“ 1,2) to achieve a

discovery. The principal has commitment power but faces limited liability constraint (that is, only

non-negative transfers to agents are allowed). All players are risk neutral and discount time by ρ.

Agents’ outside options deliver zero payoff.

An agent has to achieve two breakthroughs (breakthrough #1 and #2) to achieve the dis-

covery. A breakthrough #1 produces a piece of intermediate knowledge with no intrinsic value.

A breakthrough #2 produces the discovery. When the first breakthrough #2 arrives, the princi-

pal receives a lump-sum payoff V and ends the contest. Agents do not intrinsically care about

breakthroughs. A repeated breakthrough #2 has zero value to the principal.

Time runs continuously with a potentially infinite horizon. To achieve breakthrough #1, at

every moment t, agent i P t1,2u covertly chooses an effort level ai,t P r0,1s, pays an instantaneous

cost c1,ψi,t pai,tq : tK,NKu ˆ r0,1s ÞÑ r0,8q, and succeeds with probability ai.t . The subscript

ψi,t P tK,NKu indicates whether agent i has gained access to agent j ‰ i’s knowledge at time t

(ψi,t “K) or not (ψi,t “NK). Agent i can proceed to work towards breakthrough #2 if and only if he

has achieved breakthrough #1. To achieve breakthrough #2, at every moment t, agent i chooses an

effort level ai,t , pays an instantaneous cost c2pai,tq : r0,1s ÞÑ r0,8q, and succeeds with probability

ai,t .

Let bs
i,t represent whether agent i“ 1,2 has achieved breakthrough #s (s“ 1,2) by time t

(bs
i,t “ 1) or not (bs

i,t “ 0).

Information

All transfers and the arrival of a breakthrough #2 is publicly observable. With respect to the

observability of a breakthrough #1 and the produced knowledge, two cases are distinguished:

Assumption 9.

‚ (“Direct Access”) Upon the arrival of agent i’s (i “ 1,2) breakthrough #1, the principal

observes the arrival and gains access to agent i’s knowledge. Agent j ‰ i observes the arrival

but has no access to the knowledge.
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The principal can decide whether to publicly disclose the knowledge upon availability. Let

d P tD,NDu denote the disclosure policy, where D indicates to disclose immediately and ND

indicates to never disclose. Delayed disclosure is not allowed.5 That is, d P tD,NDu when

the first breakthrough #1 arrives and d “ ND otherwise.

‚ (“Access Through Reports”) After the arrival of agent i’s (i“ 1,2) breakthrough #1, agent i

can choose whether to report the arrival of his knowledge to the principal. Let ri,t P t1,Hu

be the reporting decision where 1 represents to report andH represents to remain silent:

ri,t

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

P t1,Hu if bi,t “ 1 and Yt1ăt ri,t1 “H

“H otherwise

Note that a report takes the form of verifiable hard evidence: agent i cannot make a report

without achieving breakthrough #1. Furthermore, assume agents cannot announce the arrival

of breakthrough #1 without truthfully disclosing the knowledge.

Upon agent i’s report, the principal observes the arrival and gains access to agent i’s

knowledge. Agent j ‰ i observes the arrival but has no access to the knowledge. The

principal then decides whether to publicly disclose the knowledge upon availability. The

disclosure policy is defined as that under the assumption “Direct Access”.

Let bi,t ” pb1
i,t ,b

2
i,tq, ψt ” pψ1,t ,ψ2,tq, rt “ pr1,t ,r2,tq, Also let wt ” pw1,t ,w2,tq be the transfer

agents receive at time t.

Under assumption “Direct Access”, players’ histories are essentially the same, that is, H1
t “

H2
t “ HP

t ” pb1,x,b2,x,ψx,wxqxPr0.ts. Under assumption “Access Through Reports”, agent i’s history

is H i
t ” pb

1
i,x,b

2
1,x,b

2
2,x,ψx,rx,wxqxPr0,ts. The principal’s history is HP

t ” pb
2
1,x,b

2
2,x,ψx,rx,wxqxPr0,ts.

Strategies and Payoffs

Let H stand for the set of all histories. The principal chooses her strategy before the contest

begins (t “ 0) and commits to it. The principal’s strategy pw,dq ” Γ consists of a prize scheme

5Discussion about the restrictiveness of this assumption is postponed to subsequent analysis.
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wipHP
t q : t1,2uˆH ÞÑ r0,8q, and a disclosure policy dpHP

t q : H ÞÑ tD,NDu. The prize scheme

wipHP
t q specifies a transfer to agent i after a history HP

t .

Agent i’s strategy pai, piq ” δi consists of an effort rule aipH i
t q : t1,2uˆH ÞÑ r0,1s and a

reporting rule pipH i
t q P t1,Hu. A strategy specifies an effort level and a reporting rule for each

history H i
t . Under assumption “Direct Access”, the reporting rule is irrelevant.

I consider Bayesian Nash equilibrium in pure strategies. In the presence of multiple

equilibria, I focus on the principal’s favorite equilibrium. Given a strategy profile pΓ,δ1,δ2q and

any history at t, one can define a natural filtration generated by the set of histories at t 1 ą t and a

probability measure µΓ,δ1,δ2 . Agent i’s (i“ 1,2) expected payoff at time t after a history H i
t is:

8
ĳ

t

e´ρpx´tq
rwipH i

xq´1b1
i,x“0c1,ψi,xpaipH i

xqq´1b1
i,x“1c2paipH i

xqqsdxdµΓ,δ1,δ2pH
i
8|H

i
t q

Let ν be a random variable representing the arrival time of the discovery, The principal’s

expected payoff at time t after a history HP
t is:

ż

t

ż 8

t
e´ρpx´tq

rV 1x“ν´
ÿ

i“1,2

r1b1
i,x“0c1,ψi,xpaipH i

xqq`1b1
i,x“1c2paipH i

xqqssdx

´κ

ż 8

t
e´ρpx´tq

r
ÿ

i“1,2

wi
ipHxq´

ÿ

i“1,2

r1b1
i,x“0c1,ψi,xpaipH i

xqq`1b1
i,x“1c2paipH i

xqqsudµpΓ,δ1,δ2qpH8|H
P
t q

where κ P t0,1u distinguishes whether the principal’s objective is to maximize social welfare (κ“ 0)

or her net profit (κ“ 1).

2.3 Preliminaries

This section introduces some definitions and assumptions.

Definition 5.
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1. Say the contest is in the “initial phase” if no agent has achieved breakthrough #1 (or

has reported under assumption “Access Through Reports”). Say the contest is in the

“catching-up phase” if exactly one agent has achieved breakthrough #1 (or has reported under

assumption “Access Through Reports”). Say the contest is in the “final phase” if both

agents have achieved breakthrough #1 ( or have reported under assumption “Access Through

Reports”).

2. ()After the initial phase) Under the “Direct Access” assumption, call agent i a “leader” if

he reports first, and otherwise call him a “laggard”. Under the “Access Through Reports”

assumption, call agent i a “leader” if he achieves breakthrough #1 first regardless whether

he has reported it, and otherwise call him a “laggard” regardless whether the other agent

who has achieved the first breakthrough #1 has reported it.

Let aSO
i pH

P
t q be the socially optimal effort rule if effort is contractable and knowledge is

publicly observable upon availability. Let ΓB ” pwB,dBq and ΓM “ pwM,dMq be the optimal scheme

for a benevolent principal and a profit-maximizing principal respectively.

Finally, I impose the following assumptions on the relevant cost functions.

Assumption 10.

1. c1,NKp¨q, c2p¨q are twice differentiable, strictly increasing and strictly convex. c1,NKp0q “

c2p0q “ c11,NKp0q “ c12p0q “ 0. limaÑ1 c1,NKpaq “ limaÑ1 c2paq “ 8.

2. c1,Kp¨q is twice differentiable, weakly increasing and weakly convex. c1,Kp0q “ c11,Kp0q “ 0.

Furthermore, c11,Kpaq ď c11,NKpaq,@a P r0,1s.

It is less costly for the laggard to increase effort level if shared with the leader’s knowledge.

Hence it is socially optimal to use the research technology described by c1,Kp¨q instead of c1,NKp¨q.

A special case is c11,Kp¨q “ 0, where the laggard, once equipped with the leader’s knowledge, can

achieve his breakthrough #1 and start to pursue breakthrough #2 immediately.
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The assumption that there is zero fixed cost and zero marginal cost to increase effort from

zero simplifies the analysis, because it guarantees that hiring two agents is always better than hiring

one only.

2.4 A Single-breakthrough Contest

I’ll use the solution to the single-breakthrough contest to study the two-breakthrough contest.

I will argue that the “direct access” two-breakthrough contest can be studied by combining the

analysis of three different single-breakthrough contests: the final phase problem, the catching-up

phase problem, and the initial phase problem. In the latter two problems, terminal values will be

replaced by the relevant continuation values.

To facilitate later discussion, I allow the two agents to be potentially heterogeneous. Name

the two agents in this single-breakthrough contest “Amber” (denoted by A) and “Bob” (denoted

by B). Let cAp¨q be the cost function of Amber and cBp¨q be the cost function of Bob. cip¨q, i“ A,B

satisfy either assumption in Assumption 10. Since players share the same history, let Ht “H i
t “HP

t .

Assume that in addition to the transfers from the principal, agent i“ A,B also receives exogenous

payoffs Ḡi ě 0 if winning and Gi ě 0 if losing when the discovery arrives. The principal receives V

upon the arrival of the discovery. Since knowledge is not involved, the principal only chooses a

prize scheme in this contest and the agents only choose their effort levels.

When the discovery arrives, that is, t “ ν, let h denote the winner of the contest and l the

loser. The following lemma suggests that it is without loss of generality to restrict attention to a

class of rather simple prize schemes under which there exists stationary equilibrium effort rules.

Lemma 8. There exists an optimal prize scheme that takes the following form:

wipHtq “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

w̄i if t “ ν, i“ h

wi if t “ ν, i“ l

0 otherwise
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Under a prize scheme of this form, there exists an equilibrium where agents’ strategies take

the following form: aipHtq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

αi if t ă ν

0 otherwise
for i“ A,B.

The lemma comes from the stationarity of the environment. The optimality of the prize

scheme described in the lemma does not depend on the principal’s commitment power.

Call w̄i,wi the “winning prize” and “losing prize” respectively. Hence W̄i ” w̄i` Ḡi is the

total “winning reward” for agent i “ A,B in the case of winning and W i ” wi`Gi is the total

“losing reward” for agent i in the case of losing.

By Lemma 8, it is without loss of generality to restrict attention to the class of simple prize

schemes. I will also restrict attention to stationary effort rules for the rest of the analysis.6

2.4.1 Agents’ Problem

I first discuss agents’ problem given an arbitrary prize scheme described by pw̄i,wiqi“A,B.

T. Lee and Wilde (1980) has studied this problem with only minor difference. For this paper to be

self-contained, I still include the analysis here using the assumption and notation from Section 2.2.

By an abuse of notation, describe agent i’s strategy by αi and an equilibrium profile by

pα˚i ,α
˚
j q. Given agent j’s effort choice α j, write the best response set of agent i‰ j as BRipα jq.

Given a scheme Γ and a strategy α j of agent j ‰ i, agent i’s problem can be simplified to:

max
αi

αiW̄i´ cipαiq`α jW i

αi`α j`ρ
” AipΓ,α jq

Agent i’s problem during the contest can be interpreted as follows: he chooses the probability αi at

which he receives the winning reward W̄i at cost cipαiq. There is a probability α j that the contest

ends and agent i receives the losing reward W i, and a probability ρ that the contest ends and agent i

receives nothing.

Lemma 9. Given some scheme Γ, suppose W̄i ąW i,
6Given a prize scheme, there may exist other equilibrium effort rules than the stationary one. Nevertheless, the

stationarity of the environment implies that the principal’s favorite effort rule would be a stationary one.
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1. Given α j, j ‰ i, agent i’s best response BRipα jq is unique and satisfies

c1ipBRipα jqq “ W̄i´AipΓ,α jq (2.1)

2. An equilibrium pα˚A,α
˚
Bq always exists. A symmetric equilibrium exists if agents are homoge-

neous and the prize scheme is anonymous (i.e. w̄A “ w̄B,wA “ wB).

The right hand side of Equation (2.1) is the marginal private return of increasing one’s

effort investment, which is the winning reward net the continuation value. It consists of three

components: 1© If the agent succeeds today, he would save the effort cost of future work. 2© The

agent is guaranteed a prize of W i at the moment when the discovery arrives. Earlier arrival is

valued more due to time discounting. 3© The winner enjoys a “bonus” of the size W̄i´W i. Since

cp0q “ c1p0q “ 0. The agent will exert positive effort as long as W̄i ąW i.

Corollary 5 makes another noteworthy point: the agents, despite being risk neutral, can

enjoy strictly positive rent in this contest game. This rent comes from the binding limited liability

constraint. More specifically, without this constraint, the principal can use a prize scheme that

induces the socially optimal effort levels7, and charge each agent a lump-sum transfer equal to the

rent that the agent receives under the prize scheme prior to the contest. Agents’ expected payoff

from the contest will then be zero, satisfying the individual rationality constraint.

Corollary 5. If c2i p¨q ą 0, AipΓ,α jq ą 0, @α j and Γ such that W̄i ‰ 0.

I impose the following assumption for the rest of this paper. This is what is referred to as the

“stability condition” in the literature (e.g. T. Lee and Wilde 1980). This assumption guarantees that

the equilibrium is “absorbing”, i.e. starting from an arbitrary strategy profile, players’ best response

dynamics converge to an equilibrium.

Assumption 11. |BBRipα jq

Bα j
| ă 1

7Such a prize exists by Proposition 8 in Section 2.4.2
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Assumption 11 holds when c2p¨q is high enough so that it is sufficiently costly to increase

effort. It guarantees the uniqueness of the (stationary) equilibrium.

The following corollary is useful for the subsequent analysis. They are essentially restate-

ments of results in Beath, Katsoulacos, and Ulph (1989) using this paper’s notation.

Corollary 6. If c2i p¨q ą 0, let Ã “maxαi
αiW̄i´cipαiq

αi`ρ
and α̃i be the maximizer:

1. If W i “ Ã , then α̃iW̄i´cipα̃iq`α jW i
α̃i`α j`ρ

“ Ã ,@α j.

2. ´BBRipα jq

Bα j
and BAipΓ,α jq

Bα j
have the same sign as W i´ Ã .

3. If W i ă Ã , the equilibrium strategy α˚i , i“ 1,2 increases with W̄i and decreases with W i.

To interpret the first statement, consider a situation where agent i is working towards the

breakthrough without an opponent. Suppose in this situation the winning reward for achieving the

discovery motivates agent i to exert effort α̃i and implies a continuation value Ã ” α̃iW̄i´cipα̃iq
α̃i`ρ

before

the discovery arrives. The same winning reward can motivate agent i to exert the same effort α̃i in

the presence of an opponent if the losing reward is Ã .

The last two statements suggest that a more competitive contest (i.e. higher winning reward,

lower losing reward) motivates higher equilibrium effort. In particular, if W i´ Ã ă 0, BBRipαiq
Bα j

ą 0

reflects the strategic complementarity between agents’ effort. The strategic complementarity effect

is beneficial for a monopolist principal: It lowers the rent she has to pay to induce a certain effort

level, because motivating one agent to work harder also leads to a higher effort from the other agents.

Given a scheme Γ, agent i’s continuation value in equilibrium is hence AipΓ,α
˚
j q where α˚j

is pinned down by Γ. For the rest of the paper, I suppress the arguments of the continuation values

and simply write Ai.

2.4.2 Principal’s Problem

In this section, I show that there are infinitely many prize schemes for a benevolent principal

to induce the socially optimal outcome, and that the optimal prize scheme for a profit-maximizing
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principal features “winner-takes-all”. As a preparation for the analysis of a two-breakthrough

contest, I also include some discussion about how having two agents instead of one contributes to

social welfare.

The principal’s problem at t “ 0 can be simplified as:

max
w̄i,,wi

ř

i“A,Btα
˚
i V ´ cipα

˚
Aq´κrα˚i pW̄i`W iq´ cipα

˚
i qsu

α˚i `α˚j `ρ

subject to agent i’s (i“ A,B) incentive compatible condition Equation (2.1).

It is useful to establish the social optimum benchmark first.

P SO
” max

αA,αB

ř

i“A,BrαiV ´ cipαiqs

αi`α j`ρ

P SO is the social welfare generated by a two-agent contest, which is also the expected payoff

of a benevolent principal. Let αSO
i be agent i’s socially optimal effort levels. The second order

condition guarantees that αSO
i is unique.

The following lemma examines the cost and benefit of agents’ effort from a social welfare

perspective.

Lemma 10. If cAp¨q “ cBp¨q ” cp¨q and c2p¨q ą 0, i“ A,B, c1pαSO
i q “V ´P SO “

ρV`cpαSO
A q`cpαSO

B q

αSO
A `αSO

B `ρ
.

The lemma follows directly from the first order condition of the principal’s maximization

problem. V ´P SO is the relevant marginal social benefit of increasing effort. According to the

first statement, the marginal social benefit of increasing effort and hence increasing the probability

of the breakthrough’s arrival is to save future cost and the loss from future time discounting.

The following lemma directly follows from Lemma 9 and Lemma 10.

Proposition 8. There are infinitely many optimal prize schemes wB
i pHtq for a benevolent principal

to induce socially optimal effort. If both agents work, an optimal prize scheme features

V ´P SO
“ W̄ B

i ´AipΓ,α
SO
q
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.

If agents freely compete for the value of the discovery (i.e. V ) in a winner-takes-all manner,

the marginal private return of agents’ effort are not necessarily aligned with its marginal social

benefit. For one thing, an agent’s effort has externality in the sense that it affects the payoff

of his opponent, and therefore also affects his opponent’s effort choice through the strategic

complementarity effect. For another, the marginal private return of agents’ effort depend on Ḡi

and Gi. The principal cannot contract on agents’ effort levels, but she can use prizes to align the

marginal private return of an agent’s effort with its marginal social benefit. To be more specific, if

only agent i is pursuing the discovery and Ḡi “Gi “ 0, a benevolent principal can simply set w̄i “V

and induce the socially optimal effort. If instead Ḡi ą 0 and Gi “ 0, the principal has to lower the

winning prize w̄i from V or increase the losing prize wi from 0. In the case where Gi “ 0 and Ḡi is

so high that the agent tends to over work (relative to the social optimal level) even if w̄i “ 0, the

principal, restricted by the limited liability constraint, has no other choice than to increase wi to

adjust down the agent’s effort. Introducing agent j ‰ i into the contest lowers the socially optimal

effort level of agent i. Nevertheless, without properly adjusting the prize scheme, agent i tends to

increase his effort due to the strategic complementarity effect. This pressures the principal to further

reduce w̄i or increase wi. In a two-breakthrough contest, the counterparts of Ḡi and Gi are the

relevant continuation values. Ḡi “ Gi “ 0 generally does not holds, and Ḡi, Gi standalone generally

do not induce socially optimal effort without being complemented by properly chosen w̄i or wi.

Proposition 9. For a profit-maximizing principal, W i “ 0, i“ A,B.

Proposition9 implies that a profit-maximizing principal would use a winner-takes-all prize

scheme (if both agents are to work). If there is a losing prize, the principal can always reduce both

the losing prize and the winning prize and induce the same equilibrium effort. The principal benefits

from doing so because it implies a lower expected payment.

As discussed before, there also exists a “winner-takes-all” prize scheme for the benevolent

principal to induce the socially optimal effort levels. It is nevertheless ambiguous whether the
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optimal winner prizes of the “winner-takes-all” prize scheme are higher for a benevolent principal

or a profit-maximizing principal. The benevolent principal would find w̄i “V sub-optimal because

of over-competition between agents, while the profit-maximizing principal would find w̄i “ V

sub-optimal because the agents take all the social surplus.

As a preparation for the benevolent principal problem in a two-breakthrough contest, I

provide some discussion about how having two agents instead of one in the contest improves the

social welfare. Since the final phase of a two-breakthrough contest can be viewed as a single-

breakthrough contest, to understand the social benefit of helping the laggard catch up and enter the

final phase in a two-breakthrough contest, it is useful to study the social benefit of having an extra

agent in a single-breakthrough contest.

I first define the social welfare of a single-breakthrough contest with agent A available only.

P SOpAq
”max

α

αV ´ cApαq

α`ρ

Let α
SOpAq
i be the socially optimal effort of agent A if he is the only agent in the contest.

Lemma 11. If cAp¨q “ cBp¨q ” cp¨q and c2p¨q ą 0, i“ A,B,

1. c1pαSOpAq
A q “V ´P SOpAq “

ρV`cpαSOpAq
A q

α
SOpAq
A `ρ

.

2. α
SOpAq
A ą αSO

A .

3. It is always optimal to have two agents instead of one agent working towards the discovery.

The first statement parallels Lemma 10. The second statement is based on the first one: The

marginal social benefit of increasing effort is to save future cost and the loss from time discounting,

If the same amount of effort comes from two agents instead of one, the expected total future cost

of research is lower due to the convexity of cp¨q. In other words, the marginal social benefit of

increasing cost is lower in a two-agent contest compared to the single-agent case. An agent in a

two-agent contest is thus supposed to work less hard than if he works alone.
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The last statement holds because c2p¨q ą 0 implies that having two agents pursuing the

discovery is more cost-efficient than having one agent only. By Assumption 10, cp0q “ c1p0q “ 0,

so it is always optimal to have two agents even if one agent only exerts minor effort.

Compared to the situation where agent i works alone, the “net” contribution of introducing

agent j in the pursuit of the discovery, reflected by P SO´P SOpAq, is not the same as the surplus

created by agent j. As a simple example, if cp¨q is approximately linear and agents are homogeneous.

Introducing a second agent does not contribute much to social welfare, that is, P SO´P SOpAq is close

to zero. Nevertheless, it is straightforward to check that agent j will share approximately half of the

effort and create a non-trivial surplus. It is hence useful to distinguish the surplus created by agent

j from the net contribution of agent j’s presence to social welfare. The following decomposition

follows from Corollary 6. An analog of the last two terms of this decomposition will be used in the

discussion of the two-breakthrough contest.

P SO
´P SOpAq

“

αSO
j pV ´

αSO
i V´cpαSO

l q

αSO
i `ρ

q´ cpαSO
j q

αSO
i `αSO

j `ρ
loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon

surplus created by agent j in a two-agent contest

´r
αSO

i V ´ cpαSO
l q

αSO
i `ρ

loooooooomoooooooon

surplus created by agent i in a two-agent contest

´
α

SOpAq
i V ´ cpαSOpAq

l q

α
SOpAq
i `ρ

looooooooooomooooooooooon

surplus created by agent i if working alone

s

That is, the “net” contribution of agent j’s presence in the contest to the social welfare is the

part of the surplus created by agent j beyond αSO
i V´cpαSO

l q

αSO
i `ρ

´
α

SOpAq
i V´cpαSOpAq

l q

α
SOpAq
i `ρ

. Since the introduction

of a second agent into the pursuit of the discovery contributes to social welfare because of the

convex cost function, P SO´P SOpAq is higher if cp¨q is more convex.

To interpret the expression above in another way: the presence of agent j in the contest

exerts negative externality on agent i ‰ j in two ways: first, agent i is supposed to work less

hard, create less surplus and hence rewarded less. The magnitude of this externality is reflected
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by αSO
i V´cpαSO

l q

αSO
i `ρ

´
α

SOpAq
i V´cpαSOpAq

l q

α
SOpAq
i `ρ

. Second, when agent j wins and the contest ends, agent i’s

continuation value αSO
i V´cpαSO

i q

αSO
i `ρ

is foregone. The second externality can be internalized by agent j

by setting the winning prize of agent j to be V ´ αSO
i V´cpαSO

i q

αSO
i `ρ

(and losing prize to be 0). The first

externality nevertheless cannot be internalized by agent j due to the limited liability constraint. In

the absence of the limited liability constraint, the principal can charge agent j a “participation fee”

equal to αSO
i V´cpαSO

l q

αSO
i `ρ

´
α

SOpAq
i V´cpαSOpAq

l q

α
SOpAq
i `ρ

before the contest starts. With the limited liability constraint,

it is impossible to letting agent j internalize the first externality while inducing socially optimal

effort out of agent i. An analog of this problem is relevant in the discussion of the two-breakthrough

contest.

2.5 A Two-breakthrough Contest: Benevolent Principal

This section analyzes two-breakthrough contests for a benevolent principal. Discussion in

this section revolves around two central questions: Can the principal achieve the social optimum

benchmark facing some realistic constraints? How should prizes be allocated accordingly?

2.5.1 The Social Optimum Benchmark

The social optimum benchmark can be obtained by solving the benevolent principal’s

problem under assumption “Direct Access” assuming effort is contractable. By a similar argument

as that in lemma 8, the socially optimal effort levels only depend on the breakthrough situation but

not time t.

The principal’s problem is:

max
αi,α j

pαi`α jqP SO
1 ´ c1,NKpαiq´ c1,NKpα jq

αi`α j`ρ

where

P SO
1 ”max

βh,βl

βhV ´ c2pβhq`βlP SO
2 ´ c1,Kpβlq

βh`βl`ρ
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is the continuation value during the catching-up phase if both agents work, and

P SO
2 ”max

γh,γl

γhV ´ c2pγhq` γlV ´ c2pγlq

γh` γl`ρ

is the continuation value during the final phase if both agents work.

The socially optimal effort rule can be defined as follows:8

aSO
i,t pH

i
t q “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

αSO
i in the initial phase

βSO
h in the catching-up phase if i“ h

βSO
l in the catching-up phase if i“ l

γSO
h in the final phase if i“ h

γSO
l in the final phase if i“ l

0 otherwise

The benefit of sharing knowledge and helping the laggard to catch up is related to the benefit

of having an extra agent working towards the final discovery. It is therefore useful to define the

optimal effort level (βone) and the surplus generated (P one) if only one agent is available in the

contest and is working towards the discovery alone without an opponent.

β
one
“ argmax

β

βV ´ c2pβq

β`ρ
(2.2)

and

P one
”max

β

βV ´ c2pβq

β`ρ

As a preparation for discussing the optimal knowledge sharing policy and the optimal prize

scheme, the following Lemma compares the optimal effort levels for the final discovery under

8Agents are symmetric in the initial phase. Their socially optimal effort levels are therefore the same due to the
convexity of c1,NKp¨q.
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different conditions, namely when only one agent is working towards the discovery without an

opponent, when only one agent is working towards the discovery with an opponent trying to catch

up, and when both agents are working towards the discovery.

Lemma 12. βone ą βSO
h ě γSO

h “ γSO
l . The inequality is an equality if and only if c1,Kpβ

SO
1 q “ 0.

The above lemma shares the similar spirit of Lemma 11. It suggests that the leader exerts a

lower effort (βSO) during the catching-up phase in a two-agent contest than the optimal effort (βone)

if he is working alone towards the discovery in a one-agent contest. Furthermore, the leader should

further reduce effort once the laggard catches up. To understand the intuition, recall from the first

statement in Lemma 11 that the marginal social benefit of costly increasing effort is to potentially

save future cost and the loss from future time discounting. This marginal benefit of the leader’s

effort is lower during the final phase than that during the catching-up phase: In the final phase, the

laggard is also working towards the discovery, the expected total future cost and loss from time

discounting is lower than that in the catching-up phase.

By the discussion following Lemma 11, βSO ą γSO
h reflects the benefit of introducing a

second agent into the pursuit of the discovery. By a similar spirit, βSO ą βSO
h reflects the benefit of

introducing a second agent who may join the pursuit of the discovery once he catches up.

2.5.2 Direct Access

A benevolent principal’s problem under the assumption “Direct Access” is to choose the

prize scheme to maximize the total social surplus. Even if effort is not contractable, the principal

can achieve the socially optimal effort levels regardless of the laggard’s research technology. To

see the reason, note that the two-breakthrough contest can be viewed as three consecutive single-

breakthrough contests described in Section 2.4.

(1) The last single-breakthrough contest corresponds to the final phase. In this phase, there is

a leader h and a laggard l corresponding to “Amber”(A) and “Bob” (B) in Section 2.4. The payoff for

the principal is V if any agent achieves a breakthrough and Ḡi“Gi“ 0, i“ h, l. Lemma 8 guarantees
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that the principal is able to induce the socially optimal effort by some prize scheme pw̄1i,w
1
iq, i“ h, l.

Given pw̄1i,w
1
iq, let the leader and the laggard’s expected payoff in this single-breakthrough contest

be Ah2,Al2 respectively.

(2) The second single-breakthrough contest corresponds to the catching-up phase. The

payoff for the principal is V if agent h achieves a breakthrough and P SO
2 - the continuation value of

the principal in the final phase - if agent l achieves a breakthrough. In this case, Ḡh “ 0 because

the contest ends if the leader wins this single-breakthrough contest (i.e. the leader achieves a

breakthrough #2). Gh “ Ah2 because the contest enters the final phase if the leader loses this single-

breakthrough contest (i.e. the laggard achieves a breakthrough #1). Similarly, Ḡl “ Al2,Gl “ 0.

Again, the principal is able to induce the socially optimal effort by some prize scheme pw̄2i ,w
2
i q, i“

h, l, which pins down the agents’ expected payoff in this single-breakthrough contest, denoted by

Ah1,Al1 for the leader and the laggard respectively.

(3) The first single-breakthrough contest corresponds to the initial phase. The two agents

are symmetric. The payoff for the principal is P SO
1 if any agent achieves a breakthrough. In this

case, the winner of this single-breakthrough contest receives the leader’s continuation value in

the catching-up phase, i.e. Ḡi “ Ah1, i “ 1,2, and the loser receives the corresponding laggard’s

continuation value, i.e. Gi “ Al1, i“ 1,2. The principal is able to induce the socially optimal effort

by some prize scheme pw̄3i ,w
3
i q, i“ 1,2.

Therefore, the principal is always able to induce socially optimal effort levels in a two-

breakthrough contest. There are infinitely many optimal prize schemes to achieve so. Note that the

above argument is independent of the laggard’s catching-up technology. As an immediate implica-

tion, under assumption “Direct Access”, the principal will commit to disclosing the knowledge and

induce the socially optimal outcome.

Proposition 10. Under assumption “Direct Access”, there exists infinitely many optimal schemes

for the benevolent principal to induce the socially optimal outcome.

To simplify the notation in the subsequent discussion, I use a subscript with up to three

letters to denote different prizes. The three letters correspond the three single-breakthrough contests
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embedded in a two-breakthrough contest. The letter “h” points to the agent who wins that particular

single-breakthrough contest and “l”to the agent who loses. The subscript letters therefore describe

the breakthroughs situation of an agent. For example, wh is the prize for the leader when he wins

the initial phase contest. wl,h is the prize for the laggard when he achieves the second breakthrough

#1, who is therefore the winner of the catching-up phase contest. wh,l,h is the prize for the leader

who achieves the first breakthrough #2 after the second breakthrough #1 arrives. He is hence the

winner of the final phase contest. A formal definition can be found in the Appendix (Definition 6).

The following Corollary discusses about the optimal prize schemes.

Corollary 7.

1. If βSO
l ‰ 1, any optimal prize scheme involves a strictly positive transfer to the laggard even

if the laggard achieves zero breakthrough in the contest (i.e. wB
l,l ą 0).

2. Let wl,l ”minwB
l,l be the lowest losing prize across all optimal prize schemes, wl,l is lower if

βSO
h V´c2pβ

SO
h q

βSO
h `ρ

´
γSO

h V´c2pγ
SO
h q

γSO
h `ρ

is lower.

The first statement suggests that the marginal private return of the laggard’s catching-up

effort would be too high relative to its marginal social benefit if wl,l “ 0. There are infinitely many

prize schemes that can induce the socially optimal effort level out of the laggard in the final phase,

among which the one featuring wB
l,h,l “ 0 (zero payment if the laggard loses in the final phase)

implies the lowest continuation value for the laggard in the final phase. Since the limited liability

constraint requires wl,h ě 0, this continuation value is the lowest possible reward for the laggard

to catch up while keeping agents’ effort in the final phase optimal. It turns out that this lowest

possible reward motivates the laggard to over-invest (relative to the social optimum effort level) in

the catching-up phase if wl,l “ 0. Providing a losing prize to the laggard in the catching-up phase

adjusts down the laggard’s catching-up effort by reducing the payoff difference between catching-up

and failing to do so. In the absence of the limited liability constraint, the principal can simply charge

a fee when the laggard catches up (i.e. wl,h ă 0) so that catching-up becomes less attractive to the

laggard.
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Why does the laggard tend to over-invest in catching-up if wl,l “ 0? Intuitively, once the

laggard catches up and the contest enters the final phase, there is no longer difference between the

productivity of the agents’ effort. As a result, their socially optimal effort levels and the social

surplus they each create in the final phase are hence the same. As previously mentioned, the optimal

social surplus the laggard creates in the final phase puts a lower bound of the marginal private

return of the laggard’s catching-up effort. Nevertheless, recall the discussion in the end of Section

2.4.2, the social surplus created by the laggard is bigger than his “net” contribution to the social

welfare in the final phase. The laggard’s “net” contribution to the social welfare in the final phase

determines the marginal social benefit of his catching-up effort, which is therefore lower than the

effort’s marginal private return. To see this in another way: the laggard’s catching up effort imposes

a negative externality on the leader in the sense that the leader is supposed to work less hard and

create less social surplus once the laggard catches up (Lemma 12). In the presence of the limited

liability constraint, this externality cannot be internalized by the laggard, resulting in the laggard’s

tendency to over-invest in catching up. The principal therefore has to use a positive losing prize wl,l

to discourage overly high catching-up effort.

To illustrate the intuition with an example: if c2p¨q is approximately linear, the social benefit

of having two agents pursuing the discovery instead of only one is low. Nevertheless, once the

laggard is in the final phase, it is socially optimal to have him exert the same effort as the leader.

Therefore, the private return to the laggard’s catching-up effort is relatively high relative to its social

benefit. A losing prize is hence necessary to prevent the laggard from over-investing in catching-up.

An approximately linear c2 is an extreme example. It turns out that as long as there is a non-trivial

catching-up phase, the private return to the laggard’s catching-up effort is always higher than its

social benefit absent a losing prize.

The second statement is closely related to Lemma 11 and Lemma 12. If the laggard’s

catching-up is highly socially valuable, wl,l is low to create a relatively high marginal private return

for the laggard’s effort. A lower difference between βSO
h V´c2pβ

SO
h q

βSO
h `ρ

and γSO
h V´c2pγ

SO
h q

γSO
h `ρ

reflects a bigger

net contribution of the laggard’s catching-up to social welfare. Recall from the discussion after
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Lemma 11, the laggard’s net contribution to social welfare is the part of the surplus he creates beyond

the change in the surplus created by the leader. The surplus created by the leader changes from
βSO

h V´c2pβ
SO
h q

βSO
h `ρ

in the catching-up phase to γSO
h V´c2pγ

SO
h q

γSO
h `ρ

in the final phase, hence the net contribution

of the laggard’s presence to the social welfare is lower in the catching up phase than that in the final

phase by βSO
h V´c2pβ

SO
h q

βSO
h `ρ

´
γSO

h V´c2pγ
SO
h q

γSO
h `ρ

.

Specifically, two factors affect this difference. (1) this difference is low if βSOV´c2pβ
SOq

βSO`ρ
´

γSO
h V´c2pγ

SO
h q

γSO
h `ρ

is low, which is the case if P SO
2 ´P is high. That is, introducing a second agent in

the pursuit of the discovery substantially increases the social surplus. This is the case where c2p¨q

is relatively high. (2) this difference is low if βSO
l is high and c1,Kpβ

SO
l q is low. The catching-up

technology c1,Kp¨q determines the relative position of βSO
h between γSO

h and βSO. To elaborate, note

agent j can only be introduced into the pursuit of the discovery after achieving a breakthrough #1.

How valuable is the laggard’s catching-up also depends on by how fast and costly the catching-up

process is. Even if the introduction of agent j into the pursuit of the discovery can largely increase

the social welfare, this benefit can be offset if the catching-up phase is expected to be long and

costly. In this case, βSO
h would be close to βSO. If the laggard can catch up immediately at no cost,

then βSO
h “ γSO

h . Overall, the faster and less costly the catching-up process is, the closer βSO
h is to

γSO
h .

By similar rationale, it is also possible that, in order to prevent over-investment in the

initial phase, the laggard necessarily receives a “losing prize” when the leader achieves the first

breakthrough #1 (i.e. wB
l ą 0). In general, the incentive to induce optimal initial phase effort cannot

be postponed to the end of the contest. That is, in general either wB
h ą 0 or wB

l ą 0. This is because

although it is possible to postpone payments while still inducing the optimal initial phase effort,

doing so will distort incentive in later phases.

2.5.3 Access Through Reports

This subsection discusses the benevolent principal’s problem when she can only learn the

arrival of a breakthrough #1 and gain access to the knowledge if an agent reports. To avoid agents’
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over-investing in the initial phase, the gap between the winning reward and the losing reward for the

first breakthrough #1 cannot be overly high. Nevertheless, since the leader may lose his advantage if

the knowledge is shared, he may require extra reward for reporting the knowledge. It is therefore ex

ante unclear whether the winning reward that induces the socially optimal effort level in the initial

phase is also sufficient to induce voluntary report under the “Access Through Reports” assumption.

In this subsection, I study how the principal chooses the prize scheme to maximize the total social

surplus, potentially subject to the leader’s and the laggard’s reporting constraint if she wishes to

induce timely reporting. I show that the unobservability of the arrival of breakthroughs does not

lead to inefficiency.

If effort is contractable, a benevolent principal who does not care about distribution can

achieve the socially optimal outcome under the assumption “Access Through Reports”. There are

many ways to achieve so. For example, she can grant a very high prize upon report, or promise a

very high “losing prize” in case the reporting agent loses the contest.

Nevertheless, too high a reward for report may lead to over-investment of effort. Conse-

quently, it is not a priori obvious whether achieving both goals - inducing socially optimal effort

levels and motivating timely reporting - is feasible if effort is not contractable and the arrival of

knowledge is not observable. If a scheme can achieve both goals under the assumption “Access

Through Reports”, it is also optimal under the assumption “Direct Access”, but the reverse may not

be true.

Assume for now that the principal wishes to motivate the laggard to keep working after the

leader reports, I first examine the leader’s and the laggard’s reporting constraints.

Agents’ Reporting Decisions

It is useful to first examine the laggard’s reporting decision. Assume for now that the arrival

of the first breakthrough #1 is publicly observable and the produced knowledge publicly accessible,

the following discussion shows that the unobservability of the second breakthrough #1 does not

cause inefficiency.
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Suppose the principal commits to disclose the leader’s knowledge and take an optimal

prize scheme wB
i pH

P
t q under assumption “Direct Access”. Consider a history H i

t where agent i

just achieves breakthrough #1 at time t but agent j ‰ i has already done so. If agent i follows his

equilibrium strategy and reports, he potentially receives some prize wB
l,h for winning the catching-up

phase contest, and some continuation value Al2 as the laggard in the final phase. If he deviates and

does not report at least until the arrival of the next breakthrough, his continuation value is:

max
γ

γpwB
l,h`wB

l,h,hq´ c2pγq`βSO
h wB

l,l

βSO
h ` γ`ρ

” A2 (2.3)

Let γ1 be the maximizer. To interpret this continuation value above: Agent i continues

working at the effort level γ1 he deems as optimal. With probability γ1 he achieves the discovery first,

receives wB
l,h by reporting breakthrough #1, and receives a prize wB

l,h,h for being the final winner.

With probability βSO
j , agent j ‰ i wins the contest. Agent i hence receives a transfer wB

l,l for losing

the contest before achieving any breakthrough. A2 is the laggard’s continuation value if he conceals

his achievement of breakthrough #1 (at least) until the next breakthrough arrives.

A necessary condition for agent i to report immediately is

A2´Al2´wB
l,h ď 0 (2.4)

Given any prize scheme wipHP
t q, one can define A2 and Al2 analogously. Inequality (2.4) is

the laggard’s reporting constraint in the principal’s problem.

The following proposition suggests that any prize scheme that can induce socially optimal

effort level under assumption “Direct Access” can also motivate the laggard to report the arrival of

his breakthrough if it is publicly unobservable.

Proposition 11. Suppose ΓB “ pwB,dBq induces socially optimal outcome under assumption

“Direct Access”, the laggard’s reporting constraint Inequality (2.4) is satisfied in equilibrium.

The laggard’s timely report benefits the social welfare by coordinating effort levels. In

particular, the leader can save effort cost by working less hard towards the discovery.
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To provide some intuition: Suppose the arrival of the second breakthrough #1 is publicly

observable. Given an arbitrary optimal prize scheme wB
i pH

P
i q under “Direct Access”, one can find

the relevant Al2 and A2. It is then always possible to construct a prize scheme where A2 is agent i’s

equilibrium continuation value when he achieves breakthrough #1 as a laggard. This constructed

prize scheme is not contingent on when agent i achieves breakthrough #1 if agent j ‰ i has achieved

breakthrough #1 (but is contingent on whether agent i achieves the discovery before agent j). Under

both wB
i pH

P
t q and the constructed prize scheme, the private return of agent i’s catching-up phase

effort is perfectly aligned with its social benefit. The laggard receives higher reward if the arrival of

his breakthrough #1 is more socially valuable. The laggard’s continuation value is hence higher

under wB
i pH

P
t q than under the constructed prize scheme because wB

i pH
P
t q induces socially optimal

effort levels. As a result, Inequality (2.4) is satisfied. Even if the arrival of the second breakthrough

#2 is not publicly observable, the laggard will voluntarily report it under any optimal prize scheme

under “Direct Access”.

I next examine the leader’s reporting decision. The following discussion shows that the

unobservability of the first breakthrough #1 also does not cause inefficiency.

Assume for now that the arrival of the second breakthrough #1 is publicly observable. Take

some optimal prize scheme wB
i pH

P
t q under the assumption “Direct Access”. Suppose wB

i pH
P
t q also

induces the leader’s timely reporting in equilibrium. Consider a history H i
t where agent i just

achieves his breakthrough #1 but agent j ‰ i has not reported yet. If agent i follows his equilibrium

strategy and reports, he receives some intermediate prize wB
h ě 0 for winning the initial phase and

some continuation value Ah1 as the leader. If he deviates and does not report at least until the arrival

of the next breakthrough (and optimizes his reporting timing after that), his continuation value is:

max
β

βpwB
h `wB

h,hq´ c2pβq`αSO
j rw

B
l `Al2`wB

l,hs

β`αSO
j `ρ

” A 1 (2.5)

Let β1 be the maximizer. To interpret this continuation value above: Agent i continues working at

effort level β1 he deems as optimal. With probability β1 he achieves the discovery first, receives wB
h
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by reporting breakthrough #1, and receives a prize wB
h,h for being the final winner before the laggard

catches up. With probability αSO
j , agent j ‰ i catches up and reports. Agent i will then be viewed as

the laggard, receives a transfer wB
l ě 0 for losing the initial phase and faces the laggard’s reporting

decision. Note that Al2`wB
l,h “ A2 by the laggard’s reporting constraint. The necessary condition

for the leader to report immediately is

wB
h `Ah1 ě A 1 (2.6)

Given any prize scheme, one can define A 1 and Ah1 analogously. The Inequality above is

hence the leader’s reporting constraint.

The following proposition suggests that the principal can induce socially optimal outcome

even if the arrival of a breakthrough #1 is not publicly observable.

Proposition 12. Suppose ΓB “ pwB,dBq induces socially optimal outcome under assumption

“Direct Access”, the leader’s reporting constraint Inequality (2.6) is satisfied in equilibrium.

Note that the leader’s timely report benefits the social welfare not only because of the

possibility of knowledge sharing, but also serves to coordinate effort levels.

The intuition of this proposition parallels with that of Proposition 11: Assume the arrival of

the first breakthrough #1 is publicly observable and the produced knowledge publicly accessible.

Given any optimal prize scheme wB
i pH

P
t q under “Direct Access” and the implied Ah1,A 1, one can

construct a prize scheme where A 1 is agent i’s equilibrium continuation value when he achieves

breakthrough #1 first. This constructed prize scheme is not contingent on whether agent i achieves

breakthrough #1 before agent j ‰ i does so (but is contingent on whether agent i achieves the

discovery before agent j achieves breakthrough #1). Under both wB
i pH

P
t q and the constructed prize

scheme, the private return of agents’ initial phase effort is perfectly aligned with its social benefit.

The leader receives higher reward if the arrival of his breakthrough #1 is more socially valuable. The

leader’s continuation value is hence higher under wB
i pH

P
t q. As a result, Inequality (2.6) is satisfied

for any optimal prize scheme under “Direct Access”.
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Nevertheless, the above argument hinges on the condition that agents’ private return of

effort is perfectly aligned with its social benefit under wipHP
t q. If for some reason there exists

misalignment, it is possible that an optimal prize scheme under assumption “Direct Access” fails to

satisfy the leader’s reporting constraint.

Proposition 11 and 12 suggest that agents’ reporting constraints do not bind in the principal’s

optimization problem. As an implication, the principal is able to induce the socially optimal

outcome under the assumption “Access Through Reports” using any prize scheme optimal under

“Direct Access”. In particular, the principal will disclose the leader’s knowledge immediately upon

receiving the report. Therefore, there is essentially no need for the principal to serve as a “mediator”

who receives reports and disclose them. Agents can simply “publish” about their knowledge upon

availability to all players instead of submitting a report to the principal.

Transfers

Previous discussion suggests that the principal is able to implement the socially optimal

outcome under assumption “Access Through Reports”. Nevertheless, a strictly positive “losing

prize” wl,l is necessary to prevent the laggard from over-investing in catching up. It is also possible

that other “losing prizes” are needed to prevent over-investing in the initial phase.

Therefore, inducing socially optimal outcome can be expensive in terms of transfers needed

to make. For example, consider an optimal prize scheme wB
i pH

P
t q (under either assumption “Direct

Access” or “Access Through Reports”). If the leader wins the contest before the laggard achieves his

first breakthrough #1, the total transfer the principal has to make is wB
h,h`wB

l,l . This total transfer

can exceed the value of the breakthrough V if the social value of the laggard’s catching-up is low,

which is the case when c22p¨q is low and/or when c21,K is high.

Inefficiency may arise if the principal faces certain budget constraint. For example, the

principal may wish the total transfers she has to make throughout the contest is below V for all

possible histories. Such a budget constraint can lead to socially suboptimal effort levels if the
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laggard’s catching-up is not sufficiently valuable from a social welfare perspective. In this case,

excluding the laggard from the contest after the arrival of the first breakthrough #1 may achieve a

higher social welfare than letting the laggard over-invest in catching up.9To achieve so, the principal

can commit to zero transfer to the laggard even if he achieves the discovery (i.e. wl,h,h “ 0). It is

straightforward to see that the leader’s reporting constraint is satisfied under such a prize scheme.

The above discussion also implies another reason that knowledge sharing may be benefi-

cial: By improving the laggard’s catching-up technology, knowledge sharing makes the laggard’s

catching-up effort more socially valuable, hence the losing prize needed to induce the socially

optimal catching-up effort from the laggard becomes lower. This reduces the total budget needed to

induce socially optimal outcome. As suggested by the following corollary, if under the technology

c1,NKp¨q the principal cannot achieve the socially optimal outcome without total transfers exceeding

V , she is able to do so if knowledge sharing can bring the laggard forward to the research frontier

immediately and costlessly.

Corollary 8. If c1,Kp¨q “ 0, the principal can induce socially optimal outcome and keep the total

transfers throughout the contest below V for all possible histories.

2.6 Extension: A Profit-maximizing Principal

The knowledge sharing problem is more complex for a profit-maximizing principal than that

for a benevolent principal. For a benevolent principal, the payments to agents enter her payoff only

indirectly through affecting agents’ effort levels. For a profit-maximizing principal, the payments to

agents enter her payoff both indirectly and directly. Although sharing the leader’s knowledge to the

laggard can make the arrival of the first breakthrough more valuable to the principal, doing so can

also make it more expensive to motivate agents to work hard in the initial phase. In general, the

principal has to weigh the benefit and cost of knowledge sharing. To simplify the problem, I focus

9By the assumption c11,Kp0q “ 0 and Corollary 11, excluding the laggard from the contest is never socially optimal.
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on the case where the principal has direct access to the leader’s knowledge. That is, I maintain

assumption “Direct Access” throughout this section.

To discuss the knowledge sharing problem faced by a profit-maximizing principal, I first

relax the limited liability constraint. In the case of a profit-maximizing principal, the change in the

laggard’s cost function resulted from knowledge sharing not only affects the size of the total surplus

that can be produced, but also its division between the principal and the laggard. The following

extreme example serves to illustrate this point.

Example 6. Without the limited liability constraint, if @βl,c1pβlq “ maxtc0pβlq´ ξ,0u for some

constant 0ă ξă c1,NKpβ
N
l q, it is optimal to not share the information.

Example 6 states that, if knowledge sharing only makes it less costly for the laggard to exert

the equilibrium effort level under the optimal no-sharing scheme without changing the local slope

of the cost function, the principal would find it optimal not to share the knowledge. Intuitively, the

laggard is better off thanks to a lower effort cost. Furthermore, since catching up becomes less

costly for the laggard, he is also less motivated to work hard “today” to increase the probability of

catching up “today”. In other words, knowledge sharing makes it more expensive for the principal

to motivate the laggard’s catching-up effort. Knowledge sharing in this case benefits the laggard but

hurts the principal.

Let us now consider another extreme example: what happens if the absolute cost of exerting

catching-up effort remains high but the cost function becomes flatter? To formalize this example, I

first introduce following notation: Let ΓN “ pwN
i pHtq,dN

i pHtqq (resp. ΓD “ pwD
i pHtq,dD

i pHtqq) be

the scheme when the disclosing policy commits to no sharing (resp. sharing) and the prize scheme

is optimal under this disclosing policy. Denote equilibrium effort levels and continuation values

under ΓN (resp. ΓD) by symbols with N (resp. D) as superscript. The following example concerns a

local “rotation” of the cost function.

Example 7. Without the limited liability constraint, if c11,Kpβ
N
l q ă c11,NKpβ

N
l q and c1,Kpβ

N
l q “

c1,NKpβ
N
l q, it is optimal to share the information.
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Intuitively, sharing knowledge makes it cheaper for the principal to motivate the laggard’s

catching-up effort. The principal can lower the payment to the laggard for achieving the first

breakthrough (i.e. pay wlh with wlh ă wN
lh) so that the laggard exerts the same level of catching-up

effort βN
l as that under the no-sharing policy. Knowledge sharing in this case benefits the principal

but hurts the laggard, which is also beneficial for the principal because a less attractive prospect of

becoming the laggard makes it cheaper to motivate agents to work in the initial phase.

The example above also points out another potential hurdle for knowledge sharing, namely

the limited liability constraint. The presence of the limited liability constraint implies that the

principal may not be able to lower the prize to the laggard without distorting agents’ final phase

incentive. In the case where wN
lh is already zero, to switch from a no sharing policy to a sharing

policy dDpHtq without making the laggard better off, the principal has to lower wN
lh,h, the prize to

the laggard when he achieves the final discovery. Doing so nevertheless distorts agents’ incentive

in the final phase: not only does it dampen the laggard’s motivation to work hard, it also hurts the

leader’s motivation through the strategic complementarity effect. Overall, it is unclear whether the

principal would be better off under ΓD than under ΓN . Furthermore, although it is not generally true

that wN
lh “ 0, there are some benefits of back-loading the laggard payment to the end of the game.

Specifically, by lowering wlh and increasing wlh,h to the extent that the laggard’s continuation value

in the catching-up phase remain the same, the principal can be better off because the laggard is

more motivated to work hard in the final phase, which also makes it cheaper to motivate the leader

in the final phase through the strategic complementarity effect.

The special case where c1,K “ 0 is worth discussing. In this case, the laggard, once shared

with the knowledge, can catch up with the leader immediately. There is essentially no catching-up

phase and the constraint wlh ě 0 is no longer relevant. Under the sharing policy and after the leader

achieves the knowledge, the cost of the laggard’s effort is essentially c2p¨q instead of c1,NKp¨q under

the no-sharing policy, and the total social surplus created by the laggard’s success in achieving a

breakthrough is V instead of P N
2 `AN

h2`AN
l2 ăV . The following proposition states that the principal
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would prefer the sharing policy if it is not more expensive to motivate the laggard to work under

c2p¨q than that under c1,NKp¨q.

Example 8. If c12pβ
N
l q ď c11,NKpβ

N
l q and c2pβ

N
l q ě c1,NKpβ

N
l q. Suppose c11,Kp¨q “ 0,@x, that is,

knowledge sharing can bring the laggard forward to the research frontier, the principal would

prefer ΓD to ΓN .

Providing the conditions on the cost functions, by lowering the prize to the laggard if he

wins the contest and increasing the prize to the leader if he loses the contest, the principal is able to

induce the same equilibrium effort in the final phase if knowledge is shared as that in the catching-up

phase without knowledge sharing. In this sense, the principal fully reaps the benefit of knowledge

sharing without causing incentive consequences after the initial phase. Furthermore, after adjusting

the prize scheme, the laggard is not better off shared with the knowledge. Overall, the principal is

able to enjoy a higher value of the first breakthrough #1 without necessarily delaying its expected

arriving time.

The examples above all describe some extreme cases. In general, under Assumption

10,c1,Kp0q “ c11,Kp0q “ c1,NKp0q “ c11,NKp0q, c11,Kp¨q ď c11,NKp¨q, knowledge sharing would imply

that the laggard’s cost function becomes flatter and the absolute cost level of catching-up effort

becomes lower, that is c1,Kpβ
N
l q ă c1,NKpβ

N
l q and c11,Kpβ

N
l q ă c11,NKpβ

N
l q. In general, it is unclear

whether the principal would find knowledge sharing optimal.

A caveat is worth mentioning: if the time discounting factor ρ is sufficiently low, the princi-

pal would then only about whether sharing the knowledge makes the arrival of the first breakthrough

#1 more valuable to herself, and is not concerned whether knowledge sharing would distort agents’

motivation in the initial phase. Specifically, let P N
1 be the principal’s continuation value in the

catching-up phase and αN
i be agents’ equilibrium effort in the initial phase under ΓN . If there exists

a scheme pw1ipHtq,dD
i pHtqq under which knowledge is shared and the net profit of the arrival of the

first breakthrough #1 is higher for the principal, i.e. P 11´w1h ą P N
1 ´wN

h , there always exists some

ρ̄ ą 0 such that the principal prefers to share the knowledge if ρ ď ρ̄. This is obviously true if
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agents’ equilibrium effort in the initial phase is no lower under pw1ipHtq,dD
i pHtqq than under ΓN , i.e.

α1i ě αN
i . If α1i ă αN

i , Let ρ̄ be any positive number if α11pP 11´w1hq ě αN
i pP N

1 ´wN
h q, otherwise let

ρ̄“
2α1iα

N
i pP

1
1´w1h´P N

1 `wN
h q

αN
1 pP

N
1 ´wN

h q´α1ipP 11´w1hq
. Then 2α1ipP 11´w1hq

2α1i`ρ
ě

2αN
i pP

N
1 ´wN

h q

2αN
i `ρ

following straightforward algebra.

Chapter 2 is currently being prepared for submission for publication of the material. The

dissertation author, Yuehui Wang, was the sole author of this paper.

.
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Appendix

Lemma 8. There exists an optimal prize scheme that takes the following form:

wipHtq “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

w̄i if t “ ν, i“ h

wi if t “ ν, i“ l

0 otherwise

Under a prize scheme of this form, there exists an equilibrium where agents’ strategies take

the following form: aipHtq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

αi if t ă ν

0 otherwise
for i“ A,B.

Proof. Let τi, i“ 1,2 be a random variable representing the time when a breakthrough #1 arrives

for the ith time. τ2 “8 if the second breakthrough #1 never arrives before the contest ends.

First, it is without loss of generality to assume that any positive transfer only occurs when

the breakthrough arrives. For a profit-maximizing principal, this is because rewarding an agent

when no one has made the breakthrough makes it more expensive to induce any non-zero level of

effort, For a benevolent principal, she can always induce the same equilibrium effort by postponing

any transfer to the end of the game and compensating for the time discounting.

Second, consider only the class of prize schemes that only make transfers when the break-

through arrives. That is, for i“ A,B,

wipHtq “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

w̄Aptq if t “ τ1,A“ h

w̄Bptq if t “ τ1,B“ h

wAptq if t “ τ1,A“ l

wBptq if t “ τ1,B“ l

0 otherwise
A prize scheme can then be expressed by the prizes given to agents as functions of the

arrival time τ1 of the breakthrough, i.e. pw̄Apτ1q,wApτ1q, w̄Bpτ1q,wBpτ1qq. I show that there exists a
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stationary optimal prize scheme. Let wM
i pHtq “ pw̄M

A pτ1q,wM
A pτ1q, w̄M

B pτ1q,wM
B pτ1qq be an optimal

scheme. Under wM
i pHtq at time t, let aM

A,t ,a
M
B,t be agents’ equilibrium effort levels. Define the

following principal’s payoff:

P M
”aM

A,0pV ´ w̄M
A p0q´wM

B p0qq`aM
B,0pV ´ w̄M

B p0q´wM
A p0qq`p1´ρ´aM

A,0´aM
B,0qP M

“
aM

A,0rV ´ w̄M
A p0q´wM

B p0qs`aM
B,0rV ´ w̄M

B p0q´wM
A p0qs

aM
A,0`aM

B,0`ρ

and denote agent i’s (i“ A,B) continuation value under wM
i pHtq at time t by AM

i,t .

I claim that P M maximizes the principal’s expected payoff given that agent i will receive

continuation values AM
i,t and subject to incentive compatibility. To see this, suppose there exists an

alternative scheme w1ipHtq such that w̄1ip0q “ w̄M
i p0q,w

1
ip0q “wM

i p0q, i“A,B and A 1i,0“AM
i,0, i“A,B,

and that if the breakthrough does not arrive at t “ 0, the principal enjoys a higher continuation

value than P M. At time t “ 0, since effort level aM
i,0 of agent i“ A,B is incentive compatible under

wM
i pHtq, it is also incentive compatible under w1ipHtq. This leads to a contradiction because wM

i pHtq

cannot be optimal then. For the rest of the proof I drop the time argument of w̄M
i ptq,w

M
i ptq.

Finally, I show that given the restricted class of prize schemes, there exists stationary

equilibrium where the agents equilibrium strategies can be expressed as a˚i pHtq “ α˚i if Ht is such

that no breakthrough has been made, and a˚i pHtq “ 0 otherwise.

Suppose agent i’s opponent follows such a strategy, that is, α jpHtq“

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

α j if bA,t “ bB,t “ 0

0 otherwise
.

It is straightforward to see that BRipα jpHtqq “ 0 if bA,t “ 1 or bB,t “ 1. Consider a history

where no breakthrough has been made, I claim that agent i’s best response a˚i,tpHtq satisfies

a˚i pHtq “maxαitαiw̄M
i ´cipαiq`α jwM

i `p1´ρ´αi´α jqAM
i,t u. Note that αiw̄M

i ´cipαiq`α jwM
i `

p1´ρ´αi´α jqAM
i,t u is strictly concave in αi, the maximizer is unique. Suppose there is a profitable
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one-time deviation. That is, suppose agent i follows his strategy a˚i pHtq “ α˚i but deviates to α1i ‰ α˚i

during an arbitrarily small time interval rt, t`dts and the following inequality holds:

α
1
idtw̄i´ cipα

1
iqdt`α jdtwi` e´ρdt

p1´α
1
i´α jqdtAM

i,t`dt

ą α
˚
i dtw̄i´ cipα

˚
i qdt`α jdtwi` e´ρdt

p1´α
˚
i ´α jqdtAM

i,t`dt

(2.7)

Divide by dt on both sides and take limit dt Ñ 0. The above inequality becomes α1iw̄i´ cipα
1
iq`

α jwi`p1´ρ´α1i´α jqAM
i,t ě α˚i w̄i´ cipα

˚
i q`α jwi`p1´ρ´α˚i ´α jqAM

i,t , contradictory to the

definition of α˚i .

Lemma 9. Given some scheme Γ, suppose W̄i ąW i,

1. Given α j, j ‰ i, agent i’s best response BRipα jq is unique and satisfies

c1ipBRipα jqq “ W̄i´AipΓ,α jq (2.1)

2. An equilibrium pα˚A,α
˚
Bq always exists. A symmetric equilibrium exists if agents are homoge-

neous and the prize scheme is anonymous (i.e. w̄A “ w̄B,wA “ wB).

Proof. (1) It is straightforward to see that the inequality holds strict if BRipα jq “ 1 because the

constraint αi ď 1 binds. I show that Equation (2.1) holds for interior solutions.

Given α j, agent i’s problem at time t is:

max
αiě0

ż 8

t
e´ρpx´tq´pα j`αiqpx´tq

rαiW̄i´ cipαiq`α jW isdx

“max
αiě0

αiW̄i´ cipαiq`α jW i

αi`α j`ρ

”max
αiě0

Apαiq “ AipΓ,α jq

(2.8)

where e´pa j`aiqpx´tq is the probability that the breakthrough has not arrived at time xě t.
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Ignore the constraint αi ě 0 first. The first order condition W̄i´cipαiq´Apαiq
α j`αi`ρ

|
α
`
i
“ 0 yields

c1ipα
`
i q “ W̄i´Apα`i q, where α

`
i ” argmaxApαiq. The second order condition requires the follow-

ing:

r´c2i pαiq´
dApαiq

dαi
spαi`α j`ρq´pW̄i´ c1ipαiq´Apαiqq

pαi`α j`ρq2
ă 0

The condition above is always satisfied locally at α
`
i by the first order condition and

c1ipαiq ě 0. Therefore (2.8) has a unique global maximizer α
`
i that solves the FOC.

Under the condition W̄i ąW i, α
`
i ą 0 and hence BRipα jq “ α

`
i . To see this, note that

limαiÑ0`
dApαiq

dαi
“ limαiÑ0`

W̄i´c1ipαiq`
αiW̄i´cipαiq`α jWi

αi`α j`ρ

αi`α j`ρ
“

W̄i´lim
αiÑ0` c1ipαiq`

Wi
α j`ρ

α j`ρ
ą 0 because W̄i ą

c1ip0q “ 0.

(2) An equilibrium always exists and can be solved by cipα
˚
i q “ W̄i´Apα˚i q, i “ A,B. If

agents are symmetric and the prize scheme is anonymous, a symmetric equilibrium always exists

and can be solved by α˚1 “ α˚2 and cipα
˚
i q “ W̄i´Apα˚i q, i“ A,B.

Corollary 5. If c2i p¨q ą 0, AipΓ,α jq ą 0, @α j and Γ such that W̄i ‰ 0.

Proof. I prove by contradiction. Suppose AipΓ,α jq “
α
˚
i W̄i`α

˚
j W i´cipα

˚
i q

α
˚
i `α

˚
j `ρ

“ 0, where α˚i is agent

i’s equilibrium effort given the optimal scheme. It follows that α˚i W̄i`α˚jW i “ cipα
˚
i q. Since

c1ipα
˚
i q “ W̄i´AipΓ,α jq “ W̄i, it is implied that c1ipα

˚
i q “

cipα
˚
i q´α

˚
j Gi

α
˚
i

ď
cipα

˚
i q

α
˚
i

, contradicting to

c2i p¨q ą 0.

Corollary 6. If c2i p¨q ą 0, let Ã “maxαi
αiW̄i´cipαiq

αi`ρ
and α̃i be the maximizer:

1. If W i “ Ã , then α̃iW̄i´cipα̃iq`α jW i
α̃i`α j`ρ

“ Ã ,@α j.

2. ´BBRipα jq

Bα j
and BAipΓ,α jq

Bα j
have the same sign as W i´ Ã .

3. If W i ă Ã , the equilibrium strategy α˚i , i“ 1,2 increases with W̄i and decreases with W i.

Proof.
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1. Applying the Envelop Theorem to the first order condition, c2i rBRipα jqs
BBRipα jq

Bα j
“´

BAipΓ,α jq

Bα j
“

´ 1
BRipα jq`α j`ρ

pW i´AipΓ,α jqq. It follows that BBRipα jq

Bα j
and BAipΓ,α jq

Bα j
has the same sign as

AipΓ,α jq´W i by c2i p¨q ą 0.

2. I prove that α˚i , i“ A,B increases with w̄i. The rest of the statement follows the same logic.

Suppose α˚A,α
˚
N is the equilibrium effort levels given the prize scheme w” pw̄i, ,wiq. Consider

another prize scheme w1 ” pw̄1i,w
1
iq where w̄1l ą w̄i. Denote by α1A,α

1
B the new equilibrium

effort levels under w1. Also denote by BR1ipα jq agent i’s best response to α j given w1.

By Equation (2.1) and the Envelop theorem: c2i pα
˚
i q
Bα
˚
i

Bw̄i
“ 1´ BAipΓ,α jq

Bw̄i
“ 1´ α

˚
i

α˚`α
˚
j `ρ

ą

0 Therefore, Bα
˚
i

Bw̄i
ą 0. If agent j keeps effort level α˚j , BR1ipα

˚
j q ą BRipα

˚
j q “ α˚i “ α˚j .

Furthermore, BBR1ipα jq

Bα j
|α1i
ă 1 and BR1ipα

˚1

j q “ α˚
1

j imply that BR1ipα jq ą α j if and only if

α j ă α˚
1

j . Therefore α˚i “ α˚j ă α˚
1

j “ α
˚;
i . The equilibrium effort levels increase with w̄i.

3. It follows from the first statement and simple algebra.

Lemma 11. If cAp¨q “ cBp¨q ” cp¨q and c2p¨q ą 0, i“ A,B,

1. c1pαSOpAq
A q “V ´P SOpAq “

ρV`cpαSOpAq
A q

α
SOpAq
A `ρ

.

2. α
SOpAq
A ą αSO

A .

3. It is always optimal to have two agents instead of one agent working towards the discovery.

Proof.

1. The first statement comes directly from the first order condition of the principal’s maximiza-

tion problem.

2. c1pαE1
i q “V ´E2 ąV ´E1 “ c1pαE2

i q. The statement then follows by c2 ą 0.
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Proposition 9. For a profit-maximizing principal, W i “ 0, i“ A,B.

Proof. For a profit-maximizing principal, consider an arbitrary prize scheme with Γ“ w” pw̄i,wiq

with wi ą 0 and another prize scheme w1 ” pw̄1i,w
1
iq with w̄1i “ w̄i,w1i “ 0.. I claim that α˚i ă α˚

1

i

where α˚i and α˚
1

i are the equilibrium effort of agent i under w and w1 respectively.

To prove the claim, according to Lemma 9, the continuation value under w is AipΓ,α jq “

α
˚
i W̄i`α

˚
j W i´cipα

˚
i q

α
˚
j `α

˚
i `ρ

. Define A2i “
ᾰiW̄i`α

˚
j W i´cipᾰiq

α
˚
j `ᾰi`ρ

. A2i is the continuation value of agent i under w1

if the opponent still play α˚j and ᾰi is i’s best response.

I first show ᾰi ą α˚i . To see this, assume ᾰi ď α˚i . It follows c1ipα
˚
i q ě c1ipᾰiq by c2i ě

0. Nevertheless, AipΓ,α jq ě
ᾰiW̄i`α

˚
j W i´cipᾰiq

α
˚
j `ᾰi`ρ

ą A2 (the first inequality holds because AipΓ,α jq

maximizes at α˚i ). By the first conditions c1ipα
˚
i q “ AipΓ,α jq ă W̄i ´A2i “ c1ipᾰiq, which is a

contradiction. Therefore ᾰi ą α˚i .

Under Assumption 11, α˚
1

i ą ᾰi ą α˚i . By Corollary 6 and continuity there exists a prize

scheme w` ” pw̄`i ,0q such that w̄`i ă w̄i and w` induces equilibrium effort α˚i . The expected total

prize is lower under w` than that under w. The proposition follows from the fact that the optimal

prize scheme is no worse than w`.

Lemma 12. βone ą βSO
h ě γSO

h “ γSO
l . The inequality is an equality if and only if c1,Kpβ

SO
1 q “ 0.

Proof. Since the contest in the final phase is essentially parallel to a symmetric single-breakthrough

contest where the socially optimal effort levels among agents are symmetric, that is, γSO
h “ γSO

l “

argmaxγ
2γV´2c2pγq

2γ`ρ
. The first order condition suggests that V ´ P SO

2 “ c12pγ
SO
h q, where P SO

2 ”

2γSO
h V´2c2pγ

SO
h q

2γSO
h `ρ

is the continuation value after a history HP
t PH 11.

In the catching-up phase, βSO
h and βSO

l satisfy the following:

pβ
SO
h ,βSO

l q “ argmax
βh,βl

βhV ´ c2pβhq`βlP SO
2 ´ c1,Kpβlq

βh`βl`ρ

.

The first order condition suggests that V ´P SO
1 “ c12pβ

SO
h q where P SO

1 is the continuation

value of of the catching-up phase. Hence c12pβ
SO
h q´ c12pγ

SO
h q “ P SO

2 ´P SO
l .
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Furthermore,

P SO
1 “

βSO
h V ´ c2pβ

SO
h q`βSO

l P SO
2 ´ c1,Kpβ

SO
l q

βSO
h `βSO

l `ρ

ď
βSO

h V ´ c2pβ
SO
h q`βSO

l P SO
2

βSO
h `βSO

l `ρ

ďP SO
2

where the first inequality is an equality iff c1,Kpβ
SO
l q “ 0 and the second inequality holds because

P SO
2 ą

βSO
h V´c2pβ

SO
h q

βSO
h `ρ

, and it is equality iff βSO
l “ 1.

Proofs for Section 2.5

Definition 6. Given an optimal scheme ΓB and the agents’ equilibrium strategy profile δ1,δ2, define

the following:

wB
i pH

P
t q “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

wh if ψi,t “ 1,ψ1,t1 “ ψ2,t1 “ 0,@t 1 ă t

wl if ψ j,t “ 1,ψ1,t1 “ ψ2,t1 “ 0,@t 1 ă t

wl,h if ψi,t “ ψ j,t “ 1,ψi,t1 “ 0,@t 1 ă t

wh,l if ψi,t “ ψ j,t “ 1,ψ j,t1 “ 0,@t 1 ă t

wh,h if t “ ν,b2
i,t “ 1,ψ j,t “ 0

wl,l if t “ ν,b2
j,t “ 1,ψi,t “ 0

wh,l,h if t “ ν,argminψi,t1“1 t 1 ă argminψ j,t1“1 t 1,b2
i,t “ 1,ψ1,t “ ψ2,t “ 1

wl,h,l if t “ ν,argminψi,t1“1 t 1 ą argminψ j,t1“1 t 1,b2
i,t “ 0,ψ1,t “ ψ2,t “ 1

wl,h,h if t “ ν,argminψi,t1“1 t 1 ą argminψ j,t1“1 t 1,b2
i,t “ 1,ψ1,t “ ψ2,t “ 1

wh,l,l if t “ ν,argminψi,t1“1 t 1 ă argminψ j,t1“1 t 1,b2
i,t “ 0,ψ1,t “ ψ2,t “ 1

0 otherwise

Furthermore,

Ah2 “
wB

h.l,hγSO
h ´c2pγ

SO
h q`γSO

l wB
h,l,l

γSO
h `γSO

l `ρ
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Al2 “
wB

l.h,hγSO
l ´c2pγ

SO
l q`γSO

h wB
l,h,l

γSO
h `γSO

l `ρ

Ah1 “
wB

h,hβSO
h ´c2pβ

SO
h q`βSO

l pw
B
h,l`Ah2q

βSO
h `βSO

l `ρ

Al1 “
pAl2`wB

l,hqβ
SO
l ´c1,Kpβ

SO
l q`βSO

h wB
l,l

βSO
h `βSO

l `ρ
.

Corollary 7.

1. If βSO
l ‰ 1, any optimal prize scheme involves a strictly positive transfer to the laggard even

if the laggard achieves zero breakthrough in the contest (i.e. wB
l,l ą 0).

2. Let wl,l ”minwB
l,l be the lowest losing prize across all optimal prize schemes, wl,l is lower if

βSO
h V´c2pβ

SO
h q

βSO
h `ρ

´
γSO

h V´c2pγ
SO
h q

γSO
h `ρ

is lower.

Proof. By the optimality of wB
i pH

P
t q

c12pγlq “wB
l,h,h´Al2 “V ´P SO

2

c11,Kpβlq “wB
l,h`Al2´Al1 “ P SO

2 ´P SO
1

Hence V´wB
l,h,h“P SO

2 ´Al2“
γSO

h pV´wB
l,h,lq´c2pγ

SO
h q

γSO
h `ρ

“P1´Al1`wB
l,h“

βSO
h pV´wB

l,lq´c2pβ
SO
h q

βSO
h `ρ

`

wB
l,h

Note that βSO
l ă 1 implies γSO

h ă βSO
h (Lemma 12), which further implies γSO

h V´c2pγ
SO
h q

γSO
h `ρ

ă

βSO
h V´c2pβ

SO
h q

βSO
h `ρ

. To see this, define gpβq ” βV´c2pβq
β`ρ

and β̃h ” argmaxβ gpβq. Note P SO
1 ą gpβ̃hq by

Lemma 2.1. The first order condition suggests that c12pβ̃hq “ V ´ gpβ̃hq ą V ´P SO
1 “ c12pβ

SO
h q.

Hence β̃h ą βSO
h ą γSO

h , and βSO
h V´c2pβ

SO
h q

βSO
h `ρ

ą
γSO

h V´c2pγ
SO
h q

γSO
h `ρ

due to the concavity of gpβq.

If follows that wB
l,l “ wl,l if wB

l,h,l “ wB
l,h “ 0. Furthermore, wl,l is lower if βSO

h V´c2pβ
SO
h q

βSO
h `ρ

´

γSO
h V´c2pγ

SO
h q

γSO
h `ρ

is lower, which is the case if βSO
h ´ γSO

h is small.

Proposition 11. Suppose ΓB “ pwB,dBq induces socially optimal outcome under assumption

“Direct Access”, the laggard’s reporting constraint Inequality (2.4) is satisfied in equilibrium.

Proof. Let wB
i pH

P
t q be an arbitrary optimal scheme under the assumption “Direct Access”. I show

that wB
i pH

P
t q,dpH

P
t q induces socially optimal outcome when the first breakthrough #1 is observable

but not the second breakthrough #1.
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Let a˚i pH
P
t q be the equilibrium effort rule that induces socially optimal effort levels. That is,

a˚i pH
i
t q “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

αSO
i if b1

i,t “ 0,r j,t “ 0,b2
1,t “ b2

2,t “ 0

βSO
l “ 1 if b1

i,t “ 0,r j,t “ 1,b2
1,t “ b2

2,t “ 0

βSO
h if b1

i,t “ 1,r j,t “ 0,b2
1,t “ b2

2,t “ 0

γSO
h if b1

i,t “ 1,r j,t “ 1,b2
1,t “ b2

2,t “ 0,argminri,t1“1 t 1 ă argminr j,t1“1 t 1,

γSO
l if b1

i,t “ 1,ψ j,t “ 1,b2
1,t “ b2

2,t “ 0,argminri,t1“1 t 1 ą argminr j,t1“1 t 1,

0 otherwise

The following reporting rule induces immediate reporting:

p˚i pH
i
t q “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

1 if b1
i,t “ 1,b1

i,t1 “ 0,@t 1 ă t

H otherwise

Let δ˚i ” pa
˚
i pH

i
t q, p˚i pH

i
t qq be agent i’s strategy profile. Suppose agent j is following δ˚j . I

show that agent i cannot profitably deviate from δ˚i .

Consider a history H i
t such that bi,t “ 1,bi,t1 “ 0,@t 1 ă t and r j,t “ 1. That is, when agent i

just achieves breakthrough #1 and agent j ‰ i has already reported.

If agent i reports, his payoff is wB
l,h`Al2.

If agent i prefers to deviate from p˚i pH
i
t q and not to report the breakthrough upon its arrival,

it is only optimal to deviate to a reporting rule that reports the arrival of his breakthrough #1 when he

achieves the discovery. To see this, suppose it is optimal to deviate to a reporting rule p1ipH
i
t q under

which there is a positive probability that agent i reports his breakthrough #1 at time t`dt for some

dt ą 0 before the arrival of the next breakthrough. Denote by Ãi the continuation value at time t if

agent i deviates to p1ipH
i
t q and some optimal effort rule a1ipH

i
t q. By assumption wB

l,h`Al2 ăwB
l,h` Ãi.

Nevertheless, consider the history H i
t`dt such that neither agent has achieved the discovery, agent

i faces exactly the same decision as that after the history H i
t . By wB

l,h`Al2 ă wB
l,h` Ãi, it is not
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optimal to report at time t`dt, leading to a contradiction and p1ipH
i
t q therefore cannot be an optimal

reporting rule.

Consider the deviation such that agent i does not report his breakthrough #1 until he wins

the contest, his continuation value is

A2 ”max
γ

γpwB
l,h,h`wB

l,hq´ c2pγq`βSO
h wB

l,l

γ`βSO
h `ρ

“
γ1pwB

l,h`Al2q´ c1,Kpβ
SO
l q`βSO

h wB
l,l

γ1`βSO
h `ρ

`
γ1pwB

l,h,h´Al2q` c1,Kpβ
SO
h q´ c2pγ

1q

γ1`βSO
h `ρ

(2.9)

where γ1 is the maximizer of A 1.

By the definition of γSO
l and the optimality of wB

i pH
P
t q, the following hold:

wB
l,h,h´Al2 “V ´P SO

2 (2.10)

By definition, βSO
l satisfies

c11,Kpβ
SO
l q “P SO

2 ´
βSO

h V ´ c2pβ
SO
h q`βSO

l P SO
2 ´ c1,Kpβ

SO
l q

βSO
h `βSO

l `ρ

“
pβSO

h `ρqP SO
2 ` c1.Kpβ

SO
l q` c2pβ

SO
h q´βSO

h V
βSO

h `βSO
l `ρ

“wB
l,h`Al2´

βSO
l pw

B
l,h`Al2q´ c1,Kpβ

SO
l q`βSO

h wB
l,l

βSO
h `βSO

l `ρ

Hence,

pβ
SO
h `ρqP SO

2 ` c2pβ
SO
h q´β

SO
h V “ pβSO

h `ρqpwB
l,h`Al2q´β

SO
h wB

l,l (2.11)

Furthermore,

P SO
2 ą

βSO
h V ´ c2pβ

SO
h q` γ1V ´ c2pγ

1q

βSO
h ` γ1`ρ
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Therefore,

pβ
SO
h `ρqP SO

2 ` c2pβ
SO
h q´β

SO
h V ą γ

1
pV ´P SO

2 q´ c2pγ
1
q

ô pβ
SO
h `ρqpwB

l,h`Al2q´β
SO
h wB

l,l ą γ
1
pwB

l,h,h´Al2q´ c2pγ
1
q

ô wB
l,h`Al2´

βSO
h pw

B
l,h`Al2q´ c1,Kpβ

SO
l q`βSO

h wB
l,l

βSO
h ` γ1`ρ

ą
γ1pwB

l,h,h´Al2q´ c2pγ
1q` c1,Kpβ

SO
l q

βSO
h ` γ1`ρ

ô wB
l,h`Al2 ą A2

where the second line follows from Equation (2.10) Equation (2.11), and the last line follows from

Equation (2.9).

Given that agents report immediately. a˚i pH
P
t q is the equilibrium effort strategy by construc-

tion.

Proposition 12. Suppose ΓB “ pwB,dBq induces socially optimal outcome under assumption

“Direct Access”, the leader’s reporting constraint Inequality (2.6) is satisfied in equilibrium.

Proof. Let wB
i pH

P
t q be an arbitrary optimal scheme under the assumption “Direct Access”. Let

dpHP
t q be a disclosure policy that dpHP

t q “ D upon the report of the first breakthrough #1. I show

that pwB
i pH

P
t q,dpH

P
t qq induces socially optimal outcome.

Let a˚i pH
P
t q be the equilibrium effort rule that induces socially optimal effort levels. That is,

a˚i pH
i
t q “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

αSO
i if b1

i,t “ 0,r j,t “ 0,b2
1,t “ b2

2,t “ 0

βSO
l “ 1 if b1

i,t “ 0,r j,t “ 1,b2
1,t “ b2

2,t “ 0

βSO
h if b1

i,t “ 1,r j,t “ 0,b2
1,t “ b2

2,t “ 0

γSO
h if b1

i,t “ 1,r j,t “ 1,b2
1,t “ b2

2,t “ 0,argminri,t1“1 t 1 ă argminr j,t1“1 t 1,

γSO
l if b1

i,t “ 1,ψ j,t “ 1,b2
1,t “ b2

2,t “ 0,argminri,t1“1 t 1 ą argminr j,t1“1 t 1,

0 otherwise
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The following reporting rule induces immediate reporting:

p˚i pH
i
t q “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

1 if b1
i,t “ 1,b1

i,t1 “ 0,@t 1 ă t

H otherwise

Let δ˚i ” pa
˚
i pH

i
t q, p˚i pH

i
t qq be agent i’s strategy profile. Suppose agent j is following δ˚j . I

show that agent i cannot profitably deviate from δ˚i .

Consider a history H i
t such that bi,t “ 1,bi,t1 “ 0,@t 1 ă t and r j,t “ 0. That is, when agent i

just achieves breakthrough #1 and agent j ‰ i has not reported yet.

If agent i reports, his payoff is wB
h `Ah1.

If agent i prefers to deviate from p˚i pH
i
t q and not to report the breakthrough upon its arrival,

it is not optimal to deviate to a reporting rule that reports the arrival of his breakthrough #1 before

the arrival of the next breakthrough. To see this, suppose it is optimal to deviate to a reporting rule

p1ipH
i
t q under which there is a positive probability that agent i reports his breakthrough #1 at time

t`dt for some dt ą 0 before the arrival of the next breakthrough. Denote by Ãi the continuation

value at time t if agent i deviates to p1ipH
i
t q and some optimal effort rule a1ipH

i
t q. By assumption

wB
h `Ah1 ă wB

h ` Ãi. Nevertheless, consider the history H i
t`dt such that neither agent has achieved

another breakthrough since time t, agent i faces exactly the same decision as that after the history

H i
t . By wB

h `Ah1 ă wB
h ` Ãi, it is not optimal to report at time t`dt, leading to a contradiction and

p1ipH
i
t q therefore cannot be an optimal reporting rule.

Consider the deviation such that agent i reports his breakthrough #1 until the next break-

through arrives, his continuation value is

A 1 ”max
β

βpwB
h `wB

h,hq´ c2pβq`αSO
i pw

B
l `A2q

β`αSO
j `ρ

“
β1pwB

h `Ah1q´ c1,NKpα
SO
i q`αSO

j pw
B
l `Al1q

β1`αSO
j `ρ

`
β1pwB

h,h´Ah1q` c1,NKpα
SO
i q´ c2pβ

1q`αSO
j pAl2`wB

l,h´Al1q

β1`αSO
j `ρ

(2.12)
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where β1 is the maximizer of A 1 and A2 “ Al2`wB
l,h.

By the definition of βSO
h ,γSO

l and the optimality of wB
i pH

P
t q, the following hold:

wB
h,h´Ah2 “V ´P SO

1

wB
l,h`Al2´Al1 “ P SO

2 ´P SO
1

(2.13)

By definition, αSO
i satisfies

c11,NKpα
SO
i q “P SO

1 ´
2αSO

i P SO
1 ´2c1,NKpα

SO
i q

2αSO
i `ρ

“
ρP SO

1 `2c1.NKpα
SO
i q

2αSO
i `ρ

“wB
h `Ah1´

αSO
i pw

B
h `Ah1q´ c1,NKpα

SO
i q`αSO

j pw
B
l `Al1q

2αSO
i `ρ

Hence,

ρP SO
1 ` c1,NKpα

SO
j q “ pα

SO
j `ρqpwB

h `Ah1q´α
SO
j pw

B
l `Al1q (2.14)

Furthermore,

P SO
1 ą

β1V ´ c2pβ
1q`αSO

j P SO
2 ´ c1,NKpα

SO
j q

β1`αSO
j `ρ

Therefore,

ρP SO
1 ` c1,NKpα

SO
j q ą β

1
pV ´P SO

1 q´ c2pβ
1
q`α

SO
j pP SO

2 ´P SO
1 q

ô pα
SO
j `ρqpwB

h `Ah1q´α
SO
j pw

B
l `Al1q` c1,NKpα

SO
j q

ą β
1
pwB

h,h´A 1h2q`α
SO
j pw

B
l,h`Al2´Al1q´ c2pβ

1
q` c1,NKpα

SO
j q

ô wB
h `Ah1´

β1pwB
h `Ah1q´ c1,NKpα

SO
i q`αSO

j pw
B
l `Al1q

β1`αSO
j `ρ

ą
β1pwB

h,h´Ah1q` c1,NKpα
SO
i q´ c2pβ

1q`αSO
j pAl2`wB

l,h´Al1q

β1`αSO
j `ρ

ô wB
h `Ah1 ą A 1
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where the second line follows from Equation (2.13) Equation (2.14), and the last line follows from

Equation (??).

Given that agents report immediately and knowledge is disclosed upon report. a˚i pH
P
t q is

the equilibrium effort strategy by construction.

Corollary 8. If c1,Kp¨q “ 0, the principal can induce socially optimal outcome and keep the total

transfers throughout the contest below V for all possible histories.

Proof. I show by construction that there exists an optimal payment scheme wB
i pH

P
t q that satisfies

the condition.

Let wB
l,h,l “ wB

h,l,l “ 0, and wB
l,h,h “ wB

h,l,h satisfy the following:

c12pγ
SO
l q “ wB

l,h,h´
wB

l,h,hγSO
l ´ c2pγ

SO
l q

γSO
h ` γSO

l `ρ

Such wB
l,h,h ą 0 exists. If wB

l,h,h “ 0, c12pγ
SO
l q ą

c2pγ
SO
l q

γSO
l

ą
c0pγ

SO
l q

γSO
l `ρ

where the first inequality comes from

the optimality of γSO
l . wB

l,h,h´
wB

l,h,hγSO
l ´c2pγ

SO
l q

γSO
h `γSO

l `ρ
inceases with wB

l,h,h and goes to infinite as wB
l,h,h Ñ8.

Hence wB
l,h,h ą 0 exists by continuity.

Next consider transfers relevant to the catching-up phase. Note that since c1,K “ 0, by

Lemma 12, βSO
h “ γSO

h . Let wB
l,l “ wB

l,h “ wB
h,l “ 0. wB

h,h “ wB
h,l,h.

Last, consider transfers relevant to the initial phase. Let wB
l “ 0 and wB

h satisfy

c11,NKpα
SO
i q “ wB

h `Ah1´
pAh1`wB

h qα
SO
i ´ c1,NKpα

SO
i q`pAl1`wB

l qα
SO
i

2αSO
i `ρ

(2.15)

Assume for now such wB
h ą 0 exists.

It is straightforward to check that the constructed prize scheme induce socially optimal

outcome under assumption “Direct Access”, hence it also induces socially optimal outcome under

assumption “Access Through Reports” if the principal discloses the knowledge immediately. It

remains to check this prize scheme satisfies the budget requirement. That is, maxtwh`wl `

wh,l,h,wh`wl`wl,h,hu “ wh`wl`wh,l,h ăV .
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V ´wB
h,l,h´wB

h

“P SO
1 ´Ah1´wB

h

“
αSO

i pP SO
1 ´wB

h ´Ah1q´ c1,NKpα
SO
i q`αSO

j pP1´Al1´wB
l q

2αSO
i `ρ

“
´c1,NKpα

SO
i q`αSO

j pP1´Al1´wB
l q

αSO
j `ρ

“
αSO

i pV ´wB
h,l,h´wB

l q´ c1,NKpα
SO
j q

αSO
h `ρ

where the first equality follows from V ´P SO
1 “ wB

h,l,h´Ah1 and last equality follows from V ´

P SO
1 “ wB

l,h,h´Al1 “ wB
h,l,h´Al1.

Hence if wB
l “ 0, wB

h ą 0 exists. Furthermore, V ´wB
h,l,h´wB

h ą 0.

Proofs for Section 2.6

Example 6. Without the limited liability constraint, if @βl,c1pβlq “ maxtc0pβlq´ ξ,0u for some

constant 0ă ξă c1,NKpβ
N
l q, it is optimal to not share the information.

Proof. I show that there exists a no-sharing scheme Γ1 “ pw1ipHtq,dN
i pHtqq which strictly outper-

forms ΓD in terms of the principal’s expected payoff. It then follows that the principal would strictly

prefer not to share the information.

Denote the relevant hazard rates and continuation values associated with w1ipHtq by sym-

bols with prime signs. Let w1hl satisfy c11,NKpβ
D
l q “ c11,Kpβ

D
l q “ w1hl`AD

l2´
βD

l pw
1
lh`AD

l2q´c1,NKpβ
D
l q

βD
h`βD

l `ρ
“

wD
hl `AD

l2 ´
βD

l pw
D
lh`AD

l2q´c1,Kpβ
D
l q

βD
h`βD

l `ρ
. Since c1,NKpβ

D
l q ą c1,Kpβ

D
l q, w1lh ă wD

hl . Construct w1ipHtq by

taking wD
i pHtq and replacing wD

lh with w1lh. I claim the principal is better off under scheme

Γ1 ” pw1ipHtq,dN
i pHtqq than ΓD. To see this, first, agents’ equilibrium effort under Γ1 in the catching-

up phase and the final phase is the same as that under ΓD by construction, i.e. β1i“ βD
i ,γ

1
i“ γD

i , i“ h, l.

Furthermore, by construction and w1lh ă wD
hl , A 1l1 “

βD
l pw

1
lh`AD

l2q´c1,NKpβ
D
l q

βD
h`βD

l `ρ
ă

βD
l pw

D
lh`AD

l2q´c1,Kpβ
D
l q

βD
h`βD

l `ρ
“
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AD
l1. Therefore agents’ equilibrium effort in the initial phase is higher under Γ1 than that under ΓD,

i.e. α1i ą αD
i . Overall the principal is better off under Γ1 than ΓD because the final discovery arrives

earlier in expectation and the expected total payment to agents is lower.

Example 7. Without the limited liability constraint, if c11,Kpβ
N
l q ă c11,NKpβ

N
l q and c1,Kpβ

N
l q “

c1,NKpβ
N
l q, it is optimal to share the information.

Proof. c11,Kpβ
N
l q ă c11,NKpβ

N
l q “wN

lh`AN
l2´

βN
l pw

N
lh`AN

l2q´c1,NKpβ
N
l q

βN
h`βN

l `ρ
“wN

lh`AN
l2´

βN
l pw

N
lh`AN

l2q´c1,Kpβ
N
l q

βN
h`βN

l `ρ
,

there exists w1lh ă wN
lh such that c11,Kpβ

N
l q “ w1lh `AN

l2 ´
βN

l pw
1
lh`AN

l2q´c1,Kpβ
N
l q

βN
h`βN

l `ρ
. Construct w1ipHtq

by taking wN
i pHtq and replacing wN

lh with w1lh. I claim the principal is better off under scheme

Γ1 ” pw1ipHtq,dD
i pHtqq than ΓN . First, agents’ equilibrium effort in the catching-up phase and

the final phase under Γ1 would be the same as that under ΓN . Furthermore, the leader’s and

the laggard’s continuation values in the catching-up phase under Γ1 satisfy A 1h1 “ AN
h1 and A 1l1 “

βN
l pw

1
lh`AN

l2q´c1,Kpβ
N
l q

βN
h`βN

l `ρ
ă AN

l1 “
βN

l pw
N
lh`AN

l2q´c1,Kpβ
N
l q

βN
h`βN

l `ρ
. Therefore agents’ equilibrium effort in the initial

phase under Γ1 satisfies α1i ą αN
i . The principal is therefore overall better off under Γ1 than ΓN .

Example 8. If c12pβ
N
l q ď c11,NKpβ

N
l q and c2pβ

N
l q ě c1,NKpβ

N
l q. Suppose c11,Kp¨q “ 0,@x, that is,

knowledge sharing can bring the laggard forward to the research frontier, the principal would

prefer ΓD to ΓN .

Proof. c11,K “ 0 implies that the laggard will achieve the breakthrough #1 immediately after being

shared with the knowledge. Hence the catching-up phase is trivial. I prove the proposition

by constructing a prize scheme w̃ipHP
t q such that the principal is better off under scheme Γ̃ ”

pw̃ipHP
t q,d

D
i pH

P
t qq than ΓN . Equilibrium effort levels and continuation values under Γ̃ will be

denoted by symbols with tilde signs.

Let w̃ipHP
t q “ wN

i pH
P
t q except for the following: w̃h,h “ 0, w̃h,l,h “ wN

h,h, w̃l,h “ 0, w̃h,l,l ‰

wN
h,l,l and w̃l,h,h ‰ wN

l,h,h. Construct w̃h,l,l, w̃l,h,h in the following way: Let w̃l,h,h satisfy

β
N
l “ argmax

β

βw̃l,h,h´ c2pβq

β`βN
h `ρ

By continuity w̃l,h,h ě 0 exists and w̃l,h,h ď wN
l,h,h.
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Let w̃h,l,l satisfy:

AN
h1 “

βN
h wN

h,l,h´ c2pβ
N
h q` γ̃lw̃h,l,l

βN
h ` γ̃l`ρ

Consider the following effort rule:

ãipHP
t q “

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

α̃i if b1
i,t “ 0, i“ 1,2

β̃l “ 1 if b1
i,t “ 0,b j,t “ 1,b2

1,t “ b2
2,t “ 0

βN
h if b1

i,t “ b1
j,t “ 1,b2

1,t “ b2
2,t “ 0,argminb1

i,t1
“1 t 1 ă argminb1

j,t1
“1 t 1,

βN
l if b1

i,t “ 1“ b1
j,t ,b

2
1,t “ b2

2,t “ 0,argminb1
i,t1
“1 t 1 ą argminb1

j,t1
“1 t 1,

0 otherwise

pã1pHP
t q, ã2pHP

t qq is an equilibrium strategy profile under Γ̃ by construction.

Ãh1 “AN
h1 by construction because c12pβ

N
h q “ wN

h,h´AN
h1 “ w̃h,l,h´ Ãh1. Furthermore, Ãl1 ď

AN
l1. To see this, note that w̃l,h,h ď AN

l2`wN
l,h, because pβ

N
h`ρqw̃l,h,h`c2pβ

N
l q

βN
h`βN

l `ρ
“ c12pβ

N
l q ď c11,NKpβ

N
l q “

pβN
h`ρqpAN

l2`wN
l,hq`c1,NKpβ

N
l q

βN
h`βN

l `ρ
ď
pβN

h`ρqpAN
l2`wN

l,hq`c2pβ
N
l q

βN
h`βN

l `ρ
. Therefore,

Ãl1 “
βN

l w̃l,h,h´ c2pβ
N
l q

βN
h `βN

l `ρ
ď

βN
l pw

N
l,h`AN

l2q´ c1,NKpβ
N
l q

βN
h `βN

l `ρ
“ AN

l1

It then follows that α̃i ě αN
i .
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I then show that the principal prefers Γ̃ over ΓN . Since α̃i ě αN
i and Ãh1 “ AN

h1. It suffices

to show that P̃1` Ãh1 ě P N
1 `AN

h1. Indeed,

P̃1` Ãh1

“
βN

h V ´ c2pβ
N
h q

βN
h `ρ

`
βN

l pV ´ w̃l,h,hq

βN
h `βN

l `ρ

ą
βN

h V ´ c2pβ
N
h q

βN
h `ρ

`
βN

l pP
N
2 `AN

h2´wN
l,hq

βN
h `βN

l `ρ

“P N
1 `AN

h1

where the inequality follows from V ´ w̃l,h,h ěV ´AN
l2´wN

l,h ą P N
2 `AN

h2´wN
l,h.
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